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Gov't hit for school cash crunch 
Trustees vote no 
confidence in Libs 
By JENNIFER LANG 
COAST Mountains chool trustees ay 
they don't have confidence in the B.C. 
Liberals' ability to manage the public 
education system. 
The board issued a motion of non- 
confidence in the provincial govern- 
ment last week, saying the district's 
complaints about funding to rural 
school districts have been ignored. 
"The rural school districts are the 
ones that are taking the biggest hits in 
terms of enrolment and we're not 
being compensated," said Kitimat 
trustee Barry Pankhurst. "Our school 
districts are suffering terribly." 
He said this school district faces a 
$4-5 million deficit for the coming 
school year, and another $3 million 
deficit he year after that. 
"It's impossible to come up with 
that money - absolutely impossible," 
Terrace trustee Hal Stedham said. 
The district chopped $3.5 million to 
balance its current budget by closing 
six schools, making class sizes larger 
and laying off staff, causing 
"irreparable damage", Stedham said. 
"The fact of the matter is, this 
school district has been absolutely de- 
vastated this year," he added. "This 
year we've cut to the bone - we're 
into the marrow." 
Hazelton trustee Peter Weeber 
voted against he motion because he 
felt it was too confrontational. 
He favours ending a delegation to 
Victoria to explain that the district 
faces special circumstances that are 
compounded by economic uncertainty. 
Although some trustees have openly 
criticized the Liberals' education poli- 
cies, it's the first time the board has 
taken a formal step in protest. 
"I don't think there is any member 
of this board who wouldn't be in favour 
of this motion," board chair Linda 
Campbell said. 
Coast Mountains officials say the 
education ministry's new budget for- 
mula - which is simpler, more trans- 
parent and based almost entirely on 
student enrolment - unfairly penalizes 
rural school districts. 
Although this district received a 
buffer grant worth more than $400,000 
to help soften the impact of the new 
budget formula, that money will be 
phased out. 
Education Minister Christy Clark 
recently told the Standard rural school 
districts won't get 
any more money. 
She said eco- 
nomic renewal is 
the only way to 
reverse declining 
enrolment in rural 
communities. 
Clark last week 
appointed a rural 
education task 
force to shJdy the Marj Brown 
unique challenges 
facing school districts outside of the 
Lower Mainland over the next three 
months. 
One of the budget restraint options 
trustees are considering is moving to a 
four-day school week, but they admit 
that won't generate the more than $4 
million in cost savings needed. 
"I have no idea where we are going 
to get that money from," acting board 
chair Peter King said. 
Terrace trustee Marj Brown said the 
district has also been working with the 
ministry. She said so far sympathy has 
been offered but no concrete results. 
"I think it's time to be honest and 
we have to say, 'We do not have 
confidence,'" Brown said. 
The board follows the lead of the 
Coquitlam School Board, which pas- 
sed a non-confidence motion Sept. 10, 
lashing the education mininster in her 
own Coquitlam riding. 
I i  Get rolling 
TERRY BROWN and Mark Forgie were zipping along the 
Grand Trunk Pathway on roller skis Oct. 4 Both men are exci- 
ted about the upcoming cross country skiing season because 
they'll be able to ski at night, thanks to half a kilometre of bights 
being installed at the Onion Lake ski trails. For details see 
page B4. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO. 
School improvement pledges 
Games bid 
gains city 
convert s 
---, ByJEFF NAGEL 
SOME city councillors are 
~,,~prming to the province's 
2010 W.inter' Olympic bid. i 
Councillors Val George 
~nd Lynne Christiansen re- 
turned from the Union of 
B.C. Municipalities con- 
vention in Whistler with a 
rosier view of the Games. 
"The premier pretty 
well guaranteed tous we'll 
get our fair share of return 
from the Olympics," 
George said. "If it can be 
guaranteed there will prob- 
ably be pretty good support 
across the province." 
Others didn't share that 
optimism. "Don't step in 
that with your good shoe," 
cautioned David Hull. 
George said the mes- 
sage has been drilled into 
premier Gordon Campbell 
that benefits of the Olym- 
pics must be spread fairly 
through the province. 
He said the mood of the 
UBCM convention shifted 
when Campbell pledged 
road to Whistler will be 
$600, million. - about a 
th!rd of some estimates; 
"That mollified a lot of 
the critics out there," he 
said, adding the media has 
spread inflated estimates 
of Olympic costs. 
Christiansen said she 
doubts the value of stren- 
uously opposing the Olym- 
pic bid. "There could be 
some real benefit to us," 
she said. "What we need 
to do is to be there to 
make sure we get our 
share." 
Mayor Jack Talstra has 
said he would be prepared 
to support the bid if Ter- 
race gets more provincial 
money to help build a 
multiplex here and im- 
prove roads in the region. 
Talstra, Christiansen 
and George -who isn't 
running again - were the 
only council members to 
attend UBCM this year. 
The city trimmed its travel 
budget, sending fewer 
not empty promises 
By JENNIFER LANG 
EDUCATION MINISTER Christy 
Clark says school districts will 
have to show they're making good 
on their promises to do a better 
job. 
Clark told the Terrace Stan- 
dard her ministry will be watching 
school districts to see if they hen- 
our accountability contracts, a 
mandatory document each district 
must provide outlining their edu- 
cational goals for the public. 
Last year, school district 82 
promised to improve student liter- 
acy and arithmetic skills by five 
per cent over the next five years. 
It also pledged to improve gra- 
duation rates and student social 
responsibility. 
The contracts, which are not 
legal contracts but rather a public 
commitment to improving student 
achievement, are to be updated 
on an ongoing basis, Clark said. 
She has given districts until 
Oct. 31 to submit revised account- 
ability contracts for this year. 
The ministry will monitor 
school districts to see how well 
they meet he goals they establish 
for themselves. 
For example, districts that pro- 
mise to improve how well stu- 
dents read will be expected to de- 
monstrate they've made some 
progress, he said. 
While the contracts are man- 
datory, it's unclear if districts will 
be penalized by the ministry for 
failing to meet heir goals. 
"We're not signing off on 
/ 
them," Clark said. 
"They carry a lot of weight. 
Those are the benchmarks dis- 
tricts are expected to meet. We 
will be monitoring them." 
She offered few details on how 
that would be accomplished. 
Test results inside 
[] How our students 
stack up in annual skills 
snapshot. A5 
But Clark did reveal the mini- 
stry will use the Foundation Skills 
Assessment to determine if school 
districts are making improve- 
ments. The FSA is the ministry's 
the cost of upgrading the councillors than usual, 
minister :Student numbers 
may be stabilizing 
own province-wide snapshot of 
reading, writing and numeraey 
skills in Grades 4, 7 and 10. 
Next year, districts must sub- 
mit accountability contracts based 
on individual school plans deve- 
loped by school planning councils. 
"The accountability contract is 
the glue - it's connected to School 
planning councils and school 
growth plans,':. Coast Mountains 
superintendent Randy Small- 
brugge said. "It's something we 
hang our hats on and say, this is 
what we all work towards - stu- 
dent achievement." 
School district officials will be 
review and revise the account- 
ability contract over the next few 
weeks before submitting it. 
They expect few changes. 
Candidates slow to jump into election race 
SCHOOL enrolment is up slightly since the start of the 
school year. 
A final tally taken Sept. 30 has helped push the num- 
ber of students in the Coast Mountains chool district o 
6,611, up four students from the first week of class. 
The district has about 80 fewer students since the end 
of June, says Rob Greenwood, irector of instruction. 
His •current tally shows the district's enrolment has 
dropped by 420students over the past year, he added. 
He cautioned the numbers only show the nhmber of 
• Students who are enrolled in the district. They fail to re- 
flect the number of people who have 
moved into the district - or left it. 
Enrolment also doesn't explain why 
• students have dropped out. 
Greenwood said his priority this 
winter will be to track those students 
who have left the school system but 
are still living in the district. 
He wants to find out why they're 
leaving school using exit surveys that 
may help the district find other ways ROb 
FEW candidates are coming forward to run for No one filed to run for school trustee in Ter- on the Kitimat-Stikine regional district board, to reach those students, Greenwood 
Les Watmough is running again for Them- With afinal count for the current 
• offiCeprospectivein November'ScandidateslOcal lectionS.still have until 4 cerraceElaine°r Kitimatjohnson.last week, said returning offi- hill (area E)ditectoi': Bob Cooper" is':seekmg sch6ol: year in piace~ :GreenWood said the district has 
p.m. Friday, Oct. 11 to throw their hat in the Lorrie Gowen is running for school trustee re-election as area C director, which se~es now hiredstaff who had been in limbo, 
ring. in Thornhill. Les Deacon-Rogers is seeking re- Lakelse Lake, Kitamaat Village and north The district purposely held off from filling a handful 
City councillor Marylin Davies was the first election as school trustee in Stewart. Hazelton Terrace. : .  :~ of teaching positions at the start of the year in Case stu- 
council candidate to file nomination papers, incumbent Pieter Weeber is also running 'Incumbents Dave Brocklebank,~ Of !rele.~ dent numb~rswere lower than eXpected, ~ 
No others had filed by last • Friday, although agaln;~bUt is being challenged by Jesstca Ml- graph Creek, and Fred Rolsum, of  the~KispJ6x~.~,~/~: ~: out 30~teaching positl0n~ haVe,been elbninated in 
councillor" Lynne Christiansen •and new chal: koiayezyIc~i ~.... • ' .  • Va|ley are running againfor area~Dafid]3/~/: - tti~districtja.~;a result ofseho~6i d0~fi~d~ddtlier Cost . 
lenger Allan Mclntyre have said they Will run. • Maiiy~ifamilliar faces are running for seats Election day is Nov. i6, i:i ', . ' :  saving measures in order to balance the currefit budget. 
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SCI, union begin talks at last YOU "" t  ui,  erra e ote  or°,C a,e,a,nea nno n0e*ooo *e*or ,, 
I~  ~.e~,~ their FINAL CAR SMART SEMINAR ~ ~ n a r i s  FREE. III i n b i d to reach  a c ract  ,=. ~:'~:--,~.~ designed for women, covering the ~ ~ ' . a c t ,  women '1' U" ] ~ ~  need to know to make informed a ~ o n s .  Included in the I11 lil seminar will be essentials of m a i ~ n g  alternatives as III 
:n:EkSUnMat~lelOIN°°fe t:2~Sb~hthSsW;:k;:trd~;~yth~ tilm~sA" V:m~::sS:indd t~tnu1:V:~:ach::db::~t la;:lix~'t~gSra/ill° b:rThu~ liJ ~;"~' well as family and personal ~ e s .  The seminars are Ill 
I~ -~" :~. ;  interactive and a lot of fun. R e f ~  be provided as well III tic a deal is possible, ture. We..needa deal with our workers, with the IWA in as plenty of door pnzes including atrip , ~ ~ ~ " ~  III 
Negotiations were to resume yesterday and continue Terrace. ' ~ ~" , " ' " 
at least one day and longer if necessary, both sides said. 'WA president Darrel Wong said he hopes to con- I I  ~ for two to Vancouver on Hawkair. III 
Company officials said they'd present a new offer to vince the company that not all the savings have to come 
union leaders.the first such formal proposal since the from cuts to wages or benefits. The union had proposed lil , f f .~  ~ ~..Ttmee: ;hp~t~Ld;ydpOmCtOber 2 ,  2002 i~1~- '~ ii Ill 
original Fresh Start agreement was rejected by the union changes to improve productivity and increase the num- -~1~:~ ~'o,;: Terrace---Totem Ford Sole, ;rE~"AeE i III 
May 18. ber of hours the plant operates. 
Skeena Cellulose CEODan Veniez said it would be ~: =Wongsaid he c0ncedessome pay cuts are~also ne, I~t~::~ ¢~s l  KeithAve I I I II III 
different from previous offer, adding it contains new ~1 [ ~ 1 1 ~  To Register, Call: Cothy Frenette at 635-4984 [ ~=J 
ideas he hopes the IWA will find attractive, hope the company, is of the, same mind and maybe we'll " 
"We ve put together a proposal we believe will be a put together an agreement, Wong said. 
very constructive basis to have a serious dialogue with He saidthere are no plans for now to establish picket 
lines around the mill herei although the national union the IWA in Terrace," he said. "It's a significant advance 
from the document they rejected in May,": 
Veniez said he cannot deviate from the focus on pro- 
fitability that underpins his Fresh Start program, ....... 
He said that means he needs reduced wages, im- 
proved job flexibility ~nd the ability to contract out 
some services at the sawmill. There will also be a re- 
has opened its strike fund to provide IWA members here 
with strike pay. "We're hoping negotiations are fruitful 
and we don't need to establish picket lines." 
............................................. per week, plus 
$30 per dependent, go out to  unemployed mill workers 
OcL 25, he said, 
duced number of workers at the mill, he said. "That mi)l, , Wong said people in Terrace should realize the corn- 
like other facets of SCI's business over the years, got party has never :promised an immediate restart of the 
very fat," Veniez said. sawmill evenlf an agreement is signed. 
But, he said health and welfare benefits would not be Meanwhi le  the company is preparing to recall pulp 
touched. And he noted the talks with unionized pulp mill Workers in Prince Rupert to begin environmental re- 
workers in Prince Rupert successfully resolved concerns mediation work there. "That's going to entail the call 
there over seniority and recall rights, 
Veniez said the company is now prePared to put the 
same effort into addressing IWA issues, adding a deal 
here is crucial. 
"The Terrace sawmill is a key part of our business," 
back of quite a large number of members of local 4," 
Veniez said. 
Skeena Cellulose will lose its ability to use a signif- 
icant amount of past tax losses because it won't be able 
to resume production by November, Veniez added. 
IWA wants to punisl  Veniez 
negotiated eal in Terrace 
that is the same as their 
deals elsewhere in the 
province." 
The IWA says the com- 
pany has committed unfair 
labour practices by at- 
tempting to persuade 
members to leave the 
union. 
It cites sections of the 
labour code that govern 
administration of a trade 
union and a union's right 
to act as the exclusive 
bargaining agent. 
The IWA wants the 
LRB to award it damages 
for the company continu- 
ing to attempt o bargain 
directly with workers. It 
also wants costs awarded, 
as well as orders that SCI 
THE IWA is asking the 
Labour Relations Board 
(LRB) to punish Skeena 
Cellulose CEO Dan Ve- 
niez for suggesting saw- 
mill workers here abandon 
the union. 
The complaint stems 
from a Sept. 20 statement 
by Veniez on local radio 
and TV. 
"The only thing 1 can 
suggest is that the employ- 
ees of Skeena Cellulose in 
Terrace take a good hard 
look at whether or not they 
want to continue to be 
members of the lWA," 
Veniez told CFTK. 
"Because it is quite 
clear that we are not going 
to get a labour agreement 
under the current frame- 
work of the IWA and the refrain from further viola- 
expectation that it needs a 
tions and abide by the pre- 
sent collective agreement. 
IWA local 2171 presi- 
dent Darrel Wong said 
he'll hold off on seeking a 
hearing for the complaint 
pending the results of talks 
with the company under- 
way this week. 
The move follows an 
earlier complaint by the 
IWA to the LRB in July 
alleging unfair labour 
practices and an illegal 
lockout. 
The LRB ruled in that 
case that the current shut- 
down is not an illegal 
lockout, but it did say Ve- 
niez was wrong to commu- 
nicate directly with work- 
ers and it ordered SCI to 
extend a deadline for its 
offer to workers. 
Tuesday, October 29, 2002 
6:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. 
(Terrace Women's Resource Centre) 
We are looking to enhance the vision of our centre and 
the role the Women's Centre plays in our communily. 
We are looking for new members, and new ideas, 
so come join us... Don't forget your friendsl 
We will complimenting our meeting with some good treats! 
For more information, please call 638-0228 
Hunting 
permits 
...aoailable inside. 
Present these immediately 
to your wife for validation. 
Rest assured, a-hunting 
you will go. 
COMMUNITY  FUTURES WEEK 
October 15th-18th 
Celebrating The Positives that Northwest BC Offers 
16-37 Communily Futures Development Cor0oration is a non-profit organization that 
assists 28 Northwest BC communities along Highway 16 and Highway 37. We support 
individuals, businesses, organizations, ancl communities by providing quality business 
and support services (without charge) to new and existing entre'preneurs and small busi- 
nesses. We are involved in leveraging, lending, counselling, brokering, CED planning, 
advising and facilitating. 
During these challenging economic times, it is easy to see the negatives - but there are 
successes in our communities and hope for a brighter economic future. 
Come and Jo in  us  i n  ce lebrat ing  the  pos i t ives  
that  nor thwest  BC has  to  o f fe r !  
Contact  Debbie  or  Pavia at 
Ph: (250) 635-5449 (1 -800-663-6396)  
Fax: (250)  635-2698 Emaih into@ 1637cfdc.bc.ca 
Avoid Engine Freeze-Up Road Side Hazards... 
s39"" 
Licenced 
Mechanics On Duty 
Financing O.A.C. 
Package  Inc ludes . . .  
• Complete Brake Inspection 
I "Oil Change & Filler (most Vehicles) 
*Lubricating All Sleering Components 
-Check &TestRadAntifreeze A : h' " * • o " o " '- 
-Analyze Charging System & Battery 
-Top Up All Fluids mr-_ .~m/ . .~ , __~r  ~r e T =, ~ 
.Test All Lights u - w~ "1  
-By Appointment . . . . . . . .  
-Adjust & Tighten Engine Belts 
er Get :  M-N :e  t :,:   :Br:oadband: :ln ternet S " vi:c:  
(First6 months) M;Net is Fast[ 
~)1[ 1~  V ~onarc J .  That s up tel 73x FASTER than 
CABLESYSTEMS LTD. dial up & 3x Faster than DSLJ 
We've just introduced new everyday low fares from 
Terrace, Simply book online and get great one way prices - 
all the time. And to lift your spirits even higher, we've 
waived all fuel and insurance surcharges on these fares. 
No wonder we're the airline that flies to a different beat. 
10 day or more advance purchase. $S0 change 
of flight fee. Same-day stand by unavailable. 
 179 way 
Vancouver 
Rack up your . . • 
Aeroplan Miles this fall 
' Book low fares online and fly free soonerl 
o , - , .  : , -  _ . -  BetweenSeptembereandDecember12,2002,flyAirCanad&il 
5 to 9 day advance purchase. No change fees. 
Same-day stand by available. 
flom 
s219 one 
way 
Vancouver 
Air Canada Jazz TM or Tango TM by Air Canada and you'll get iii 
: ':i : i  BONUS Aeroplan Milesi 
15,000 Bonus Aeroplan Miles for 8 one-way flight segmenU: )i~ 
. . . . . . . . . .  , 
Fares available only online at oir¢onado.ca or Destine.ca, our online partner. 
TM Seats are limited. Conditions apply. Jazz Air Inc. doing business as Air Canada Jazz . Destine,ca Is a trademark of Destine.ca Inc. Air Canada Jazz Is a trademark of Air Canada, Aereplan new member offer applies to flight segments eligible for Aeroplan MIle accumulation only. Applies to new 
a members who enroll and take tllelr first round-trip flight during this promotional period. First r°und'trlp'fllght bonus will be awarded once and Is not transferable. Other conditions apply. Taxes, landing end departure fees and other charges and surcharges may apply to Aeroplan reward travel. 
New housing project in a gray area 
Tax decision to be appealed 
THE NORTHERN Health 
Authority will try again to 
have its new McConneil 
Estate supportive housing 
project on the bench ex- 
empted from city property 
tax. 
City council last month 
ruled the project will have 
to pay at least $40,000 a 
year - a figure health au- 
thority housing official 
Peggy Julseth says neither 
the authority nor residents 
can afford. 
The problem is that the 
project is not a licensed 
care facility and it is not a 
hospital, both of which 
would result in it being tax 
exempt. 
But it is not a pure resi- 
dential facility either as 
residents do receive food 
and home care services, 
said Juiseth. 
"It falls between the 
cracks,"  she said.  
"Supportive housing is a 
new concept." 
Julseth argues that the 
project is also meant o be 
affordable. 
But transferring $40,000 
in taxes to residents could 
add as much as $150 a 
month to the 21 resident 
units at McConnell. 
Julseth said there was 
never any hint from city 
officials that the project 
would be subject to prop- 
erty tax. 
She noted that the land 
itself was not taxed in the 
years it sat empty while 
several societies pushed 
for the construction of 
some kind of supportive 
housing. 
Julseth's impression i s  
that the city wants to tax 
the project because it is,: 
hurting due to falling tax 
revenues caused by the 
economic slowdown. 
'Julseth noted that other' 
care facilities, ones which 
are licensed, inside city It- 
penses are subsidized by 
an annual operating rani" 
from B.C. Housing, the 
provincial crown corpora- 
tion responsible for social 
housing projects in B,C. It 
and the federal govern- 
ment also provided the 
money for the project. 
One of Julseth's options 
is to ask B.C. Housing for 
more money. 
B.C. Housing chief ex- 
ecutive officer Shayne 
Ramsay last week said the 
operating rant provided to • 
McConnell Estate is 
meant to reflect expenses 
such as property taxes. 
Julseth said B.C. Hous- 
ing officials who negotia- 
ted the grant were aware 
of the no-tax premise dur- 
ing negotiations for the an- 
nual operating rant. 
"They saw the zero on 
the budget line," she said. 
B.C. Housing's Ramsay 
also pointed out that hous- 
ing operators elsewhere 
work with their municipal 
governments o ease costs. 
"It could be donating 
land, or other items," he 
said. 
A list provided by B.C. 
Housing, for example, 
shows that Esquimalt pro- 
vides a $126,000 tax ex- 
• emption on a 40-unit sup- 
portive housing project. 
Prince George has also 
exempted property taxes 
on a new supportive.hotis- 
ing complex there that is 
being run by the Northern 
Health Authority. 
The municipality in 
Midway donated land 
worth $132,000 and added 
$100,000 in equity. 
The city here did waive 
building permit fees for 
MeConnell Estate. 
In making the no-ex- 
emption decision, city 
councillors aid the health 
authority should have bud- 
HERTA ALBRECHT loves her new home in the McConnell Estate supportive 
housing project because it is designed to be user-friendly to people in wheel- 
chairs. But she may not love a recent city council to place a property tax on 
the property that could be at least $40,000 a year. The Northern Health Au- 
thority, which looks after the project, is asking the city to change its mind. 
City trims ta exemptions 
CITY COUNCIL has rejected several ap- 
plications for property tax exemptions. 
Including are properties used by Ter- 
race and District Community Services 
Society to operate Skeena Family Re- 
sources and to run training programs. City 
treasurer Judy Degerness noted the socie- 
ty gets grants from other governments. 
The Terrace Child Development 
Centre loses 23 per cent of its tax exemp- 
tion because that's how much space it's 
using to run a daycare in competition 
with other operations in town. It means 
rented out for yog& classes and to the 
Nisga'a Lisims Government. 
In all, the city will exempt property 
taxes totalling nearly $52,000 and reject 
requests totalling more than $48,000. 
Churches and educational institutions 
are automatically exempt. 
Other groups on the exemption list in- 
elude the chamber of commerce's tourist 
information cenffe, the curling rink, the 
Terrace Little Theatre building, hospital 
women's auxiliary store, the Kin Hut, the 
Elks Lodge, the Kermode Friendship Soc" geted for property taxes. 
mits are exempt ' "if  we eYamnt  "tl iam'" the cimtre will have to ay $3,500 iety and a bus garage - "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l - . ' . . . - -  , " - ,  ,* P • 
Also ,,,exempt is ;rthe:4 frOrn',tav,,~ ,.v,~',-,~ ;,",~ef,~'~,t': ' "  The, city is.also taking a harder look at Ironically, the bus garage is located 
• Birchff00dPiaee~ adult;~re¢:~:~'/~iibsidi~iti~"0ther left-i,: ~,e;::~ churches :that;:rent out:,space. St,"Matz" !~rjusrmetr'e's ffrom"the°~ MeC6iftteli 'Estate 
sidence, another licensed n 'nvernmnnt  ' ~aia' ,-n,, " thew s Anghcan Church is getting an ex- 'supportive hous~hg project which has had 
facility, inThomhill, cillor Val George. • emption only on property used for wor- its exemption request denied. The garage 
MeConnell Estate ex- ship. That excludes parts of its building is also owned by the health authority. 
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News In Brk 7 
 -- -eeen 
SKEENA LIBERAL MLA Roger Harris was one of 
a select group of dignitaries offered the chance to 
mingle with royalty in Vancouver Oct. 6. 
He was a guest at a reception for Queen Eliza- 
beth II and Prince Philip hosted by Premier Gordon 
Campbell between the first and second periods at 
the Vancouver Canucks-San Jose Sharks hockey 
game. 
The Queen performed a royal first by dropping 
the puck at the start of the game, 
Harris, born in England, is a self-confessed mon- 
archist. "My mother would have loved to been able 
to go," he added. 
The reception was billed as an informal event, 
unlike the more formal "walk-abouts" that have 
characterized the Queen's public appearances. 
Speaking before heading down to the event, Har- 
ris wasn't sure if he was also going to be able to 
watch the game. "I 'm not sure if [the Canucks] 
want to be giving tickets to politicians," he said. 
Two injured in collision 
with a moose 
TWO PEOPLE were injured and a moose was 
killed after a late-night highway collision east of 
Terrace. 
Terrace police received a report of an accident 
just east of Terrace near Chimdemash at 1:46 a.m. 
Sept. 27, Terrace RCMP Constable Natasha Stultz 
said. 
"The moose was struck in the eastbound lane 
and it went over the driver's' ide," Stultz said. 
Three occupants were in the eastbound van Two 
of the occupants uffered minor injuries and the 
moose was killed on impact, she said. 
While the accident occurred late at night when 
animals are not very visible, Stultz added it was 
also very foggy at the time of the crash. 
Local man goes missing 
TERRACE Water Rescue members, RCMP and 
family and friends of Terrace hunter Ed Shulmeis- 
ter, 51, scoured the Beaver River area last week- 
end trying to find him after the boat he was travel- 
ing in took on water and sank. 
Schulmeister, his brother and a friend were hun- 
ting in the area north of Rosswood Oct. 2. The trio" 
were in a 21-foot aluminum river boat on the river 
when it started to take' on water, said search man- 
ager Dave Jephson. 
All three men tried to swim to shore but when 
Schulmeister's brother' and friend got to land they 
couldn't spot the man. An extensive search of the 
surrounding hush, the river hanks and the water 
continued into the weekend but as of Saturday, 
Oct. 5 the man had not been found, Jephson said. 
The three men were seasoned hunters and were 
very familiar with the area. Jephson said. there's .... 
been an outl~ourmg of people wanting to assist in 
fh/~ 7~,~ai"~:,~h't'i'dfie(t"-ff-'th'd6o~rbii:b'd:'hd,16"b"f ih'-e: 
search.and-to ensure,the..safety,of,-the searchers, 
Jephson said that help had to be turned down. 
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Forget it 
INTRAWEST, the corporation that owns the 
Whistler-Blackcomb ski development hat 
would be the site of snow-based events should 
there be a successful Winter Olympics bid, has 
developed a big time version of a potluck sup- 
per. 
You know how it works. A host puts up the 
place for the meal and people contribute by 
bringing a dish. Except that this time, those 
dishes will be brimming with cash and it's cash 
from taxpayers' pockets. 
This is based on the premise that Intrawest 
will incur economic loss because some of its ski 
slopes won't be open to skiers during the Olym- 
pic period. And so Intrawest is asking the pro- 
vincial government for compensation. 
It's just another one of those "by the way .... " 
little tidbits that's beginning to emerge from be- 
hind the hoofarah, glitz and glamour Olympic 
sell job being unleashed on the province. 
Who knows how many more of these costly 
little items are out there. But this one, keeping 
the potluck theme intact, takes the cake. 
It's hard to even think about the justification 
for compensation when people are leaving the 
province because there is no work and when 
low income families are being asked to absorb 
government spending cuts. 
One of the selling points of the Olympics is 
that it will lead to world-wide publicity with the 
result of bringing more tourists to the province. 
And where will they head? To Whistler-Black- 
comb, of course. How Intrawest can make a 
case for compensation whenit will reap massive 
publicity benefits is beyond reason. '. 
To its credit, the provincial government is 
considering a framework whereby Intrawest's 
revenues pre- and post-Olympics will be ex- 
amined to determine what, if any, economic 
cost there might be before it opens the tax- 
payers chequebook. 
Still, the Olympics are a business. Business 
requires investment. Intrawest's investment is 
providing the ski slopes. Anything beyond that 
would be a subsidy. And that is supposed to be a 
bad thing in B.C. today. Enough said. 
Benchmark 
HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS to the Ter- 
race Greenbelt Association, the group formed 
in 1994 to promote a trail system along Howe 
Creek on the bottom of the bench. 
Through volunteering of labour and through 
lobbying, the group collected the support of 
local government and of land owners. The trail 
is in place. A recent association donation for 
markers and a bench marks the completion of 
the effort and the disbandment of the associa- 
tion. Job well done. 
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FUN ESSES TO . 
TRY Ni  POT  
I:)on't get too crazy over Kyoto 
VICTORIA - The current de- 
bate over the Kyoto Accord 
shows the Canadian family to 
be about as functional as the 
Simpsons on TV. 
On the one hand we've got 
the little lame-duck guy from 
Shawinigan threatening to 
push through the accord unila- 
terally, telling the provinces 
up yourm 
On the other hand, we have 
Ralph Klein, the Alberta Pre- 
mier, wielding the separation 
club, previously the weapon of 
choice for Quebec. 
British Columbia is against 
the accord too, but has so far 
not told Ottawa that it would 
make a fine country if it ever 
decided to break away from 
Canada. 
Of the other provinces, 
some, including Quebec, are 
for the deal, others are sitting 
on the fence. 
Under the Kyoto treaty, Ca- 
nada would have to reduce 
emiss ions  o f':: greenh6'iiSe 
gases, v~hicii"' ~'i"e" bla flied ' for 
climate change, to 6 per cent 
below 1990 levels. 
I have written in favour of 
the treaty, but that was before 
Jean ChrGtien, the Prime 
Minister, said the federal gov- 
ernment would ratify the ac- 
cord with or without the pro- 
vinces support.. 
It was also before the full 
effect of the treaty on the Ca- 
nadian economy became 
known. Now I 'm not that sure 
I :ll:Io] ~,~ Id: l : l l~7:l ; l l l f - l l  
HUBERT BEYER 
anymore. 
The federal government es- 
ti,--.t . . . .  "' .  ~nO,nOO jobs will 
t., . . . .  ~. ,, tilt:, treaty is imple- 
mented. The Canadian Man- 
ufacturers Association puts 
the figure at 450,000 jo~s and 
pegs the cost to the economy 
at $4.5 billion a year. 
consider journalism produc- 
tive) member of the Canadian 
workforce for more than 40 
years, the prospect of robbing 
450,000 of my fellow citizens 
of their livelihood has me wor- 
ried. 
I 'm sure the Alberta premier 
is worried too, although that 
doesn't give him the right to 
hint that, if pushed too far, 
Albertans might well consider 
separation. 
The Clarity Bill applies to 
all provinces, not just Quebec, 
Klein said in an interview two 
weekends ago. 
It sets out a formula for 
leaving the country. Alberta is 
not looking at that a t  this 
time, but that's not to say that 
some people are not already 
doing so. There's been some 
talk. I get lots of cards and let- 
ters. 
So I say to Ottawa, just 
vour of signing the accord be- 
cause it wants to flood vast 
tracts of forested land to build 
hydroelectric dams and there's 
no penalty for that under the 
terms of the treaty. 
That's why Bernard Landry, . 
the Quebec Premier, wants 
Ottawa to sign the treaty. At 
least he's honest about it, 
Klein said. 
Klein said Alberta will fight 
the treaty in the courts. He will 
also lobby other premiers to 
support his fight against the 
Kyoto Accord. 
Not that I believe for a mo- 
ment Albertans would actually 
secede over this or any other 
accord. They hated the Natio- 
nal Energy Policy brought in by: 
Pierre Trudeau. They bitched. 
and complained, but they" 
didn't leave the ROC. Nor will 
they now. 
A far better way far Klein to Even if the ultimate figure don't push us. Be fair and un- 
• • sway public opinion would be is somewhat in between, a derstand the ~mportance of thin . . . . . . .  
sensibie debate not Klein- ""tme.ou)'"" industry' '  ':' to= ~anaua.~ " . to . . . . . . .  lay out.bemre~..me:t~anaatan 
. . . . .  style,~ .............. as clearly m: ~ order. . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~'lqot tMt l ( le in doesn't  ad -':' '' ~'pu°"c~ rurmer 'c~earl,anun,unas- 
sailable evidence that to sign As a non-expert on the 
issue, I tend to be open to 
moral persuasion as, I 'm sure, 
most Canadians are. 
We can be told only so 
often that the planet is in trou- 
ble and we had better do 
something about the way we 
treat is, before it no longer 
supports us. 
As someone who has been 
a more or less productive 
(depending on whether you 
vance some valid arguments 
for his opposition to the treaty, 
the most valid of  which may 
be that the prime minister 
doesn't have a clue what the 
effects will be. 
He also says that under the 
treaty, Canada would get no 
credits for its vast forests 
which eliminate carbon diox- 
ide from the atmosphere. 
Klein says Quebec is in fa- 
the treaty would be folly. 
Similarly, the prime mini- 
ster should advance more con- 
vincing arguments in favour of 
signing the treaty. The issue 
shouldn't be settled with uni- 
lateral action or threats of se-  
paration. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381.6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.cora 
 ;maller is indeed better here 
RESTAURANT PORTIONS 
can be too big for the average 
senior. Certainly, I have diffi- 
culty eating all of a club sand- 
wich. But I wouldn't go so far 
as to sue a restaurant for my 
weight. 
Last week on the new TV 
show, Dr.Phil, a mother ac- 
companied by her lawyer 
spoke of taking McDonald's to 
court as responsible for her 
young daughter's obesity. 
This despite admitting she 
carried the wallet and she vi- 
sited McDonald's sometimes 
twice in one day to pick up 
hamburgers, fries, or other fast 
food to feed her five year old. 
The lawyer argues McDo- 
nald's food is fattening but too 
delicious to resist. Therefore 
McDonald's is to blame for 
customers overeating. 
! wouldn't go that far, al- 
though I'd like to see restaur- 
ants offer smaller portions. To 
illustrate, on our trip this sum- 
mer, we chose to treat our- 
selves to a restaurant meal 
after an itinerary fuelled by 
coffee shops and fast food ea- 
teries. 
'My  husband ordered fish 
i i•/¸¸ ::/i:/ 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
and chips. 1 picked liver and 
onions. We got enough to feed 
six seniors. Both platters were 
so heaped with food my first 
glimpse of them revolted me. 
His platter was mounded 
six inches high with French 
fries threatening to topple off. 
Balanced on top "were three 
pieces of battered fish each 
bigger than a fudgesicle, a 
slice of buttered toast cut in 
half, lemon slices, and tartar 
sauce in  a plastic container 
that would measure one third 
cup. 
On the side were cup sized 
bowls of sour cream, bacon 
bits, and chopped chives. 
My platter held two thick 
slices of liver each equal to 
the sole of my size 11 shoes, 
one baked potato, two strips of 
bacon, a slice of buttered toast 
cut in half, boiled carrots and 
broccoli, and a swirl of dis- 
gusting white onion •"hair", not 
the browned onion I looked 
forward to. 
A boat of brown gravy 
proved to be delicious and 
helped compensate for the 
anemic onions, which I could 
not bring myself to touch. 
When we had eaten our fill 
and set aside our napkins, our 
plates looked untouched. The 
thought of so much good food 
going directly into a garbage 
can possibly not even detour- 
ing to a farmer's hogs bothered 
me. I was raised to appreciate 
food, not to waste it, 
I glanced around. Our 
waitress was yonder making 
coffee. I pulled a camera from 
my handbag, stood back about 
six feet from our table, and 
snapped a photo of our left- 
overs, then I asked for a doggie 
bag. 
The waitress gave us two 
hinged styrofoam containers, 
quart capacity. The fries didn't 
all fit but they might have if 
we'd stacked them like cord 
wood. 
As we paid, our waitress 
was now the cashier. I men- 
tioned the overly generous por- 
tions. She said, "We no longer 
offer smaller seniors portions. 
And after 6 p.m. we don't offer 
childrens portions." 
So what's a senior to do if 
you can't eat as much as a 
starving skate boarder yet you 
object to wasting food? 
A headline in the October 1 
Province reads "We're Fat and 
Unfit".The article says, "We're 
a province of couch potatoes; 
Our level of inactivity is so 
high that it constitutes a signif- 
icant public health issue. The 
study shows that more than two 
in five British Columbians are 
either overweight or obese, a 
significant health risk for heart 
disease and diabetes." 
• '~vP'P/~SJ FO~q'HE. EC.ORO,H"/].----:=-.JtB:zq,q5 A PAYY,~, I  
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JENNIFER ELKINS, a Grade 8 student at Skeena Jr. Secondary, uses a library computer to answer an on-line reading quiz. She's in 
an accelerated reader program that's in its second year at the school - one of the district's efforts to improve literacy. Students like 
Elkins read books and then take the computer quiz to measure reading comprehension of the titles they've read. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
Testin g, test in g 
:~tor,meeo ducation ministry, expec- 
,rations,when lit comes to':reading,, 
r ] ,~ z • :according to'the Foundtitioh'Skills~," 
2000 - the year alarm bells went 
Student literacy continues to slide here in spite of efforts to promote reading 
By JENNIFER LANG 
READING SCORES in the Coast 
Mountains School District have Grade 7s not meeting expectat ions I 
dropped for the third year in a row 
despite fforts to improve literacy, 50 .................................................................................................................................... [ ]  I 
Reading an annual government test of I 
basic skills shows. 4 5 ............................................................................................................. [ ]  Writing I 
The decline in reading compre- 40 ............................................................................... [ ]  Numeracy I I 
hension skills can be seen in all 35 .................................................... ' ~ l  - -~  I 
three grades tested, but it seems . 25,5n " ~1/ ! [1~' .1  ! Ig~l L . ..... ,-, i ,,; ' o getwors  in the higher grad s. % 30 
Fully 38 per cent of Grade 7 .......................................... 
and 10 students tested here failed 
, 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Assessment 2002, or FSA. " sic co' }~ That's a deterioration from ~ CI:I~I:[1 COPunP~trln 'Thgrnhlll 'Uplands DviSe~l~l; :v~age 
off across the district about liter- 
acy skills - when 30 per cent of 
Grade 7s and Grade 10s failed to 
read at their grade level 
The assessment was given to 
more than 150,000 students across 
B.C. in Grades 4, 7, and 10 last 
May. 
Independent schools and 
French Immersion students also 
take part. 
B,C.-wide, 29 per cent of Grade 
10 students are failing to read at 
their grade level. 
That's up from 21 per 
cent the year before. "You have to 
The district aver- , keep in mind that  
age shows 28 per it is a snapshoL 
cent of Grade lOs Just give it time 
tested aren't writing now for trends to 
to their grade expec- 
tations, and 40 per be established, to 
cent didn't meet ex- see  i f  there is im-  
pectations for numer- provemenL" 
acy skills. 
The district aver- 
age lags behind the provincial re- 
sults in reading, writing and num- 
eracy skills for all three grades 
tested, although the performance 
of individual schools varied. 
The Grade 7s fared better at 
writing, with 31 per cent not 
meeting expectations -but  35 per 
cent aren't making the grade in 
numeraey skills. 
In Grade 4, 33 per cent of stu- 
dents tested didn't meet reading 
expectations, and 28 
per cent didn't meet 
numeracy expecta- 
tions. 
Curiously, the 
Grade 4s performed 
well on the writing 
portion of the FSA, 
with a district aver- 
age of just 11 per 
cent not meeting ex- 
pectations. 
The school-by- 
school and district re- 
sults are available at 
the education mini- 
stry's web site, Randy 
Low reading Smalbrugge 
scores three years 
ago prompted the school board to 
i chan~pion literacy as the district's 
number-one priority. 
SinCe then, the district has 
built on a range of existing liter- 
acy programs and introduced new 
a plan to establish a guideline 
that primary students must spend 
40 per cent of the school day on 
literacy activities. 
The assessment, which debuted 
in 2000, has been criticized for 
not taking soeio-economic and 
cultural factors into account. 
The education ministry cau- 
tions against using the results to 
compare different schools or 
school districts, 
The ministry says the 
important factor is 
whether a school 
compares well with 
its own results over 
time. 
The FSA is designed 
to become a bench- 
mark for comparison, 
but it's still too soon 
to tell if individual 
students are improv- 
ing or falling behind, 
says Superintendent of schools 
Randy Smallbrugge. 
That's because no students 
have taken the FSA twice - yet. 
Smallbrugge said the first 
Grade 4 and 7 students to take the 
FSA in its current form back in 
2000 will be tested this coming 
spring in Grades 7 and 10. 
"Right now, we're just compar- 
ing apples to oranges, because 
every time you have an FSA, you 
have a new cohort," 
he said. 
He advises parents 
to be patient wail to 
see what kinds of 
trends emerge over 
the long term. 
"You have to keep 
in mind that it is a 
snapshot," he said. 
"Just give it time 
now for trends to be 
established, to see if 
there is improvement 
and to see if the ac- 
countability contract 
makes an impact." 
He and other Coast 
Mountains officials 
advocate following individual stu- 
dents on a year-to-year basis 
through standardized testing. 
Meanwhile, parents shouldn't 
be alarmed by this year's FSA re- 
sults - we are not failing our stu- 
dents, he said. 
I Reading - Students not meeting expectations I 
35 -I .................................................................. Grade 7 
%25- 
20- 
15- 
1 0 -1 
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Writing - Students not meeting expectations I 
35 ....................................................................... Grade 7 
Grade 10 
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I Numeracy - Students not meeting expectations I 
4s 1 .................................................................................... [ ]  Grade 4 
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[ ]  Grade 10 
District averages 
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than ever before. 
B.C.'s education system conti- 
nues to stack up well against 
other provinces, especially in how 
students perform in certain sub- 
jects. 
It also compare~ favourably 
with other countries. 
"From a Canadian perspective 
and from a global perspective, we 
Smallbrugge said B,C, has en- 
joyed success when it comes to 
exporting its education curriculum 
to other countries. 
Several Lower Mainland 
school districts are forming a cor- 
poration that will sell curriculum 
overseas. 
"Twenty new schools are being 
added to the roster in Asia. If our 
system is so bad, they wouldn't be 
i interested," he saidi."It's because 
we have a good product." 
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CORRESPONDENCE PbR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Let her rest, please 
Dear Sir: 
1 am the late RoxAnne Campbell's ister and I am 
writing this letter in response to the "Murder mystery 
deepens" article of Oct. 2, 2002. 
We have been the victims of a terrible tragedy and 
our family is in the process of healing from a great 
loss. It has been extremely disturbing and upsetting to 
read the articles that have been written. 
It is important for me to clarify a few points, as 
well as put the focus where it needs to be. Firstly, the 
investigation has been conducted in an extremely 
thorough manner and we are very pleased with the 
RCMP efforts. The investigation is now closed. There 
is no murder mystery. 
All community members should find comfort in the 
fact that the RCMP are doing a great job and are 
sincerely caring about the feelings of the surviving 
family members. 
It is our family belief that RoxAnne should be 
allowed to rest in peace and dignity and it is our hope 
that everyone can respect his value. 
We thank the Terrace and Prince George 
investigative units in regards to the investigation and 
the support offered in our time of need. 
We can only hope that other people could show 
this type of care and concern when a family is going 
through the grieving process. 
DeeDee Tashoots, Terrace, B.C. 
Fish farms queried 
An open letter to: 
David Anderson, 
Federal Minister of the Environment 
In accordance with the Environmental Protection 
Act, it is an offence by law under the criminal code 
to release any harmful substances into the 
environment. 
Under this protection act, municipalities are forced 
by government-imposed laws to spend multi millions 
of public taxpayers' money to build and upkeep 
human waste treatment 
plants to protect the 
environment against 
pollution. 
In v iew of  
environment ministry 
questionable policies to 
en force  the  
"Environment Protection 
Act," could you please 
send our society the 
following information? 
1. Why does the 
public sector need 
human waste treatment 
plants to protect the 
environment against 
pollution and ocean 
• operating, salmon, farms . . . . . . . . .  
~iave " e alnr0, al from AIOIS ~Cn l l l lnger  
. . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  
the g ci~,,ernment to discharge millions of tons 
untreated 'antibiotic, contaminated and diseased 
infested fish waste into the ocean without treatment 
plants effecting the wild fish population. 
2. Can your ministry give our society an exact 
definition on what is the difference between fish 
waste and human waste. 
3. Why do the salmon farms not need treatment 
plants to discharge their fish waste into the ocean and 
municipalities do? 
4. Why are municipalities and private individuals 
charged under the Environmental Protection Act. and 
salmon farms are not. 
Aiois Schillinger, 
; Watershed BloEnhancement Society, 
Terrace, B. C., 
Saddam's secret plan 
Dear Sir: 
America thinks it can go it alone against Saddam 
Hussein in Iraq; but I think the US has been played 
like a puppet by the desperate despot since the Gulf 
War. Saddam, who thinks he's the reincarnation of 
the ancient Babylonian king, Nebuchadnezzar, has 
been rebuilding that ancient city since the mid-80s. 
Babylon was once considered one of the nine wonders 
of the world until it degenerated into decay and ruin. 
Just as Hitler tried to revive the ancient Teutonic 
reichs and Italy's Mussolini tried to revive the glory 
of ancient Rome - so Saddam sees his calling in 
Babylon. Today the ancient Gate of Ishtar has been 
rebuilt and the walls which once surrounded the 
ancient city are again up. 
If Saddam gets his way Babylon might once more 
be the city state that drives the economic engines of 
the Mideast, as it did in ancient imes. 
A war with Iraq would mean two things. It Would 
alienate U.S. interests throughout he Middle East, 
leaving Saddam more popular than ever. As President 
Bush has been warned, "It will open the gates to 
hell". And all Sadd am has to do is populate his new 
city state out of the ruins of Americans bombing 
Baghdad back to Babylon. 
Brian Gregg, Terrace, B.C. 
It,s'Urban decay 
Aside from the stupid kids who toss their garbage 
: and the drunks their cans, why does lower Kenney, 
across from the mill, look like such a slum? 
Is this to embarrass Veniez into signing? Is this a 
cultivated look of  destitution? Where is the Terrace 
Beautification Society? 
But don't work too fast. I have come to like the 
banana box. It has an interesting rate of decay. 
_ _. Dave Heinlmann, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag . . . .  
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B,C, VSG 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at standard@kermode.net. No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification. Our deadline is 
noon F r iday  or: noon Thursday if. it 's a long 
w e e k e n d . ;  -- " 
, i " i j J l  1 
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The 
WAY 
to save 
Russet 
Potatoes 
No. 1 Grade, B.C. 
Grown, 10 Ib Bag 
card price 
6U[ eUPi 
50133-8 
. ~ . . , . . .~ . :~:~, . : .~ . ,~  
Green Giant Vegetables 
Selected Varieties, Frozen, 750g to1 kg F,0~,.g 
) 
Jumbo Yams- "" """ 
U.S. Grown, .62/kg ,130s., 
• q l lq l l111  ~ ~ l l lV l l  I I ~  
Bounty Paper Towels 
6 Rolls, First 2 ,,,., 
Prices effective •from Wednesday to Saturday, October 9 to12, 2002, 
i 
r t 
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B USINESS REVIEW 
Telus 
cuts 
deeper 
SIX TELUS employees are 
out of work after their jobs 
were cut here the end of 
September. 
The cuts are part of a 
plan to reduce the compa- 
ny's workforce by 40 per 
cent, translating here into 
25-27 lost jobs. 
Four people lost their 
jobs when the Telus store 
closed Sept. 27 and two 
inventory workers were 
also gone as of that day. 
Other jobs being phased 
out include a clerical posi- 
tion, which will be gone in 
early November and three 
network design positions 
will be cut by June 2003, 
Telus official Joanna 
Wyatt said. 
"Since [July 11] as our 
plans have become more 
concrete, the dates for the 
closures of the specific 
functions have been provi- 
ded to the employees as 
we know them," she 
added. 
Emp!oyees affected by 
the work force cuts had 
unt!! .Oct. 1 to app!y for ei- 
.WORKERS at Telus in Terrace recently got word 
more positions will be eliminated here. 
ther early retirement or vo- 
luntary departure pack- 
ages. 
"By the 18th (of Octo- 
ber) we should be in a po- 
sition to know who will be 
7 
I 
Another option for af- 
fected workers is transfer- 
ring to other locations if 
they are qualified, bui- 
Telus officials have said 
that likelihood is low be- 
accepted for the voluntary cause of the large amount 
departure and early retire- of positions being elimina- 
ment program," Wyatt ted. 
said. 
Out & 
About 
City hires 
auctioneer 
/ A new look 
LANDSCAPING work is underway along the front 
edge of the Skeena Mall parking lot. That's Dylan 
Quinn shovelling and Victor Alemeida driving trac- 
tor. The upgrade is part of a deal in which the city 
relaxed parking rules last year to allow Overwaitea 
to expand and become Save On Foods. The land- 
soaping and parking lot changes are expected to 
be a prelude to an overall mall renovation. 
UNUSED city items are 
going to be sold off by 
auction from now on. 
The city has picked 
local auctioneer Marjon 
Auctions to conduct per- 
iodic sales of unneeded 
i tems.  : .  i: i j 
( '~;~!.: ;Th~i[;~C.i~io n replaces 
flleoi~i:s~sicm of sale by 
tender conducted at the 
city public works yard. 
Staff concluded that 
method cost the city too 
much money in staff time. 
A sale in 2001 resulted 
in a net loss of $646, ac- 
cording to a city report. 
The report says the new 
arrangement means the 
city will get at least 70 per 
cent of the sale price 
achieved by Marion. 
Bikes recovered by the 
RCMP will continue to be 
turned over to the Citizens 
On Patrol (COPS) pro- 
gram. 
Rather than selling 61d 
vehicles, the city will 
trade in used vehicles on 
the purchase of new ones. 
N 
BOOK AND PAY in full 
by Dec 15/02 and receive a f ' : :~U 
FREE Digital Camera * I :~:  ~.  
' ROYAL DECAMERON LE 
i COMPLEX noloi 
I Rllnclusive,Standardroom 1249 O ~  
• , • ~ oct  ig126  
• 1 Week 
• SALE PUERTO VALLARTA Reg, 
AIRFARE ONLY 639 
Per Person 699 
Oct 21.28 
1 Week 
HORIZoNTES CLUB Reg, SALE 
TROPICAL 
All Inclusive , Standard room 1189 899 
i Oct 27 Oct 24, 31 1 Week 1 Week 
BRAVOCLUB ,eg. SALE HODELPA Reg, SALE 
EL MANDARIN RESORT 4~'lfiO TROPICAL CLUB 4@0il1 
_y_he Terrac#~S.tanda rdi~eednesdayr-Octo-b-~9,2=002- A7 
TfactioH ACtiOH  8]6 
A D • : ' P eO , 
HUGE SAVINGS OH ALMOST 
EVERY TiRE IH THE STORE! 
rinterTire 
Change 
Good until December 1 st/ 2002 
N 
.... i 
::::i~:i :: i :ii: i>: ~i: !ili ii!iiii i!11 
WIPER BLADES WITH 4 T IRE  CHANGE OVER 
$ 
Bring in this coupon for... 
.0 Off 
ANY BATTERY PURCHASED "TILL DEC. 31 /02  
BHat  m d l ~ X n m / i  
q , 'l 
I 
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Giving 
c)ur besL. 
n/ /ys  IM I LV | | |  
de "A" 
. eys 
1.9,t~g 
AFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
99 
/lb. 
13.21/kg 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
99 
/lb. 
4.39/kg 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
9.6s/kg. CutN 
.¢ for details. [! 
91 
) i ,  " 
;78/kg ~;i 
'/ 
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HURS.  th ru  SAT .  
i i~i,: ~•~ 
~i ¸ •! 
n 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
..... ~ 
'~ ~)  
CLUB PRICE 
^ 
\ ~:~. ~ 
6 ' • 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE ~ 
SAFEWAY CLUB PRICE 
Ice Gream ~ ~  ~ ~1~ 
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MP's Scottish holiday 
opens eyes to oil, gas 
A SUMMER vacation to garded as somewhat re- 
northern Scotland hits con- 
vinced Skeena Alliance 
MP Andy Burton that that 
an offshore oil and gas in- 
dustry could have econo- 
mic spinoffs for communi' 
ties on B.C.'s northcoast. 
In August, Burton vi- 
sited Aberdeen, Scotland, 
where there are about 200 
oil rigs working off the 
• coast. 
Burton said the oil dril- 
ling industry there has 
functioned with few pro- 
blems during its 30-year 
, history. 
Meanwhile, the local 
economy has flourished -
thanks to the spinoff ef- 
fects. Burton said the re- 
gion is home to a large 
secondary industry related 
to oil drilling. 
That means there are 
companies related to train- 
ing workers, servicing the 
rigs, expediting, warehous- 
ing and shipping goods to 
the rigs. 
"One company 1 met 
with services shipping 
goods to 38 rigs. They put. 
through more than a mil- 
lion tons of freight a year," 
Andy Bu~on 
said Burton, who conduc- 
ted his fact-finding tour at 
his own expense - he was 
visiting the country any- 
way and went to Aberdeen 
on a whim. 
"The jobs that are cre- 
ated around the industry -
not on the drill platforms - 
but on shore, is absolutely 
phenomenal." 
Burton said some of the 
United Kingdom's big oil 
companies have located 
their head offices in Aber- 
deen, even though it's re- 
mote. 
Critics have argued the 
financial benefits of open-. 
ing up B.C.'s coast to oil 
a.nd gas exploration are, 
exaggerated. 
They also point out it 
would take the industry 
about 10 years to get up 
and running - if a provin- 
cial and federal moratori- 
um prohibiting oil and gas 
companies from exploring 
the ocean floor off the 
coast of B.C. - is lifted. 
The provincial govern- 
ment has said it's working 
toward lifting the moratori- 
um. A federal decision 
could come down within 
18 months. 
"We do have some lead 
time here in B.C. - it's not : 
going to happen tomorrow 
morning," said Burton. 
To Burton, that means 
there's time to prepare 
local training programs for 
the highly specialized 
workers who would be re- 
quired for exploration. 
He pointed to a compa- 
ny in Aberdeen that trains 
workers for oil rigs in the 
North Atlantic. 
Fed marine park plan 
a surprise to province 
A NEW federal plan to 
create 15 new national 
parks and marine conser- 
vation areas - including 
one that might restrict off- 
shore oil development in 
Hecate Strait - has come 
as a surprise to the pro- 
vince, says Skeena's 
MLA. 
Roger Harris was reac- 
ting to last week's announ- 
cement contained in the 
Sept. 30 throne speech 
which opened the fall ses- 
sion of the federal parlia- 
ment. It includes the crea- 
tion of the proposed Gwaii 
: Haanas National Marin'e 
Conservation Area. 
The plan is to extend 
the national park boundary 
10 kilometres further off- 
shore, protecting a further 
34,000 square kilometres 
of seabed. 
"The federal govern- 
ment promised they're 
going to consult and I 'm 
waiting to see what that 
means," Harris said late 
last week. "I expect them 
to consult." 
'He said B.C. already 
has 13 per cent of its land 
base tied up in park land. 
"God knows where it's 
going to end," he said. 
Harris noted that the 
that such ventures cost 
money. 
Also announced is the 
creation of a new Gulf Is- 
lands National Park further 
down the coast. 
Plans for marine con- 
servation areas were op- 
posed by this region's bu- 
siness leaders, who feared 
the result could block off- 
shore oil development. 
Whether the marine 
conservation areas will 
have that effect or not de- 
pends on what rules Otta- 
wa places on them and 
parks announcement is an- how such rules are en- 
other one o f  the ! legacies forced. 
wanted by Prime Minister The Gwaii Haanas area 
Jean Chretien in the run-up would cover only a small 
to his retirement, adding portion of Hecate Strait. 
use 
?.~! ..... ' ..... I~"T ~ ~ ~/ I~ 
. where all of your printing and cowing 
~ needs are completed wit! ,, 
fast service at reasonable pnces, 
WE SPECIALIZE 
. IN  ~ 
Business Cards-Office Stationary 
m Advertising Layout & Design- Brochures 
Flyers- Posters- Newsletters- Menus 
" - Absolutely Anything on Paper- 
Give us a call today at 635-1872 
B or Fax us at 635-1868 ~ 
Terrace ~ Disffic~ C]amz~r o{ Commerce 
Tickets $35 
Co~L hm of Lhe We, t or the Chmbcr Office 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Borrlsters &Solicitors 
Tax Law • Trusts = Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - lO75 West Georgia Street, Voncouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fox: 604-687-1386 
I/ 
I I 
, s0T/;er~trCcr~?;po~rt0ppse~:re na?ekr,rn~oBh(~! p to 
On September 28th, 2002 at approximately. 
10:00 a.m., a truck was located driven ::into 
wooded area off Thornhill Frontage Road (south) 
• near Novotnyin Terrace,: B,C: No one was]found 
around the tiuck, Wh chhad sustained~omeii 
damage from .the: coil son::: some open liquor 
i l  I Cr ime Stoppers  o f fers  a cash reward of up to $1,000.00 for 
i J n fo rmat  on  leading to  an ar res t  and charges be ing  la id aga ins t  
J J an  Ind iv idual  in th is  o r  o ther  unso lved  cr ime.  If you have any 
i : i  In fo rmat ion  cal l  C r ime Stoppers  at 635-TIPS that 's  635-8477.  
i : J Cal lers wil l  not  be requ i red  to  reveal their  Ident i ty  nor  test i fy  In  
/ J  cour t .  Cr ime Stoppers  does  not  subscr ibe  to  cal l  d isp lay.  I 
I I f  I  Call 635 ,tlP.   
INSURANCE $ 
i~o~ l~ ¢ ' -  Home & Tenant ~ " Commercial • Liability • Jet Boat - ~ 
t".,. Mobile Homes • Travel ~- ,~ 
,%\"UA~ 
I 
I~.~L_. ~. , 1 , - '~ ,~r~-e  . ___ I  
sez  -,ea . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
i . . . 1"890-335"80-88 ' ,t, .,.,.,_.,.~;,,! 
' 250 6355 3 ' ' L " I 
Fax: 250-635-3288 ' J 
4635 Gre|g  Avenue,  Terrace,  B.C. (Next  To SAJ~N) I 
The Skeena Valley Rotary 
Club challenges one and all to 
design and build a catapult 
for competition purposes. 
Bring all your 01d 
pumpkins for 
ammunition in this 
years Pumpkin Fling - 
Prizes for winning 
pumpkins will be 
awarded. 
The Pumpkin Fling will take place at the Red & Gun 
Club Iocaed at Ihe end of Rifle Range Road. 
Date: Hey. 3rd 
Time: 1:001i : 
7111•:> ~: iii:~:% ;: ? 
~..~.~ ;;~, . ........... ~.~ .~: ......... 
~j~.~ ~s,~ Contact: 
~;;:~:~;~'~:,ii Terry Morris 635-6983 
N ~,~, or Ken Earl 635-5163 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucch iat t i  
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
! Smile and Whitening I p~~__] ~y Dr. Zucchia,i We welcome patients 
• ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 01: Dr. Gustavsen  
Phone:  635-2552 And All New 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri = 8,00 am - 5:00 pm 
'] ! 
I I  i=  
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Purchase one Goodyear Regatta 2, 
Wrangler RT/S or Workhorse Extra Grip tire and 
get the second identical tire for half price! 
But hurry! This offer ends October 31! 
~ . Earn z5 Bonus AIR MILES ~ reward miles per tire! With the purchase of 
selected Goodyear tiresl 
retailer for complete details. Offer ends October 31, 2002. 
;@OD~'EAII 
regatta 2 
Ji Seasoq Radial 
rovides outstanding 
~et raction. 
 118 ! 
PZOS/70R15 XNW 
GET THE sECOND 
IDENTICAL TIRE FOR 
HALF PRICE! 
*on the purchase of two 
G@@B~'£AII 
Wrangler RT/S 
All weather radial 
with smooth, quiet 
ride, on/off highway. 
'138 c  
P235/TSRI5 OWl. 
GET THE SECOND 
IDENTICAL TIRE FOR 
HALF PRICE! 
*on the purchase of two 
Workhorse XG 
Heavy duty traction 
and rugged tread 
design. 
LTZ35/85R16 BSW 10 PLY 
GET THE SECOND 
IDENTICAL TIRE FOR 
HALF PRICE! 
'on the purchase of two 
Hill ~ce Tim Sale I~ eft~ (~tober t.31, 2W2 oo~ on s~l~ 6ood'~4f Pes, All appl~ I~¢~ (l~' GST; PST ~'~1 ~e.l~m, ale.) ,lie ~tm. EARH OOUSLE AIR MILES o~ Wl~egzal]o~l ParJ~se from O~lo~r t-31, 2002 ~.  ,See te'tz~ f~' c~a1~Aele d~,fls. Eom 
t AIR MILE~ reward talk Iof over/$8 spent on G oo~.~" 81a~ I~S.~enoer ~ i~fit lu¢~ Pies and m~Mdc~ rvk:~, EIm-LI~H MILES' i~,~a i~l m~e fo~ ~ .~o spent m ounlop end 5"tzr grand flies a~ ~'1 ~ BrIM ~ Tru~k end Farm tkes. 
~nrh~ O( AIR MILES" I~l 
4 6 4 1  Ke i th  A v e n u e  ~ ij'•i~ i • 
Ter race ,  BC V 8 G  1 K4  
(250)  6 3 5 - 4 3 4 4  
H 
I 
I 
] 
: ~! i ¸  : : : i : • ( ,  • • 
Police continue probe 
of seven vehicle thefts 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A TERRACE man arrested by Prince 
George RCMP Oct. 3 was driving one of 
seven vehicles that were stolen from the 
Terrace area over the last two weeks. 
He's being returned to Terrace to face 
other charges and police continue to in. 
vestigate the vehicle thefts. 
Terrace RCMP say the vehicles were 
stolen between Sept. 23 and Oct. 2. 
The one clue linking the thefts is that 
each vehicle was left unlocked and had a 
spare set of keys stashed somewhere 
within the vehicle, police said. 
"We do have an idea who is 
responsible," said Terrace RCMP Con- 
stable Natasha Stultz. "It's based on the 
manner the vehicles were stolen. It fits 
the suspect's same method." 
All of the vehicles were stolen late at 
night or in the very early morning hours, 
which also leads police to believe that 
one person is responsible for the thefts, 
she said. 
As of Oct. 4, only one of *,hose seven 
vehicles had yet to be recovered. 
Most of the vehicles were found aban- 
doned within 12 hours of their disappear- 
ances. Two of the vehicles were reco- 
vered crashed into wooded areas. 
A red 1995 Pontiac Grand Am two- 
door sedan disappeared from the driveway 
of a home on Kenworth St. in the early 
morning hours of Sept. 28. 
Later that day police found the car 
crashed into a wooded area off Kozier 
road near Old Remo. 
At 10 a.m. Sept. 28 a truck was found 
driven into a densely wooded area on the 
Thornhill frontage road near Crescent St. 
The registered owner called later that 
day reporting the truck had been stolen 
while he was at a party on Dabble St. 
Police remind people never to leave 
their vehicle doors unlocked or keep keys 
inside the vehicles. "People should be 
keeping their spare keys in their wallet or 
their purse," Cnst. Stultz said. 
If you have information please call the 
Terrace RCMP detachment a 638-7400. 
~iiii~ .~ 
~ ,  GLASSES and CONTACTS 
*Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
.Flexon 
.Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP"  
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
F~r  vr~,,r r~nv~n;~nr~ g r J , J i , "k  t :~rv ; r~a 
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RCMP detachment 
copes with vacancies 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
TERRACE'S RCMP de- 
tachment is coping with a 
high number of vacancies 
that have stretched those 
officers still on duty. 
There are seven vacan- 
cies among the 34 police 
positions at the detach- 
ment. 
"It's higher than we'd 
ever want it to be," conce- 
ded detachment comman- 
der Inspector Marlin De- 
grand. "Certainly no one 
tries to get ill and we can't 
control the rate that people 
are transferred in or out of 
the office." 
One corporal position 
and two constable posi- 
tions are vacant and four 
members are off on medi- 
cal leave. 
One of those constable 
positions will be filled by 
mid-October by Constable 
"David De~a ~!L ?a :~r~[:'e~'t 
graduate of the RCI~iP 
training academy• 
Degrand doesn't believe 
Marlin Degrand 
the shortage is jeopardiz- 
ing public safety, adding 
the detachment is able to 
muster the absolute mini- 
mum number of officers 
required for each shift. 
"These minimums haye 
" been maintained and ~at 
--tzmes--;flizs-~'has entail&l 
having to, utilize overtime 
shifts to cover it, which, Of 
course, comes with an as- 
sociated monetary cost," 
Degrand said. 
An officer coming in on 
a day off to work overtime 
is paid double time. If the 
member is extending an 
existing shift then the 
overtime is time and a 
half, Degrand said. 
Adding to the personnel 
strain has been a busy 
summer. 
Those cases include 
the murder of RoxAnne 
Campbell and a sudden 
death connected with that 
event. 
The investigation into 
the death of Rower Van 
Niederhausern, a 14- 
month-old boy who died 
under what police are call- 
ing suspicious circum- 
stances, also continues. 
As is the norm in homi- 
cide investigations, local 
.members have received 
assistaade ~ and additional 
George-major crimes unit 
in investigating those 
cases. 
L = J 
Them am two ways to cmate cardboard. 
One 
To.meet demands f,
recycling drink containers-especially those us'ed for children's lunches - helps keep 
that to a minimum. Snout your children tohang ~ 
on to their drink containers so that youi'Can return 
them to a Bottle & Returnqt Depot. It~ worth it. ~ ~ 
: - ~ I t 's Worth It.  
1 .800-330~ 9767 
2,8 % FINANCING. 
(But not for long...) 
. = w  
Standard equipment Indudei: 
• /~l,Whe*l Dr~ ..Nr Cond~onlns 
• Leather Seals * AB5 8rakes • Moon Roof 
• In.Dash CD Stereo • Power Stsedn| 
• PowerWlndows • Power Locks 
• Tlnt,d Olass * DudFrontNrl~p 
s37,395 
MANUALTRANSMISStON 
(Automatic transmission $1,100 ,xtrn) 
Includes FRT & PDI 
)3 IMr~lqr=Zl=L TS 
Slindird equipment Includes; 
• AJ~.Whed ~lve. Air Conditlooinl[ 
• ASS Orzkes * In.DLthCO.~lreo 
• Power Sliedn| * PowtrWindows 
. power Leeks • TlntedGl.s 
• Dual Front Nr OIp 
=24A95 
MANUAL TRANSMISSIOH 
I~ludes FRT A PDi 
• " ......................................................................... '~ .' 2003  LEGACY,  SE 
~.~ ~. Sllndltd equlpmnt Includes: 
~ ,~:~L  • All.Wheel Drive. Nr CondlUooInl 
• ~Mlz~r~:~?~:~:  ,~ * ABSO*lkes * ~DashCOSteroo 
. .~.~'~'~ . . . .  i~'b'g..~ :~-~ ,~, . .~  * :.~:~ ~'i . . . . . .  ~.:::"x:',~.!:/.~,~ * P0warSleerin , Pow* Win&ms 
~ : ~  ......... ~ . Power Leeks. Tlnt,d Glass 
" ~ . .  • Dual Front Nr Oils 
) v ~ ~ Ivlllsb~l Is n Wagon) 
AUTOMATIC TRANS MISSION 
Includen FRT& 1301 
2003 FORESTER 
StlnChrd equlpn~nt Includes: 
• Nl.WhellDdw. AJr CondltlooInl 
• ABS 8mk*s * ImOashCn $lmo 
• I~wer S~eerlnl * Povror Wlnc~'s 
• Pomr Lacks • Tlnt~OUss 
• Oual Iront Nr Oils 
STARTING FROM 
s29,795 
Includes FRT & PDI 
"'~ 2003 OUTBACK.: 
~ I m ~  ~: ~::~ ,~¢,~ ~,,,~ Standard equip n~lnt Indud*6 
• ABS B~kes, In.Bash CO ~ereo , " 
• Power ~awlni, Po~rWlndows 
• Power Leeks * Tin ,dGlasS 
• Deal/mat Nr Oip 
STARTING FROM 
....... .............. . . . . .  ............ s33,895 
Includes FRT &POI 
I tS  OUR 30TH ANNIVERSARY. We're celebratfe8 and you're invited. Right now you canker into 
a Subaru for only 2.6% financing, Not only does every remarkably priced Suban~ come fully equipped 
n=r~i . |  rrm with our famed All.Wheel Dd, ve System, but they're loaded with other standard 
2 8 ) ~  features, These Include air<onditlontng. ADS brakes, power steeling, power 0 • windows, CO player and a l it  more than we can list here, So stop by wur Subaru 
za ..,on hi dealer today. This could be the best Invitation you've had all year. 
SUBARU.  
OFHCIAL YEOICL[ OF CYPRESS MOUNTAIN 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  IS  SUBARU COUNTRY Vlfll US ot ww~Wboru.co 
qTiornlit[f  ors 
3026 Highway 16East, Terrace TERRACE,  B .C .  
OLR a7041 
t ,14~ech P~ ~1~bh oq in mo~4L 1Ft kqs u~own m MOO P, kdlVxk~ ded~ my sas kwb ||. rum m4 wptb4ue A~ m ~ol I~bdtd, 
1"800"559"7288 " 635"7286 
Providing Home Secw ty Se$i:::i~t/r@leclion 
Package'  Chubb an,d 2 Zt.95 for 24 hr ULC 
-T/mo. momtormg, 
Local People, L0ca l ,Se~ce -
* Based on o (3) year 36 month 24 hour monitoring agreement at $24.95 plug OST per month. A t  the end o f  the. term you own the iystem; OAC Only 
i 
Security Systems 
4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
638-8321 
www.chubbsecurity.com " 
i ml ii 
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RCMP gala ball 
plan derailed 
THE MOUNTIES will 
have to find somewhere 
else to hold a regimental 
ball to help celebrate Ter- 
race's 75th anniversary. 
The RCMP had hoped 
to hold the gala event at 
Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary School next May 17. 
But the sight of RCMP 
officers in red serge uni, 
forms and dignitaries in 
formal dress drinking and 
smoking on school pre- 
mises would send the 
wrong message, school 
trustees ay. 
They've decided to up- 
hold a school board policy 
prohibiting the use of alco- 
hol on school premises. 
The RCMP had asked 
th~ school board for an ex- 
emption so alcohol could 
be served to dignitaries. 
and guests attending the 
gala ball. 
Terrace trustee Hal 
Stedham pointed out stu, 
dents who are caught 
drinking at school dances 
face expulsion. 
"I just think this is a 
huge public relations error 
on your part," Terrace 
trustee Hal Stedham told 
RCMP Constable Natasha 
Stulz who had asked for 
the exemption on behalf of 
the local detachment. "! 
think we would be doing 
you a favour if we said 
no." 
Stedham pointed out 
students who are caught 
drinking at school dances 
face expulsion. 
The district held its 
2001 Christmas party at 
the Kitsumkalum Com- 
munity Hall in order to 
comply with the policy, 
Terrace trustee Marj 
Brown said. 
Only Kitimat trustee 
Barry Pankhurst supported 
the RCMP's request to 
waive the policy.. 
"I don't think by can- 
celling a ball at a high 
school you're going to stop 
anybody from doing what- 
ever on sChool'premises," 
he said. 
Stulz said the RCMP 
will consider using the 
~ c l  We wis~ to drow your 
Ilention to Ihe following inour 
[r~n!"CANADIAN TIREFLYER" 
~'o~14.4.PIECE 14.4VCOM~0,S4.2782.8 
CopyR~: Reg. 279.99 Sale 199.99 ~ 80.00 
Should R~: Reg. 249.99 Sale 199.99 ~ S0.00 
We~xedyleget~ykx~m(eWe~C~You. 
/Christmas 
Craft Fair ' 
| SUNDAY 
~, Oct. 20" , 
\ 12-~p.m. ~, 
, ~Best  Western ~i~ 
Northwest Smile 
Design Center, 
Dr.E A. C~mi, lnc. 
Fomi~/~q, Full F=e O~l,~tics, T~J. 
* Serving the Northwest for 10 years 
o full Fate Orthodontic(me 
o InvJsnlign. the invisnble braces 
, T.MJ. Treatment 
* Porcelain Crowns and Veneers 
: Teeth Whitening (Bleaching) 
telex Free Office 
Dr. Peter. A. Okimi 
2OO-4619 Park Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V5 
(250) 635-7611 
Did¥ou ~noff lhat a child sbodd be seen I~ 
~e!r lirsr ~t~ontlc screening beh~e oge 7~ 
Barry 
Pankhurst 
Terrace arena for the event 
instead. 
"We would just prefer 
Cal for the more intimate 
environment," she said. 
Delegates from local, 
provincial and federal le- 
vels will be invited to the 
event, being held in con- 
junction with the city of 
Terrace. 
it;;Ig~ 
~;  ,f! 
/ 
, . .  ~.~J,/.~.~ 
CHE'VRDLET 
Off-duty officers 
arrest wanted man 
TWO OFF-DUTY Prince George RCMP officers 
acting on a hunch recently nabbed a Terrace man 
who had a warrant out for his arrest. 
Jeremy David Ainscow, 19, is wanted by police 
here on a break and enter charge• 
"We have two off-duty officers who are hunting 
in a rural area west of our city,', explained Prince 
George RCMP Constable Mike Herchuk last week. 
They became curious after coming across a 
young man and a woman in a pick up pulled off 
deep into a wooded area . . . . .  
"One [officer] uses a cell phone and calls into 
our local dispatchi" said Herchuk. "They learn at 
that time that the vehicle is stolen." 
The two officers detained the couple until on- 
duty police arrived. Because Ainscow had a war- 
rant out for his arrest, he was held until appearing 
in a Prince George court. He is scheduled to ap- 
pear in Terrace court tomorrow. The other occupant 
of the vehicle, a 16-year-old Terrace girl, was also 
arrested but released without charge, Herchuk said. 
Police say the stolen pick-up truck is from Ter- 
race and was one of seven vehicles which were 
stolen between Sept. 23 and Oct. 2, police said. 
The pick-up is one of two vehicles which had 
not yet been recovered by Terrace police, said 
Terrace RCMP Constable Natasha Stultz. 
tilSTY RIVER 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
Check Out 
Our Fall Flyer' 
Pr ices  in e f fec t  unt i l  Oct .  16 /02 .  
BigChief LittleChief Smokers 
Smokers Smokels Ch,p  
F~tLoo~oLooding Fro~tLoadin~/T~oL~ing Ch~/&sA~ / ~"~i i ' l~ :  ~:~ ':: '~'i  
SEASON 
FI N , 
~ . . . . .  • ,:,,. ~/?~i~ ~ 
BARRING WINNING A VEHICLE ON A GAME SHOW,,::;: 
IT'S YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET A DEAL ON A 2002t 
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~'~ 20C)~ Aiero byOidsmobiie . :  :, :!i~,[::~ ; ~=' 
'c 
0% financing offer also available on Chevrolet Impala/Monte Carlo, 
Oldsmobile~Aurora/Intrigue~Silhouette, GMC Jlmmy/$afari]Sonoma]Yukon. 
II D 1 . j I . . I ! t I .~.  ~ ~t"v'.,'r.~",; 
5008 Agar Ave. Terrace 638.1369 ~~: i~ :~- ~ 
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PONTIAC 
BUICK 
/!i 
Mothers' Time Off program 
deserves to be continued 
Dear Sir: 
Ministry of 
Children and CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
FamilyDeve-Realy,iOpment?Wel The Mail Bag 
I say prove it. 
I am wri- 
ting to let the 
Terrace community know that in the next two months, 
the Mothers' Time Off program will be gone. Why? Sup- 
posedly it costs too much to run this program and we 
need to save the cushy, comfortable jobs of the people 
who work for the ministry. 
Am ! a little bitter? Maybe, but someone needs to let 
people know that soon there will be nowhere for mothers 
to turn when they are in need of support. But this will 
save them money? Maybe if they •would realize that by 
closing programs that help mothers, it will only end up 
costing them more in other areas such as foster care. 
And yes, the children will sufferl So I request hat you, 
the Ministry of Children and Family Development, back 
up your name and help families, not hurt them. 
Mothers' Time Off program has been running here in 
Terrace for over 26 years. What was started as a coffee 
group, has since turned into a program that talks about 
self esteem, problem solving, depression, parenting solu- 
tions, cooking, crafts - and a place to always feel wel- 
come to be who you are. Ideas and suggestions are al- 
ways valued. 
It is a place to 
meet new mo- 
thers in the 
communi ty  
and make long 
las t ing  
friendships. How many places can you go and leave an 
hour and a half later feeling important and confident in 
• yourself. Ask yourself who doesn't need to feel that. 
Where can you go to get that feeling all at a cost of $2. 
It hurts that this program was cut by a lady who at 
one time worked for this same program. But how many 
times has she been there to see how much it has 
changed since then, meet the mothers who attend, and 
ask us how much we need this program. Simply put, she 
hasn't. 
Please, before you make such a sacrifice, at least 
take the time away from your cushy chair and see what 
it is you are doing, and how much this will hurt every- 
one.  
I truly hope someone has the power to keep this pro- 
gram alive and running, before we all have a chance to 
say I told you so. Perhaps the ministry could look at 
some other areas in its accounting books that won't hurt 
anyone. 
Theresa Hansen, Terrace, B.C. 
Food and tools is one way 
to put an end to terrorism 
Dear Sir: then American troops would be occupying the West 
This world is an odd place. Because of September 11 
the U.S. and its allies are allowed to go in and destroy 
other countries to bring the terrorists to justice, and most 
people consider this OK. 
Yet if this philosophy applied to everyone, not just 
the U.S. and its allies, then Nicaragua nd other Central 
American countries would have every right to attack the 
U.S. and bring many American officials to justice for 
sponsoring death squads and overthrowing peaceful gov- 
ernments. 
Palestinians would also have the right to attack the 
U.S. as they supply Israel with billion~ of dollars of "aid" 
every year. This money is in part usei:l to fund the Israeli 
occupation of Palestinian territory. The U.S. talks and 
acts on ending state sponsored terrorism yet if the Pa- 
lestinians ome how did start a campaign against he US 
Bank along with Israeli soldiers. 
Now the U.S. wants to attack Iraq, a country that was 
devastated by the Gulf War and continues to be devasta- 
ted by sanctions. The US could have gone in and taken 
out Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War, but instead they 
liberated Kuwait's oil and made sure that Iraq couldn't 
threaten it again. 
Maybe if the US would stop supplying arms to terror- 
ists and stop killing in the name of power and profit, 
there wouldn't be so many terrorists going after them. 
Instead of a War on Terror, it should be a War on 
Poverty and Famine. Let's try feeding the people of the 
world and giving them the tools they need and deserve 
to decide their own future independent of foreign control. 
Matt Davies, 
Terrace, B.C. 
p am 
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Departure Arrival 
Terrace.Kitimat Vancouver 
8:00 a.m. 10:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m:~4:00 p.m. 
Vancouver Terrace-Kitimat 
11:00a,m, 1:00p,m. 
6:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 
'k Except long weekends 
CALL YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT OR 
635-4295 or Toll-free 
Sun Men Toe Wed Thur Fri Sat Flight# 
v',k v' v' v' v' v' v' (101) 
v' v' v' v' v' (123) 
v',A V' v' v' V (102) 
v' V V v' i/ v' V (104) 
1-866-429-5247 
ww'w.hawkair.ca 
This removes any doubt about it. 
Her parents Suspect you're 
out  to steal  the i r  daughter  
LEASE FOR 
 379 
:' ~ .... PER MO. 
/48  MONTH LEASE 
$4,200 DOWN 
PA YMEN T 
'~t~ ~)~*"  ~, 1 
FINANCING FROM 
0.9 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
$36,531 
2002 Highlander 4WD V6 - " "  
3.0 L, 6 cylinder, DOHC, 24 valve VVT-i engine, 
Low Emissions Vehicle (LEV), power door locks/windows/ 
air conditioning, AM/FM CD, 6 speakers, overhead console, 
keyless entry, engine immobilizer, roof rack. ACC 
2002 JD Po war A ward 
Highlander was chosen by consumers as the Best Midsize 
Sport Utility Vehicle in Initial Quality in the U.S.* " " 
1-888-' 
A ,z,l.~:z way  Lu uuy  ,'. ~.a:. 
IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE PRINT; Lnm end finance ffort far qualified filial suotnmnra only nnill new 2002 models sold end delivered before October 31, 2002, Lease payments of $379 fir the 2002 Highlander 4WO V6 HF21AP (A) baaed on 48-month walkaway lease with $4,200 down. Tntel teal 
based on a maximum of 96,000 km, Additional charges are g0¢/bm. License, insurance, 6$To PST, end applicable texas are extra. 1Purchase price includes e maatmum let height and pra.dnfivery inspection and onvirnnmnntel l vies sl $1,390 far Hi|blinder 4WD, 0thor payment plans available. Dialer map leas 
offers may change without entice. Sos your po t spat ng Tnynta DC 0oe in for morn details, "am Toyota H~ndef was 5'm Nibedla~od Midsim SPed Ud ity Vsbkle bh  J O. Pf, eMimd Assn~tn 2002 LLS.lnibul 0mdity StudySN, StudybaMd matnbllnfO4,90fi ILS. Mr, stole' nlspensa Indiubng eYel~r mPided laidokm dudq f 
: • . ' .  
- " Nww. toyota .ca  fo r  morq 
RACE MOT(: 
ray 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 
. . -  • i  i ¸ 
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TAKE ACT ION:  
Steps  To  P revent  F i res  
moke only in areas intended for that purpose 
mpiy ashtrays into secure containers (never the wastepaper 
basket) 
Avoid overloading electrical systems 
Turn off all electrical devices after use 
Repair defective electrical devices 
Keep flammable liquids in secure containers and store carefully 
Keep all gas cylinders securely attached in place 
Learn how to use a fire extinguisher 
In case of fire, follow these instructions 
Close all doors and windows 
Sound the alarm 
I 
Ensure everyone is away from danger 
Use the closest stairway 
Never re-enter the building without authorization 
Stay calm and reassure others around you 
:; ; i  i . "  i l l  
,, , , .~'#~ ~ . 
4610 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. Horror! No smola, detector! 4603 Lakelse Ave. 
635-6600 e m,n v ve easures will increase Fire Prevention We kre " dsusthatpreentati m ' ' I I I  '~ '~ Ph .  635-6939 
our chances of survival in the event of a fire. I I I / y ,v  Terrace, B.C. 
,::: The most common type of smoke.detec!or is an ionization alarm, which II m 
can detect even tiny particles of smoke. Whenever possible, avoid installing ; 
this type of fire detector too close to the kitchen, bathroom or any wood 
burning device; it will only ending up ringing for nothing. Another type of 
smoke detector is the photoelectrical cell detector. This device detects larger 
particles of smoke and is less sensitive to harmless vapor and smoke, result- 
ing in fewer false alarms. 
Regardless of which type of detector you choose, make sure it bears the 
ULC (sometimes CUL) logo. Chances are you'll also find the CSA logo on 
the device. These initials indicate that some components have been built 
according to accepted norms, but not necessarily the entire device.The best 
place to install your smoke detector is in the hallw. ~y close to the bedrooms, 
" Close Up Business Services I 
Home of: II 
4535 Greig Ave., Terrace, B.C. II 
. 635 7840 .................. J; 
/-o--,.. 
TERRACE 
4916 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. 
250-635-7187 
www.terraceautomall.com 
I 
I • 
• ~ • . .  • • • • • • • • • i • • • • • • i t •::: and it's best to have more than one : : - -  ":~ 
• Po#N~ 
• *: i  detector in your home. For it to work :i 
: WEST properly, no obstacle should prevent 
~E~rrAL~ L~i~l  the smoke from reaching the detector. 
: l  ~ ~ 1  ll:~ And remember, smoke detectors • • i; 7 
• A Complete Line of Equipment e:i!i should be installed on the ceiling. 
• for Construction, Home & Industry e!::i::~ii While they can be put on a wall, they 
lt:!:~ have to be at least 10 to 30 centime- • ~:: 
• HOWARDCAIo, ooUO 635--3038 . : i : i  635-2772 •::i: ters below the ceiling to function i:rop- 
• 2903 Kalum St. Terrace erly. The alarm must be he :1 fror~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •Yii:i any place in the house, even with the 
:i:i doors closed or when another device 
TERRACE 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
www.terraceautomall.com ~&H EXTINGI .  ' '= ' - '=~=~ [] - .a im l i 'n im ia  , , m = la . .  I, , ~ . 7: 
OCTOBER 12TH e | iA .M-2P .M.  ~ '~. .~/ .~.~ i .  A / '~ :a~.  IFIIIing & Hydro Tes, ,f 
~ filling CO~ A 
at Terrace Shopping Centre Mall Parkina Lot , 
. , o~- -  
" o,,o SlS~SOOL~45, ~ ~lzs0.~,~=Fax,~ 6,. ~ "°<--'-JrB° Q ~ on locat ion  "-It ~i 4904 Hwy. 16W, Terrace, B.C.A_ ~,~il T ,=~,  .c. w ~ , - - -  • ' l ' e r r l l i e  F i r® Terrace: 635-6617 Smiihers:847-9172 #I l l  :::.i I I   Sw im Clue  -- . . Kitimat: 632-4444 / t i ' I~  :.::: 
o . uepar lment  Prince Rupert: 624-6400 l~!~l~ !;' 
..... . . . . .  ................. . . . .  ...... ........... '~ i  '~:<~' " Fire extinguisher .... 
: ! ; ~ ~ ~  ~1~® ~'~!~ii: t~   " ~'%(<~).:.~;+ i:~ D . ~_ •" demonstrationSBringFire Safetyyour ownH°Use ! ' I~ '  ~-  " i ,> J
i ~ l j~®~g ~® ~ ~ ~ ~I extinguisher for X I 
t . ~!i!~:i ! 
~ N ~ N  ~ ii+ ill inspectlon ',I i 
~<~\ ~ ...... ' * Wood Stove ..... 
®? ~®~ ~ ~ Information i 
~~1~It  ~== :~ ............................... " 1 !
: ~ HosteOby: : ~ ~ - 4708 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ~ <  i - li'l~'l[t' 
J .~,  ]j : . : l ~ l l l  I ~ ................................................................ ~ ~ 11.30. . , ) , j~ 
h 
(250) 638-8746 ~ I
FAX: (250_)) 638-8715 
i 
I .... :,..,<. ...... ;,-.:.,,,,.,..:.,,,<:; ~,,~ .... ~.:,., :,:,:..~...:... . . . . .  
[{':'.7: ............ " ...... ' ..... ' ' ' . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, :~.~.IL!;] : .~" .:.~-: L'j"L :i" 
4602 Keith Ave.Terrace, B.C. 
635-7383 
i " ! .  : ; ; : ' ; "  
.~ :  ..'~ ; .  
\. • 
< i!;i!i~ 
sine awe :e~ i~ ~ 
6 L(5," ;.;'.:;,:;, ,'t) ..... 
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There's a l i t t le / | i  in everyone  
i <N - - "  N,/ 
McDonald's Terrace 
Military surprised by amount 
of explosives at crash site 
:~ILEPSY ' EPILEPSY , EPILEP! 
AN HISTORIC crash site 
of an American Cold War- ,'~ " 
era B-36 bomber turned I 
out to contain more explo: 
sires than a military team 
could destroy. 
Canadian Armed Forces 
Rangers and a team of ex- 
plosives experts flew to 
the site on Kologet Moun- 
tain north of Cranberry 
Junction two weekends 
ago and succeeded in de- 
molishing much of the old 
explosives littering the 
crash site. 
But local Rangers Mas- 
• tar Corporal Pierre Cote 
said the team found still 
more while they were up 
there, meaning they'll be 
returnmg again next sum- 
mar .  
"We will definitely be 
going back," Cote said. 
"The mission will be a go 
for next year." 
The B-36 crashed in the 
Kispiox Mountains on Feb. 
13, 1950 after it lost en- 
gine power in a fierce 
storm and jettisoned its 
unarmed atomic bomb 
over Hecate Strait. Most of 
the crew bailed out over 
Princess Royal Island but 
the plane flew 360 kilo- 
metres further north before 
crashing. 
Most of the explosives 
on the site were left be- 
hind in 1954 when U.S. 
Army engineers tried to 
demolish the wreckage. 
Cote said the team de- 
stroyed a 100-pound canis- 
ter of compound B explo- 
sive, plus more loose ex- 
plosive compound B and 
20-millimetre anti-aircraft 
ammunition. 
More material was lo- 
cated by metal detector, 
he said, but will have to 
wait for demolition in the 
next mission.- 
The group did not f ind - '  
any of the three dozen de- 
tonators the plane carried 
to detonate its Mark IV A- 
bomb. It's believed most 
detonators went down with 
th6 ,b~ffib;:bu't Cote said 
there ~e iwo 'tfi'af"are"un:'" 
accounted for and could 
still be on the mountain. 
Cote' says deep  snow 
barred access to some 
wreckage. 
"There's no way 1 
the plane got to where i 
it got without some- 
one piloting it there." • 
:~ . rg=.a~ . . .  
(7) 
:~..*. 
:.q, 
/~ ~" . : .~aaalNl~ 
. .  ': .:.: :...]~:~: 
. . . . . .  
:.x: . : ~: x. ,. 
: : :x~* . .  ":'" 
. . . . .  . . . . .  . :> :~:~~' :  .. -7:i,~:: ~- 
: ' : '  " i . "  :;:"i ::: :.:: 
CANADIAN ARMED Forces explosives experts and northwest members of the 
Canadian Rangers found themselves digging in deep snow to find and deto- 
nate explosives at a 1950 crash site of an American nuclear bomber, The 
team found more explosives than they thought would be at the location and 
have plans to return next year to finish the job. PHOTO COURTESY CANADIAN RANGERS 
? 
m 
He said the location of 
the crash - in a broad al- 
pine bowl surrounded by 
.high ridges - makes it ap- 
pear the plane was deli- 
berately landed where it 
ended up. l l  
"There's no way the 
plane got to where it got 
without someone piloting 
it there," he said. 
He said the group was 
told a body was removed 
from the wreckage in 
1954, adding fuel to the / 
idea that the plane was 
flown there after the ma- 
jority of the crew bailed ' ' : ' :  
oat. 
Official U.S. military 
reports claimed it was put 
on autopilot and ended up 
on Vancouver Island. 
The B-36 and its lost 
nuke were the first-ever 
Broken Arrow incident- 
the U.S. military code 
word for an accident envoi, 
ring nuclear weapons. 
Cote cautions the site is 
still considered hazardous. 
It's also protected by 
provincial law as a herR' 
age wreck - removal of ar- 
.tifacts from the site is pro- 
habited. 
Weather conditions on 
the mountain were diffi- 
cult, Cote said, adding the 
team was trapped on the 
site overnight. 
About 40 military per- 
sonnel made the trip, in- 
m eluding 30 members of the 4th Canadian Rangers from around the northwest. They used a pair of Griffon 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 'teal 
military helicopters from a downpoymenlorequlvalentlr|derequkod, 
mlleo e reslrictlml opplies plus applicable 
Canadian Armed Forces .yo[,loa.,oPo=,,,a, puroba,oprto,.C it. Oewopoymeot or eqtltvlle,| trade rely b 
base in Alberta. ttr~vo year or 100,000 km (whichever o 
• ~: : ~:i~.  
Entertainment Sjaon 
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Just 
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Orientation 
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~,~.::~::; * Emergency Care & X-Ray ~:~ .;. "L: 
~::~"~ ..... * Auto & Work Injury !!:~:~;.~i! :C:,.-:s 
i:~@~:i!;~, * Sports Injury . 
:~::~:i~:" :  * Footmaxx Orthotics 
~*:;'::<~::: NO REFERRAL NECESSARY 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
~:u<~i:: 4635 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-8165 
~4s :~:: OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
III I 
w, llyour dream 
home look ? 
Need ideas? 
Browse through our collection of fabulous home plans; 
all designs can be customized to your needs. 
Call now to order your FREE copy of the 
new Nelson Home~ Dek'vers Drewns catalogue, :
Ouer 35,000 dream homes deh'vered since 194.,° www.nelson-homes.com 
:! 
,e 
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1 
% 
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Now get a Sl,495 Family Entertainment System 
at no extra charge on even 2003 Windstar Sport. 
s398 
per moalh, 36 mordh le Jiai 
~t~ t3.995 o~w~, no secuaty 
d 0(x~llt. odudel ~lr to~/t'(dgto $1,1|0, 
r, uh ~ *x e33,345t 
• " Chaim* AM/FM Stereo CD/Ca 3.8L 200hp V6 with 4-Speed Auto 4-Wheel ASS * 16 Aluminum Wheels * Quad Captain ' ........ ss'~e .!~:.;:':~;~ !d!ii.~:~ !i ! ills{: ~ 
Air Conditioning • Dual Sliding Doom • Power Adjustable Pedals/Windows/Locks/Mirrom * Remote ' : :~ ~ : 
Anti-Theft * Rear Spoiler • Family Entertainmeqt System Includes: Pulldown Adjustable 6.4" Colour Monitor ,,2 Headphones ' ,  : *~ :i ; - . ,~ :  
1 Remote Control • Rear Seat Volume and Media Controls with 2 Headphone Jacks * The ~ tt  : 
Family Entertainment System is available on all Wlndstar Sport, SEt and Limited Models. ' . . . . . . . . . . .  
FOR A LIMITED TIME GET 1,9%" PURCHASE FINANCING UP TO 48 MONTHS 
i 
~GAL COPY: 'Leaie a new 2003 Wind|tar Sport with/.sPeed automatic renomiaa!oo end no ears charge Family Enter a amen Sya ern (S 49500 ve ueifo monthly poymee o $398 per men h based on on =nnucl note to o o ~1 5% i~d o 36 men h e iH  f am ford Credit to qoolltiod rotelltses~s, on appeared ¢J'~lt ~,(I';IS 
f0 requked, No security deposff re uired. Ford Motor Company of Canada will pay the first month 8 plyme,I. Tote1 thzte abHgetlon I| $10.323. rosiducl ef | 7.637.55. plul  epp Col)to alas ~rml c~d one art~l o m k~oga festtlctlofl of 6O,OO0 km aYer 36 mOolhe apply to all lease offers. A charge ef 8 ~nt l  per I~n ever 
| applicable th~es. Lance offer I,cludoa air tax/freiGht If .t25. Lease of e leo edeo lice,co tnsurooce adm n z et on eat and o I applicable axle. loath purchlee a new 2003 W ode or Sport wl h 4-sPeed au area c t anatolia On end no ex s ¢ha Oe Family Entertainment System ($1.495.00 vikre) fat $33,345, Teene 
ale price. Cash purcheee offer ioclodot air tax/freight St 12S end excludee llcence, tntoraoce, administration fees and ag applicable loxes. DeiNr may tell or Italo for tell .  **1.9% porchlco f l , iac l~ II srilJable on osw 2003 wlndtter Sport for s midmom of 4~ moaU,a to qoettfl~ retail cultomera eft app ovN clod- 
trade may be required on eorchne financing offers based on' approved credit. E.G. S25.000 financed at 1.9% a,nutl percentage t o, 111o, h y plymeo o $541 29 or 48 moo hi. COl o bee owlog Is lOSt 92 To s to be repo d Is S25,98 On.this Io o iompla colcUtltlon. Fth|actog nat evaltible Mth any giber efflf. 
~'hlche couro flrit) Powertreio warreMy te available on oil 2003 model year Wlndltar vehicles. Limited time offers. Offers rely be chined at any time without eoOco. All offare ira mutually exclosivo and canCel be combthed. Allow O.fO weoki delivery On I~toff orders. ~a  Oeld|f fay detl it l .  
. . . .   TERRACE 4631KeithA.venue Terraee, BoC. (250) 635.'""" 
 OTEM FORD Fax (250)635 2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL
%1; ¸ !~ 
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MEMBERS OF the Terrace Greenbelt Association are celebrating the estab- 
lishment of the Howe Creek trail system by donating $3,600 to put up trail 
markers and to install a bench along the trail. Pictured here are (back, left to 
right) Lori Merrill, Steve Scott from the city s parks and recreation department 
which looks after the trail, and Kelly Kline. In front (left to right) are Marilyn 
Oman, Jacquie Webb, Wanda Fairless and her grand-daughter, Rian Hart- 
ness. The plan is to install more benches through donations. 
Donation finishes off 
greenbelt association 
work on creek trail 
THE HOWE Creek trail 
system will be easier for 
walkers and hikers to navi- 
gate soon. 
That's because a series 
of trail markers, complete 
with a map of the trail sys- 
tem, are about to be in- 
stalled at intervals along 
the path telling hikers 
where they are. 
The markers are being 
installed thanks to a 
$3,600 donation from the 
Terrace Greenbelt Asso- 
ciation. 
The  group was estab- 
lished in 1994 with the 
goal of establishing a line- 
ar park along Howe Creek• 
Members worked dilig- 
ently to  savethat  area 
f rom residential develop- 
ment by raising awareness 
about the area and ap- 
proaching city council to 
come on board, says mem- 
ber Marilyn Oman. 
Through fund raising 
and walkathons the organi- 
zation raised $3,700 which 
it donated to the City of 
Terrace Sept. 27. 
The money will pay for 
12 trail markers and a 
wooden bench recognizing 
the Terrace Greenbelt As- 
sociation for its work, 
which will be placed along 
the trail soon. 
"We've always worked 
together to create the 
Howe Creek  Tra i l  
system," says parks and 
recreation director Steve 
Scott. , ' I 'm just  delighted 
that they are making this 
contribution." 
The signs are still in the 
process of being made and 
will resemble those along 
the Grand Trunk Pathway. 
The trail head will also 
feature a special, larger 
sign which will have a 
map of the path and a de- 
signated area to post no- 
tices. 
The donation also 
marks the end of the Ter- 
race Greenbelt Association 
which, with the creation of 
the Howe Creek trail, has 
disbanded as members 
focus their attention on 
other community groups• 
The Howe Creek trail is 
roughly 1.6 kilometres in 
length and Scott says the 
last stage of the trail will 
see it extend to Kalum 
Lake Drive• 
Walkers will then be 
able to  cross Hwyl6 to 
the Grand Trunk Pathway. 
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Cameras And Digital Imaging Services" 
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CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
CEMETERY MAINTENANCE 
The City of Terrace hereby gives notice that any fences, tokens or orna- 
ments on, around or near graves in the Terrace Municipal Cemetery 
must be removed by November 1, 2002, for the winter, 
Those items remaining after tiffs date, will be removed by the City of 
Terrace, 
By Authority of Bylaw 1279-95 
Steve ~ott 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation .J 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze P laques  service in the Northwest 
Terrace Cremator ium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
fA  Terrace, B•C• V8G 1X7 
lafkJ Phone 635-2444, Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
LEARN TO FLY!!! 
Ground School Course 
For Pilots License Starting 
October 21, 2002 
Cost: $299.00 (plus books) 
. . . . .  ~ , ; ' *~ ' i~ ' ,~:  . . . .  j '  
• :~ : . . . :=>;J: ;~r'% 
To register, or for more information caR: 
635-1852 or visit us at www.tkair.com. 
Stop Dreaming and Start iWyingl 
TKAir Charters Ltd. 
iii ~ The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine is looking for 
candidates interested in becoming volunteer 
iiit firefighters to serve in the 
li~ Skeena Fire Protection Area, 
117 Volunteers are needed from the following areas: 
H THORNHILL KLEANZA, GOSSEN CREEK, , 
lil/ USK, LAKELSELAKE&JACKPINEFLATS 
~iii~ For more information contact 
~i~ Wee Patterson , F i  
~ at the Thornhill Firehall ..... - -~  
i ! i l  at 638-1466 H 
~iil  Phone or attend a fire practice. 
~! I  Fire practices are held . ~  ~.'~ 
M every Thursday evening ~ ~.~ 
H at 7:00 p .m.  ~$.~.  ]/ 
i i l  Thornhill Firehall ~ ~  
.~ .  Regional  District o f  
The pre-budget consuRatJon process is designed ;m give British cOiumbians 
a voice in shaping the 2003 provincial budget 
NOTICE  OF PUBLIC  
SMITHERS 
Thursday, October 17, 2002, 10 am to 2 pm 
Yellowhead Room, Hudson Bay Lodge 
3251 E. Highway 16 
MEETING 
:-' ) 
i/!ii4/i ¸  
For more information on scheduling an appearance before this all=party • i 
committee, making a written submission or obtaining a copy of the pre .budget ,  : 
consultation report, visit our website at wwwJegislgov.bc.ca/cmt/or c o n t a c t '  : '  
the Office of the Clerk of Committees, Room 224, Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, BC V8V 1X4; phone: (250} 356-2933; fax: (250) 356-8172; 
toll-free in BC: 1-877-428-8337; e-mail: ClerkComm@leg•bc.ca. 
The deadline for written submissions is Friday, October 25. 2002 : ~;s, co'~'~u%~ ~ 
Craig James, Clerk of Committees and Clerk Assistent j 
l 
ej . 
PRINCESS 
~re Ikdm~ 
Book any Princess ship and sailing 
, , date and receive over $12o USD in 
additional onboard savingsl 
i Choose from select ships and 
: sailing dates and receive $16o to 
Book an outside cabin from a wide 
range of itineraries and receive a 
z Category Cabin Upgrade PLUS ' : 
$5o to $75 USD in Shipboard Credits , 
NT| I tN&T ONAt  
Choose from select ships and : ' 
sailing dates and receive $8o to ~ ~ 
• o CAD off.the lowest farel $~6o CAD off.the lowest farel : 
:'; ~.  ~ e~,, savings as noted, are per cabin based on two people sharing• some restrictions apply. :i 
Ask your Carlson Wagon~it Travel consultant for full details, i 
. . . . .  Suite 2- 4736Lakelse_Ave., Terrace 
I 
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Around Town 
Thanksgiving for all 
THIS WEEKEND, many of us will be gather-, 
ing around a dinner table filled with the bounty 
of the season. 
But for some, observing a traditional 
Thanksgiving dinner may be beyond reach. 
That's why the Terrace Emergency Shelter, 1o-. 
cated at 2812 Hall St., is offering Thanksgiv- 
ing dinner Monday, Oct. 14 from 2-5 p.m. to 
people who otherwise don't have access to this: 
meal. Food donations are greatly appreciated, 
as are donations of good, second hand winter. 
clothing. Call 635-5890. 
Virtual art gallery 
THE TERRACE Art Gallery's new website of- 
ficially launched into cyberspace this week. 
Gallery coordinator and webmaster Aron. 
Strumecki says the site promotes upcoming 
shows and programs, acting as an electronic 
meeting place for local artists - and art fans. 
"We're trying to be a focal point for visual 
arts in Terrace, and this is a part of our 
mandate," he says. :" 
The gallery has actually maintained a web 
presence for some time, but the site has been 
given a complete overhaul and now has a new,. 
easy to remember web address. 
Log on to www.terraceartgallery.com 
The site contains ections on gallery's gift 
shop and the latest news, in addition to and an 
exhibit schedule reaching well into next year. 
A virtual art walk featuring links to artist 
websites is also in the works. So, if you know 
of a site worth passing on, notify the gallery. 
Note: The first prize in the art gallery's fun- 
draising raffle is an oil painting called "Market 
Place" by local visual artist Gall Turner Sears. 
Business gala 
THERE ARE still a goodly number of tickets 
available for the Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce's business excellence awards 
banquet and dance Oct. 19. 
Chamber president Betty Barton says she 
isn't worried, adding that Terrace is known for I the Queen's honour, marking her 
being a last-minute town in termsof planning:" "| Golden Jubilee year. . . . . . .  
to attend social events. . . . .  
This is the third annual chamber business" 
excellence awards gala to have a dinner and 
dance format. 
The theme this year is 1920s dress, keying 
on the 75th anniversary of the chamber as well | 
as the 75th anniversary of the city. 
The event takes place at the Coast Inn of 
the West and features awide range of business 
excellence awards. 
Bornite Mountain 
work party planned 
JUBILANT medal recipients Aileen Frank, left, Yvonne Moen and 
Mary Anne Dilley share some good news. All three women are munity service. 
Q UEEN EUZABETH. Triple touched down in Iqa- luit, Nunavut, Friday, 
less than an hour after 
the names of three Ter- 
race women rang out in Canada's 
House of Commons. 
The three are recipients of a 
commemorative medal created in 
being awarded the Golden Jubilee Medal for outstanding corn- 
I" I/I/ n 
Three local women are recognized 
for exemplary community service 
been too old to qualify, she said. 
Frank, who retired from teach- 
ing in 1979, went on to become a
founding member of Heritage Park 
Museum, and recently helped 
publish a book on 20th Century 
stories from the Terrace area. In 
1992, she received a Governor 
General's award, a fact she ad- 
Mary Anne Aileen Frank Yvonne Moen 
Dilley 
after their children were grown. 
Dilley, a former Seniors Games 
carpet bowler who's now 79, re- 
turned to college to upgrade her 
nursing qualifications at the age 
of 44 and three quarters. A few 
months later and she would have 
"I haven't stopped ti'einbHng 
since I got the call," local history 
writer, newspaper columnist and 
community volunteer Yvonne 
Moen said after she was notified 
by Skeena MP Andy Burton's of- 
rice last week. 
"I am walking on air. I am just 
so delighted - I can't believe it." 
Joining her on the list of local 
recipients of the Golden Jubilee 
Medal is her dear friend Aileen 
Frank, one of Terrace's earliest 
school teachers who at 88 remains 
an active force for change on be- 
half of senior citizens. 
Another active senior, former 
Mills Memorial Hospital nurse 
Mary Anne Dilley - president of 
the Happy Gang seniors centre for 
the past eight years - also re- 
ceives a Jubilee Medal for out- 
standing community sei'vice. 
On Friday afternoon, the trio 
gathered at Moen's apartment to 
share their good news - and their 
utter shock. 
"It's certainly such a surprise I 
can't believe it," Dilley said. 
"I can think of a dozen people 
in town 
who are more deserving," added 
Frank. 
Each has been active one way 
or another their whole adult lives 
- despite raising families. All 
three returned to the workforce 
mits reluctantly. 
Moen, a local.history buff.who 
has co-written two books, is also a 
member of  the To,ace Beautifi- 
cation Society and the regional 
historical society. 
Frank was also involved with 
the effort to build a supportive 
housing complex for seniors next 
to Terraceview Lodge. 
The three share friendship, but 
they share something else, too, a 
profound sense of humanity and a 
firm belief in giving back to the 
community. 
It's perhaps no coincidence 
each chose to work in the service 
industry; Moen in retail, Frank as 
a school teacher, and Dilley as a 
nurse. 
"I think Aileen, Mary Anne 
and I all have the same feeling -
we love people," Moen said. 
Moen, Frank and Dil ley are 
just three of 20 recipients of the 
Golden Jubilee Medal spread 
across the Skeena federal riding. 
MP Andy Burton and his staff 
timed his members' statement in 
the House of Commons Oct. 6 to 
coincide with the first dayof  the 
Queen's royal visit to Canada. 
Job seekers offered hope A good idea 
Panel to offer a regional economic forecast 
By JENNIFER LANG 
WHAT DOES the future 
hold for Terrace's econ- 
omy? 
That's the question a 
panel of local experts will 
explore at a .free employ- 
ment forum taking place 
next Wednesday afternoon. 
"We're hoping to pro- 
vide some support and a 
vision of a positive future 
in Terrace," says Com- 
munity Connections forum 
organizer Brenda Sissons. 
Panelists include Scan 
Stevenson from the Prince 
Rupert Port Authority, 
Brian Baker, executive 
director of the Terrace 
Economic Development 
Authority, Hawkair co- 
owner Dave Menzies, 
CFNR representative Ron 
Bartlett and Marty Eisner 
of 16/37 Community Fu- 
tures. 
"The folks on the panel 
gathers steam 
OUTDOOR enthusiasts, hikers and anyone 
else who's committed to giving something 
back to the environment is invited to take part 
in a work party on the Bornite Trail this week- 
end. 
If you're interested in joining the work 
party, you're asked to meet at 8 a.m. Saturday, 
Oct. 12 at the Lazelle Mini Mall parking lot,  
located at 4716 Lazelle Ave. 
Organizers plan to install a biffy and per- 
form other trail work, so bring your pruning 
loppers, lunch and rain gear. Call Kelly at 638- 
5633 for more information. 
PANELIST Marty Eisner of 16/37 Community Fu- 
tures recalls past success stories. 
Is it the blues or 
is it more serious? 
IF YOU suffer from a chronic health concern 
you could be a candidate for depression. 
Heart disease, stroke, irritable bowel syn- 
drome, diabetes and even asthma are just 
some of the long-term medical conditions that 
put people at more risk of developing depres- 
sion. 
It's now thought between 25 and 50 per cent. 
of people with chronic illness also battle de- 
pression. The good news is treatment for de- • 
pression works, say the organizers of the 
eighth provincial screening and education day. 
Terrace is one of 40 locations in B.C. where 
people can participate in free depression 
screening and education. It takes place at the 
Terrace Shoppers Drug Mart pharmacy from 4- 
7p.m. 
Screenings are free, anonymous, and confi- 
dential. Learn about depression and other 
mood disorders, take part in a free screening, 
find out about community resources, or speak 
privately with a clinician. 
Screening forms are available for adults, se- 
niors, children, teens, Asian communities, and 
people who are concerned about a friend or fa- 
mily member. Anyone is welcome to attend 
whether you want to fill out a questionnaire or
• not, 
To find out about telephone screening, call 
1-866-917-HOPE (4673) during October. All 
the information is also available online at 
• www.cmha-bc.org. 
This community outreach program is pre-I 
sented by the Canadian Mental Health Asso- 
ciation and the Mood Disorders Association of 
B.C. throggh the Ministry of Health Services 
and corporate sponsors. 
The Oct. 16 forum is Resources Development 
aimed at job seekers and Canada, or HRDC. It takes 
people considering career place from 1:30-4:30 p.m. 
change, at the Coast Inn of the 
Representatives from a West. The panel is sche- 
range of local economic duled for the first hour. 
and service agencies that The public is welcome to 
help unemployed people drop by at any time. 
will be on ha~d, including Note: 16/37 Community 
will speak on what they Interconnect,  UNBC, Futures Development Cor- 
see coming down the pike NWCC, 'the Family Place poration is also hosting an 
- tourism, cruise ships, and Northwest Training, open houseOct~ 16f roml : .  ticipants to buy vegetables 
container shipping," Sis- whmh is hosting the forum 4 p.m. It's located at 204- and/frults in bulk to save 
sons said. 
MOMENTUM is building milies could. 
for a co-op food project She'll also buy produce 
that aims' to put more from local farmers. 
wholesome food on local Volunteers will put an 
tables at cheaper prices, assortment of fresh pro- 
The Good Food Box duce into each box. 
program, spearheaded by The boxes will then be 
Agatha Jedrzejczyk, has taken to distribution points 
already attracted 65 parti- - Skeena Kalum Housing 
cipants who are willing to and the' Northern Health 
pay $15 each for distribu- Authority on Kalum St. - 
tion of Good Food Boxes for pickup on the Oct. 16 
next week. distribution night by the 
And she says she's got people who ordered them. 
an astounding 37 volun- Local city councillors 
teers who say they'll help say they're impressed by 
her get the idea off the the idea and are going to 
ground in Terrace. investigate ways the city 
"This is amazing," she can pitch in. 
said, adding she isn't sure Jedrzejczyk says she's 
the monthly food co-op looking for local places 
will take off, but is hope- where people could pay 
ful. their $15 ahead of time for 
"It's really hard to pre- a box. And she's looking 
diet what is going to for clean boxes for the Oct. 
happen," 16 distribution. 
Jedrzejczyk will use For more information on 
money collected from par- the Good Food Box pro- 
gram contact Agatha at 
The Family :Place at 638- 
money and stretch dollars 1863. 
through funds from Human 4630 Lazelle Ave. further than, Indivldual fa: 
t 
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BAR SCENE 
CITY SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Live party music nightly, 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Watch your favourite sports 
programs on a large screen TV. 
GEORGES PUB: The Accelerators Oct. 9-19.. 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover, Karaoke Sundays and Mondays, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Members and bona 
fide guests, New members welcome, 
GALA 
COMEDY 
The Terrace and District Chamber of Commerce 
Gala evening Saturday Oct. 19, featuring the 2002 
business excellence awards at the Coast Inn of the 
West. Celebrate the chamber's 75th anniversary - 
and help kick off the city's 75th anniversary celebra- 
tions, too. Live music by Al and the Capones, a seven- 
piece Reck n' Roll band from Kitimat. Reserve tickets 
by calling 635-2063 or buy them in-person at the 
Coast Inn of the West front desk. 
MUSIC 
The Terrace Concert Society presents award.winning 
cellist Denise Djokic Saturday, Oct. 12 at the R,E.M. 
Lee Theatre. She'll perform on a Stradivadus cello, 
accompanied by David Jalbert.Show starts at 8 p.m. 
Tickets at Cook's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall, 
Theresa Fenger in concert at the R.E.M, Lee Satur- 
day, Nov, 2, This up-and-coming vocalist will perform 
songs from her new, Nashville-recorded CDs, Dancing 
on Air and Me and You and Forever, Tickets at Uni- 
globe Courtesy Travel, Lost Boy Outfitters and At 
the Door. All ages welcome. 
The B.C. Choral Federation presents Autumn 
Song, a workshop for singers. Join Dr. Marc A, 
Hafso, director of choral music at Augustans Univers- 
ity College for an exciting weekend, Hone skills, meet 
other performers and explore the strength and crea- 
tivity that comes from singing. Group and individual 
classes available. Call Marilyn at 635-5312 to register 
or for more information. 
VISUAL ARTS 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents "Walking Soft- 
635-3583. The films show every second Monday to 
Dec. 2. 
THEATRE 
Until the Violence Stops...Ksan Society Invites 
you to participate in a preliminary play reading of 
Eve Ensler's The Vagina Monologues. Auditions 
follow in November and a "V-Day" benefit perfor- 
mance in February 2003. Women of all colours and 
ages are welcome, No experience necessary, lnteres- 
ted readers and actresses can contact Marianne 
Weston at 635-2942 for date, location and scripts. 
i:!ill +COMIHG OCTOBER 22", HOVEMBER +2"=: !iii:ii!iii+ili 
CHAD BIGGS BAlD 
ly on the Craters of Discontent". A multimedia in- 
Yuk Yuk's on Tour returns to Terrace Oct. 18 and stallation at the Terrace Art Gallery Sept, 27 to 
19 at the Best Western Terrace Innl Standup Come. Oct. 27. Caution: Adult content. The show includes 
dy featuring Peter Kelamis and Toby Hargrave, Tick- images of full frontal male and female nudity. Discre- 
ets at Uniglobe. tion is advised. 
CINEMA 
The Travelling Picture Show from Pacific Clne. 
matheque presents the Mexican road movie And 
Your Mother Too (Y Tu Mama Tambien). In Spanish 
with English Subtitles. At the Tillicum Twin Theatre 
at 7:15 p.m. Monday, Oct. 21. Sponsored by the Ter- 
race Multicultural Association. For info call Neelam at 
OPEN CALL: The Terrace Art Gallery is accepting 
submissions for a photography and quilting exhibit 
planned for January. Contact Non for details at 
638-8884. 
Make the SCENE: Call 638.7283 or fax to 638. 
8432 to add your event o the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday. Events will run space permitting. 
.e  Terrace Standa+ Is now • + ++  nl i n e  
www, lerraceslandard,C0m 
Cheek out our nile or call 638-7283 for adverUs no Information 
PITCH'iN O 
CANADA!  
[ FALL CLEAN UP WEEK Children and Family Development host an infor- 
The Terrace Churches Food Bank opens its marion day on B,C,'s waiting children Saturday, 
OCTOBER 21.25, 2002 doors for its October distribution on Monday Oct, 19 from 9 a,m, to 3 p,m, at 400-4545 La- 
Oct. 7 (A-H), Tuesday Oct, 8, (I-R) and Wed- zelle Ave,, Terrace. Preregister by calling 1- 
I I  The City of Terrace's Public Works nesday Oct, 9 (S-Z) from 1-3 p.m. Thursday 877-ADOPT.07 or 635-2999. !1 Department will pick up extra garbage and 
i l  refuse, free of charge, during the week of Oct. 10: anyone missed. We're located at 4647 IlOctober 21-25, 2002. Lazelle, rear entrance. Look for the sign, Bring Autumn Charity Tea, Saturday, Oct. 19 at 
IDfor you and your dependents, Open from 1-3 the Knox United Church from 1-4 p.m, Spon- II Please have the extra garbage and waste p . m . . :  . . . . . .  Bored by Women and Development. international 
|1 (naterial in plastic bags or cartons to assist teas and coffees from around the world. Loonie 
I[ in thepickup, and set it out on your regular Cancer Support Group for family and Auctienandbcoksale. 
I I garbage collection day, although it may not 
i[ get picked up until later in the week. #lends meets at the Stepping Stones Club- 
house Oct, 10 at 7 pm, For info call Craig at SUNDAY. OCT. 20 
II This service does NOT include car bodies, 635-0049. Recruitment drive: open house at the Lakelse 
I I stumps, industrial waste, or items normally Lake Fire Hall, Old Lakelse Lake Lodge Road, 
II charged for at the Landfill (such as major THURSDAY. OCT. 10 from 1-5 p.m. Lake and Jackpine Flat residents: ~. apphances). Depression Screening and Education day. If you've ever thought about volunteering for the 
¢ Free screening for depression. Free, anonymous, fire department, now's the time. Demonstra- 
; confidential. At the pharmacy at Shoppers Drug tions of fire fighting equipment and speak with 
Mart in Terrace, from 4-7 p,m, Screening forms fire fighters, 
. for adults, seniors, children, teens, Asian com- 
munities, and people concerned about a friend or MONDAY. OCT. 21 
family member. Presented by the Canadian Men- Terrace Search and Rescue Is looking for 
tat Health Association, the Mood Disorders As- volunteersl Introduction night Monday, 
FEWAY sociation of B,C,, through funding from the Mini- Oct. 21 at 7 p,m, We meet at 4526 Gregg Ave,, 
stry of Health Services and corporate sponsors, at the Search and Rescue Hall across from the 
www.sa feway.com Skeena Hotel, For more information call Debbie 
Cancer Support Group for family and at 638-8832, Must be 19 years or older and 
~~"rrR~ .-'~"  ,._p_.~ tu~'r~R-'£'~>'~- E friends meets every second and fourth Thurs- consent to a criminal record search. 
day of the month at the Stepping Stones Club- 
q3Z~ Ir/zJFz'~r/~ house, at 4450 Greig Ave., At 7 p,m, The next PUBLIC SERVICE 
www.terraceautornall .com meeting is Oct, 10. Call Craig at 638.0049 for 
info. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
SATURDAY. OCT. 12 The Terrace Scouts popcorn sales door to 
Scouting Apple Days Oct. 12. Local scouts door to Oct. 15, 
will be handing out apples at various downtown 
' l r~ ...,.. ~_~ locations as a thank you to the public, Please lend Are you a good listener? Volunteer faclIIta- TERRACE ,~ :z~:~R'~ your support, tors needed for Parent Support Circles, a 
Ask us:about supporting Pink Ribbon Da st 
non-judgmental environment for parents needing 
info@terraceautomal l .com Bornlte Trail work party to Install a biffy and support.Volunteers receive a weekend training 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  other trail work, Meet at 8 a.m. Saturday, Oct, session. Must be available for 2 and .1/2 to 3 
12 at the 4716 Lazelle Ave, parking lot, Bring hours a week for one year, Call Carol at 635- 
cou ld  be  here!  pruning loppers, lunch and rain gear. Call Kelly 3459 or Tins toll free at 1-866-561-0607, 
Contact  us  at  638- '7283 at 638-5633 for more information, 
. ~ Terrace Victim Assistance Program 
MONDAY. OCTOBER 14 (TVAP) is accepting applications from people 
The Terrace Emergency Shelter will offer a interested in becoming a Victim Service Worker. 
Thanksgiving dinner at 2812 Hall St., Monday, They will deal directly with victims of crime, 
Oct. 14 from 2-5 p.m. Adult men and women who providing emotional support, referrals and in- 
do not have access to this meal are welcome, Do- formation, Man and women who are 19 years or 
nations of food for this event will be gladly ac- older possessing strong Interpersonal and lis- 
cepted. The shelter would also greatly appreci- tening skills are encouraged to apply, Applicants 
ate donations of winter clothing, coast, boots, undergo extensive security screening, For Info 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre toques and gloves, For information call the Ter- call Jan at 638-7411,Deadline Oct, 11, 
race Emergency Shelter at 635-5890. 
October ~ The Terrace/Kltlmat Hiking club has hikes 
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 11~ planned every Sunday in the local mountains this 
Oct .1.2. Denise DJokic Canadian Cellist, Denise Dj0k c The Good Food Box distribution takes place fall and will continue with snowshoeing through. is considered by many to be the best up and 
coming CelliSt in the worldLioi6 her and from 6-8 p.m, at Skeena Kalum Housing at 4616 out the winter, Hikes occur every Sunday leaving 
DaVid Jaibeit foi an eXcitlng;e~/ening of mus c, Haugland, and at the Northern Health Auditorl. at 9 am, Hiking schedules are available from any 
8:00 p.m, Adults$25,00St0dents $20.O0 um at 3412 Kalum St, Participating families outdoor store, the chamber of commerce, the li- 
Oct 19-Live in ~0h~ii,MaeMoo~ Songwriter should pick up their box at the nearest location, brary or the Terrace Standard, For info, contact 
:i andintern'atio~ai!recm:ding:attist, 7:30 p.m. For more info call the Family Place at 638-1863 Chris at 635-5996, 
Monday to Thursday, 
TiCkets $15,007:Available atSidewalkers, Terrace Palntball Club meets Sundays at 11 
i Elan Travei andiMisty River Books. All THURSDAY. OCT. 17 a,m, at a local field 10 minutes from town, Call 
proceedsgdto:the wheelchair accessible A free legal workshop on family malnte- Troy at 635.4739 for details, Saturday games 
TransitidnH.ou~e Building Fund nance Oct. 17 at the Terrace Women's Centre, will be organized if there's enough interest, Be- 
Oct 26- The Terrace Symphony presents their starting at 6:30 p,m, Childcare subsidy available ginners welcome. 
2nd Annual Halloween Concert for Kids, but please pre register. Call 638.0882 for 
more information, Another free workshop on how Coffee Break/Story Hour: Bible study for 
Terrace Concert Terrace Little to lay and assault charge is will be held Nov. 7, women. Thursdays from 9:30.11:15 a.m. at the 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets Call 638.0882. Terrace Christian Reformed Church, 3608 
Sparks Ave, Nursery and story hour preschool 
Available at i Available at SATURDAY. OCT, 19 program (3-5 years), No previous Bible know. 
Cook's Jewellers I Unlglobe Courtesy Find out more about adoption: the Adoptive ledge necessary, Call Lucy at 636,9610 or 
,Travel Families Association of BC and the Ministry of Eialneat 635.9005 for more Information, 
I 
• : + ' , .  t 
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French Dressing Jeanswear 
jeans • cords • colours ° coats ° petites • larger sizing 
Buy One Pair Of French Dressing Jeanswear 
Your 2nd Pair 1/2 Price 
Sidewalkers 
4548 Lazelle 638-1711 (Enst on£azd~) 
Open Monday to Saturday • 10:00 a,m. - 6:00p.m. 
Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Kylee Anne Marie 
Jessie Anne Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: Sept. 27, 2002 at IO:00 a.m. 
Sept. 25, 2002 at 3:48 Weight: 5 Ibs. 4 oz, Sex: Female 
Weight: 8 lbs. 14.5 oz. Sex: Female Parents: NeLson Furtado 
Parents: Rick &Candice Grant & Lisa Buck 
Baby's Name: Baby's Name: ' 
Payton Ashley Colby William 
• Date & Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 19, 2002 at 8:54 Sept. 27, 2002 at 8:56 p'.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs, 12.5 oz. Sex: Female Weight: 10 Ibs, 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Allen & El~ne tiudson 
l 
Baby's Name: 
EvinJordan 
Date & Thne of Birth: 
Sept. 30, 2002 at 6:21 p,m, 
Weight: 6 ibs. 15 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Eric &Jocelynn Drew 
Parents: David & DebmJephson 
Baby's Name: i 
Kenyon Lloyd 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 23, 2002 at 3:21 a,m, 
Weight: 7 Ibs. I oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Jessel & Marvin Talt 
   or hern Drugs' Baby Club and 
  fnewborn will receive their first 
Bear  
0 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B,O, , 
P 
Fighting fires through awareness 
MORE THAN 320 elementary 
students in the Terrace area will 
learn about the chaotic and disor- 
ienting effects of a house fire 
when the fire safety house tours 
local Grade 4 classes this week. , 
The house simulates the poor 
visibility caused by smoke. A pa- 
nic-inducing fire alarm sounds as 
the students practice safely leav- 
ing the miniature building. 
That's just one of the local ac- 
tivities planned for Fire Preven- 
tion Week (Oct. 6-12), easily the 
biggest public education cam- 
paign of the year for local depart- 
ments. 
Adults are encouraged to take 
get involved. Parents can work 
with children on a home escape 
plan, and practice a fire drill. 
Wightman and Smith offers 
free fire extinguisher t aining for 
adults in the Safeway parking lot 
Oct. 12, an event hat offers hand- 
s-on experience using a fire extin- 
guisher and putting oat a stove-top 
grease fire. 
The fire safety house will also 
be on hand, along with the Ter- 
race Bluebacks Swim Club, who 
are putting on a fund 
raising barbecue. 
The Office of the 
Fire Commissioner 
is also holding a 
contest designed to 
act as an incentive 
to get schools parti- 
cipating in Fire Pre- 
vention Week. 
Parents  can 
work with children 
on a home escape 
plan. 
One student will win a home 
computer - and a $400 cash prize 
for his or her school. 
To enter, students in Grades 4- 
7 simply fill out the entry form in 
the Fire Safety Starts with You 
activity booklet that's distributed 
to all Terrace and Thornhill 
schools. 
A parent or guardian should 
drop the application off at the 
Terrace Fire Hall or at McDo- 
nalds. 
One entry from Ter- 
race and another 
from Thornhill will 
be drawn and entered 
in the provincial 
contest. 
As well, children 
from Grades 1-7 are 
invited to take part in the popular 
Fire Chief for a Day contest. Entry 
forms are available at the Terrace 
Fire Hall and at McDonald's 
Restaurant. 
One student from Thornhill and 
another from Terrace will win the 
honoar, which includes a trip in a 
fire truck and a tour if the Terrace 
fire hall. 
nouns  
Fire injures someone in British 
Columbia every day of the year. 
That's just one of the startling 
statistics the Office of the Fire 
Commissioner has released. 
Fire kills someone in this pro- 
vince every 11 days. 
A majority of fires occur in pri- 
vate residences. 
Most fires in the home start in 
the kitchen. 
Hot liquids or steam cause 
nearly 40 per cent of all burn in- 
juries in the province. 
'Genius' cellist to ,he TerracePipes,DrumsSociety 
is holding their 
p e rfo r m S at u r d ay ,  AHHUAL GENERAL MEETIHG_ 
Djokic promotes her debut classical album 
THE TERRACE Concert ~ . _ _  -t England Conservatory of Monday, ! ,  200 
~oclety continues its tradition ~ Music, but is on tour to pro- 
of  showcasing some of  Cana- ~ . , ~ - i ~  mote her debut album, Bar- ur,r~a~maa mmvm ,,~. : ; 
da's hottest up-and-coming [ ~ ~ i i ~  bet, Martinu, Britten, this 
performing artists Saturday ~ ~  ~ fall. ' "  
when Hal!faxXs 21-year-old [ ~ a ~ ~ ~ !  She will be accompanied by 
ceuo sensation uenise Djokic ~ ~ + ~  pianist David Jalbert an i 
t akesthe stage at the R.E.M. i ~  . award-winning performer V BVU~~LRU~A 
Lee; ~ ~  from Quebec who's appeared 
Her recent appearance ~ ~ ~ , ~ 1  as a soloist with the Man-: 
with the CBC Radio Orche- ~ % ~  treal Symphony Orchestra,. 
stra at the Chan Centre for [ ~ z ~ ~ l  the Irish National Symphony 
the Performing Arts was ~ ~  and the Quebec Symphony: NTED!!  
hailed as a barn-burner of a ~ ' ~ l l t G i  Orchestra. 
Men, Women & Young Adults who are dedicated concert by the Gear =a Strait g" ", ~ ~ : ~  Jalbert holds a masters in 
a weekly that describes the / ~  performance from the Uni- to helping elderly and disabled persons who live 
young cellist as a genius, versity of Montreal and later in your community. 
Her performing career Denise Djokic completed an artist diploma' Volunteer help is needed with: 
Shovelling Snow * Raking Leaves began to take off in 1998, 
when she took first prize in the Irving M. 
Klein International String competition i  
San Francisco. In 2000, the Canada 
Council awarded her use of the 1696 
"Bonjour" Stradivari cello. 
She's currently a student at the New 
from the Glenn Gould profes- 
sional school in Toronto. He lives in New. 
York City where he attends the Julliard 
School. 
Tickets for the Oct. 12 concert are 
available at Cook's Jewellers in the 
Skeena Mall. 
Cleaning Eaves • Cleaning Outside Windows 
Minor Home Repairs 
Call the Volunteer Bureau! 638-1330 
Your assistance will be appreciatedl 
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HOUSE OF COMMONS. 
Andy Burton 
Member of parliament 
for SEeena 
Constituency Off ice 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1 $6 
Phone: (2.50) 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 
Toll Free: 1 -800-661-2208 
E-mail: andy@andyburton .ca  
Website: www.and~,burton.ca 
October 18th and 19th, 2002 
At the Best Western  Ter race  Inn  
Ticket at Unigiobe Courtesy Travel 
LIMITED SEATING ~ 
Our official ticket outlet is . . . . .  ~J~i_~INB. 
• I
~i~i~r i~ i j l  ~ 4718A Lazel[e Ave 
From B2 
Community 
Calendar 
WEEKLY 
MEETINGS 
TERRACE ROD AND GUN 
CLUB hosts trap shooting 
every Tuesday at 6:30 p,m. 
Come out and have a blastl For 
info call Gord at 638-1945. 
BREASTFEEDING SUP- 
PORT GROUP for moms and 
moms.to.be. Information and 
sharing. Snacks and juice. First 
Tuesday of each month in the 
Mills Memorial Hospital Educa- 
tion room 7:30 p.m. 
Babies/Children welcome. For 
more info call Cathy 635-7397. 
Summer hiatis. 
DAIKO JI SOTOZEN 
CENTRE hosts Zazen medita- 
tion every Tuesday evening at 
7 p.m. at the centre, For info 
phone 635-3455, 
PLANNED PARENTHOOD 
Clinic is open every Tuesday 
night from 7-9 p,m. Informa- 
tion and counselling on birth 
control and birth control sup- 
plies at reasonable cost, Drop 
in. They're at the front of the 
health unit on Kalum. For more 
info or to volunteer call 638- 
2027. 
T'AI CHI FOR SENIORS 
is held Tuesdays and Thurs- 
days at 8:45 a,m. at the Happy 
Gang Centre. For more info call 
Marg at 638-6364. 
JOIN THE TERRACE 
COMMUNITY BAND! Adults 
with previous wind or percus- 
sion experience needed, Re- 
hearsals Tuesdays from 7-9 
p,m. at the Caledonia band 
room, Call Wayne: 635-4294, 
TERRACE TOASTMAS- 
TERS, Learn to speak in public 
with ease and confidence. 
Meetings on the first and third 
Tuesdays of the month from 
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the Tale- 
media Boardroom (back alley 
entrance), For info call Karen 
at 635-2994 or Cynthia at 
638-4079, 
SCHIZOPHRENIA SOC- 
IETY meets the third Tuesday 
of every month from Septem- 
ber to June at 7:30 p.m. at 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse. 
For more Information call 638- 
2202~ 
SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB 
meets the third Tuesday of 
each month. New members be- 
 459 
Per mond~ 36 mon~ lease +
~th Pm'd~u~ r~x6?.6t OffeHndu~ ~ t=rJfnd~ =I,123 
2003 F-150 XLT 
SUP] RCAB 4][4 
4.6L V8 w/4 ~t Auto • 4 Wheel .iJS/D~c Bnke~ •Z 
Premium Steno w/CD Player •Secm'tL~k,,, ~lJ¢l-l"~rl 
Bemuse Eeyl~ F .~ • 16" J . l~tun Wheels • OWL'~ 
lhdler Tow • Tailgate lock • Lladted Slip Azle ~ Fo~ b 
Power Wlndows/Loci~/~[h-rcrdPedals • Speed Control J 
We'll make your first months lease paym, 
 238 
1~ mon~ ~ month le~" 
Cam Pure'me qg,7~0t r~lnd.da recite0 
2,003 RJLNG£R £DGE 
Ri GULAR CAB 
3,OL V6 w/5 Sl~al IV.areal • 4 Wheel ~ • Drl~ & Front l'a,ue~' 
15" ~=]~.tun Wheels • Stereo w/CD Player • Smu'fl,ock,,, JL.tl-l"k~rt 
Colo~ Keyed l~d~g8 & Jumiw.J's =. Front & ]Beer Stabilizer Bar 
4-PIn lhdler Tow • Bed Pall Cover •F0~/.e~pe 
• wJoc guwgna nc~u irlc LI;U.~t. bur1: "Lease a new ~uuJ Manger t:oge Hegmar t;au sxz Wiln b.epeeo manUal rraflsmlestonlF.150 XL! 5uperCub 4x4 with 4-speed uulomotlc transmission, all*terrain tires, limited slip axle end trailer tow for monthly payment of $23815450 per month baaed off an annual 
lenin rate of 5.9%/7,9% and s 36 month lease from Ford Credit to qualified retail lessees, on approved oredlt, 12,ggs/$3,gg5 downpayment or equivalent rade required. No security deposit required, Ford Motor Company of Canada will puy Iho tirol month'o payment. Total lease obligation le 
$11,8631520,$1g, residual of $10,533,18/521,358.40, plus applicable taxes, Some conditions and o mileage restriction of RO,O00 km aver 38 months opply to oil loose offers. A charge el 8 cents per km aver mllouge restriction applies, plus applicable taxes. Lease offeru Include off tax/freight 
18801$1,125, Lease offers exclude Ilcence insurance, administration foes end ell applicable texas, tCash purchase a new 2003 Ranger Edge Reoular Cab 4x2 with 0-speed manual transmission/F-IS0 XLT 8uperCub 4x4 with 4-speed automollc transmission, oil-terrain tiros limited slip axle and 
trs er tow for 319,7001S35,028, Taxes payable on full amount of purchase price. Cash purchase offers include air tax/freight 5880151,125, and exclude Ilcence, insurance, administration fees and ell applicable texas. Dealer may ae or lease foe less, tfFIve year ar IO0,OOg km (whichever occurs first) 
Powertroln wsrrenty Is available on ell 2003 model year F-180 sod Ranger vehicles, Limited time offers. Offers muy be changed al any lime wllhoul notice, All oilers ore mutually exclusive end cannot be combined, Allow R-tO weeks delivery on factory orders, See Dealer for deters, 
J 
tween the ages of 9 and 19 ~E 4631 Kei ,h A ....... ,'r . . . . . .  n r e~¢m,~'~¢.Aosza ; 
years old are welcome, Cell )RD Fax(250) 
• Laurie at 685-~01 or Norn~a .,: ! '~ 
at 638,8494 for more inf0r.; ~ i ~ - : ,  
matins, 
i 
r' p, { 
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I 
638-7283 
~,KEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Happy returns 
~ I  HEN I emerged from the brush he 
was sitting on a rock almost at 
midstream. His legs dangled in the 
water. He was staring, intent on' 
something, his eyes fixed on the 
steep wall of gray rock across the river or some-. 
thing in its reflection. He was hunched as if 
ready to spring. 
I knew that I'd arrived in the middle of an act 
borne of solitude and concentration. The rush of 
the rapid below had masked my coming. I took 
a step back into the woods and gently sat down 
to watch things unfold. 
I looked where he was looking. There was a 
wrinkle on the glassy surface, then, perhaps a 
minute later, another. 
Fish were feeding in the shadow of the bluff,' 
leaving their rocky lairs, and climbing through 
the cold, clear water to sip something small. 
l t 's a long throw, I thought. Sixty feet, maybe 
more. He won't be able to cover those fish. 
It was a good ten minutes before the angler 
stood up. He rose slowly, evenly. 
His reel barked as he stripped line from it 
rhythmically. It was a Hardy, the complaint of 
its ~pawl unmistakable. 
He lifted the line, cast it downstream in an 
angle directly below him, changed direction, 
made a short cast of some forty feet, hauled on 
the line and sent his fly out to a spot just shy of 
the granite. 
I expected something small. Instead a great 
bushy fly hit the water. It drifted a short dis- 
tance. It twitched like a marionette when the 
fisherman mended his line, then cont inuedto 
drift, but not far. The river erupted below it. 
The fisherman hesitated a moment hen lifted 
the rod. The reel sang; the song a howl, with a 
long accelerando and crescendo. The line poin- 
ted at the far side of the river, the fish took to 
the air on our side, re-entered the water and 
burned off as the fisherman cranked furiously to 
regain some measure of control. 
The fish cartwheeled at the rim of the glide 
then plunged into the chute below. The fisher- 
man had to follow. He glanced away from the 
fish. obviousl), charting a course to shore 
through and over the subsurface boulders. 
All his fly line and a great length of backing 
were stretched out over the river 
You can't make it - no time, I thought, then the 
whole works fell to the river. 
"Quite a performance, sir," I extended my 
hand. 
The angler was almost to shore. He looked 
up, startled. "A big fish, eh?" 
"You bet," I agreed. 
"I caught one seven pounds, from the same 
rock, a couple of years ago." 
Gary Wray was the first angler 1 met on the 
Stellako. 
His approach was simple: he fished a big 
Tom Thumb, tied to his bushy specifications by 
his good friend and fishing partner, Soji lnouye, 
and with it caught lots of trout, some of them 
magnificent. 
That was a long time ago, the year before 
Kelly, the former MLA from that riding, and the 
man who defiantly stood in the river and dared 
the loggers to drive their booms over him and 
halted that repugnant practice, sold his Stellako 
Lodge to the Swiss. 
"Twenty years ago," said the Swiss, whose 
name, surprisingly, I 've never learned despite 
the fact that we've been using his campground 
for that length of time. "It's the anniversary this 
summer." 
Not much had changed when we arrived this 
summer, thankfully. The swallows were still 
hunting bugs over the river's outflow at Francois 
Lake. The osprey were still there. The old woo- 
den bridge had a new deck and a new coat of 
)aint, but otherwise it was much the same. The 
)hone booth sitting incongruously on the side of 
the dirt road below the campground was still 
there. The generous hatches - sedges, stones 
and mayflies - were still so thick at times they 
were reminiscent of snow flurries. 
After jawing with the Swiss, I set out across the 
bridge. Leaning against he rail was a man in his fif- 
ties. He wore a baseball cap with a few bedraggled 
flies embedded in it. A small, serpentine arring 
squirmed across in his left ear lobe. A few day's crop 
of reddish stubble, covered his cheeks and chtn and 
gathered into a grey-flecked red moustache that grew 
luxuriantly in the shade of a red and weathered nose. 
"Ya don't need that fancy old Hardy reel and that 
bamboo rod to catch these trout," he said with a U.S. 
American drawl as he beckoned me to the rail. He 
tore a corner from a Graham cracker and pitched it to 
the stream below. It floated a few feet and was hun- 
grily swallowed by a trout that was five pounds if it 
was ounce. I liked this middle-aged hippy. We talked '
of hatches and hatcheries, of fish and fishing. We 
shook hands, and I made my way downstream to 
Gary Wray's Rock. 
New spin on old game a hit 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ASK ANY child what the hottest trend in 
toys these days is and you might be surprised 
- it's a toy which puts a new spin on a very 
old game. 
Beyblades are small, plastic, rip cord- 
powered spinning tops designed to battle one 
another. 
"The kids are wild over them," says 15- 
year-old Dustin Wassink. "I 've even tried to 
get one and they are so popular that every 
time they get a shipment hey are sold out." 
Beyblades blasted onto the North Ameri- 
can scene after a Japanese animation car- 
toon show bearing the same name hit the 
airwaves this summer. 
Like the Cabbage Patch craze of the 
early 1980s, the toys are flying off store 
shelves leaving some parents scrambling to 
get their hands on one for their children. 
Kim MacDougall has two sons aged 13 
and 10 and she says they can't get enough of 
the rotating tops. 
"They love it," MacDougall says, adding 
they were indeed hard to come by. 
"We must have gone down to Zellers 
about 20 times and they were always out," 
says MaeDougall, who thinks the toys are a 
great source of entertainment for her boys. 
The tops have been clearing right off store 
shelves around the northwest almost as soon 
as they are brought in. 
Terrace's Zellers outlet gets roughly 20 
requests per day for the tops and store man- 
ager Roger L'Heureux esti_..mates if word got 
out the toys were in stock, they'd probably 
sell out within an hour. 
"They are going to be like Cabbage Patch 
Kids, they're going to be like Tickle Me 
Elmo or Furbies," L'Heureux says. 
Stores in Prince George are also having a 
rough time keeping them in stock. 
"The kids are crazy over them," says 
Charlea Mitchell, a sales associate at the 
DUSTIN Wassink, 15, decided to host a Beyblade tournament this week-end after 
children in his neighbourhood went gaga over the popular spinning top game. The 
toys are flying off store shelves around the northwest. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO 
Prince George Sears store. 
"We got about 16 in the last shipment 
and they were gone in about five hours," she 
says. 
And the craze has gone international. The 
World Beyblade Championships were held 
in Tokyo, Japan in May 2002. Beybladers 
battled it out in front of a sold-out crowd of 
15,000 people, says the toy's official web 
site. 
Wassink, a Grade 9 student at Centennial 
Christian School, says so many children in 
his neighbourhood are into playing the game 
that he and some friends decided to host 
their own tournament Oct. 16. 
"Two groups will battle at a time," he ex- 
plains. "The loser stands off to one side and 
then the next group comes in." 
Wassink, along with friends Kalen Loepp- 
ky, 14, and Julian Harmel, 15, will host the 
tournament in a field near the Mountain 
Vista area. So far they already have about 25 
youngsters signed up ready to let 'er rip. _ 
The trio plans to put up prizes for the 
event and have a concession stand. 
Registration for the tournament is $3, but 
parents can come watch for free, Wassink 
says. 
For more about the upcoming tournament, 
call Dustin Wassink at 635-2308. 
More trail time for cross country skier, 
. .  : . . . . .  : " ' " ' :  '" 'Z .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ~ " ' :  . . . . .  , . . . . .  ~ , ...:i~(~¢ ~,  
FOR winter sports enthusiasts, fall Nordic Valley ~ Ski,;Club m~mber' ski trails, prepping them for the The lights will be wired to a 
can be a frustrating waiting-in- 
limbo time of year -  summer 
sports have wrapped up and the 
snow just can't fall soon enough. 
And for cross country skiers in 
the Terrace and Kitimat area, the 
eager anticipation of snow is even 
more gruelling this year. 
That's because the Onion Lake 
ski trails are set to get half a kilo- 
metre of lighting on the Jackrabbit 
trail and that means there's a 
whole lot more time available for 
skiers to hit the trails. 
"Now people will be able to 
put time in during the week," says 
Mark Forgie. 
He says the only way to im- 
prove at the sport is to practice as 
much as possible. But with short 
winter days, night skiing's been 
impossible until now. 
The ski club was given $12,500 
of a grant-in-aid by the Kitimat- 
Stikine Regional District board 
recently. 
That's half of the $25,000 the 
club was promised from the regio- 
nal district for a plan to install 
lights for night-skiing at the trail. 
Volunteers have done a tre- 
mendous amount of work at the 
installation of the lights. 
The first phase of the project 
will see poles installed along one 
kilometre of trail and half that 
distance will get lights by the 
time the snow falls, says club pre- 
sident Terry Brown. 
Getting the lights in place has 
been a long labour of love for 
Brown and numerous club mem- 
bers. 
He's excited about the lighting 
because it means the trails will be 
used more and the extended hours 
may attract more newcomers to 
the sport. 
switch with a timer, allowing 
skiers to turn the lights on and off 
for as little or as long as required, 
whenever it suits them. 
The club has also removed 52 
truckloads of stumps from trees 
taken out over the gummer mak- 
ing room for wider trails and a 
bigger stadium area. 
Other alterations to the trails 
include a hill on the Jackrabbit 
trail which will give skiers of all 
levels a.place to practice. 
"We've created terrain to suit 
the needs of the skiers," Brown 
said. 
I I  Learning curve 
YES, THAT is a tissue box and not a rock, Charlotte Teems gets a los=' 
sons in how to throw a rock properly - and that means not putting too 
much pressure on It. Teems was one of dozens of people who crammed 
the Terrace Curling Club for three days of Introductory clinics Oct, 1-3, Or- 
ganizers were thrilled with the turn-out saying participation far exceeded 
expectations. All six sheets of Ice were used during each of the three Curl 
Canada learn,to cud evenings. SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Sports Scope 
Turkey trot 
RUNNERS are gearing up for the eighth annual Ki- 
spiox Valley Turkey Trot. 
The 5kin and 10kin road race is set for Oct. 13 at 
the Kispiox valley community grounds 25 km north 
of Hazelton on the Kispiox Valley Road. Organized 
by the Skeena Steamers Running Club the race has a 
variety of age categories for runners to take part in. A 
chili lunch will be provided to all runners and the 
entry fee also includes a free t-shirt. People who re- 
gister before Oct. 11 pay $23, but after that date regi- 
stration is $25. Runners under 15 pay $15. 
Race day registration begins at 9:30 a.m. Both 
races and a non-competitive walking division start 
out at 10:30 a.m. For details call 250-842-6500. 
Drop-in hoops 
BASKETBALL fans can lace up the shoes and hit the 
court twice a week this winter as drop-in basketball gets 
under way. The Skeena Junior Secondary School gym- 
nasium has been booked from 8-10 p.m. every Monday 
and Wednesday for drop-in play. 
This is co-ed basketball and anybody interested in • 
playing is welcome. For more information call Amanda 
Campbell at 638-8520. 
Special O registration 
SPECIAL Olympians new and old are invited to register 
for the 2002-03 season. 
Athletes and volunteers can register 6 - 8 p.m. Friday, 
Oct .  18 at the Skeena Mall. Registration'. is $40. For 
more details call Jo at 635-7936 after 7 p.m. 
Need a helping hand? 
THE TERRACE youth soccer U-13 boys team is plan- 
ning to attend an international tournament in Minneapo- 
lis in July of 2003. 
In order to get there, the team will have to raise up- 
wards of $20,000. These young men are willing to do  
any odd jobs for a donation. Raking leaves, digging po- 
tatoes, vehicle cleaning and snow shovelling are jus t a 
few of the chores the boys will do. 
For details call Colleen Froese at 635-7472, 
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Congratulati0nS ji 
;~ 331Obituar ies ii . 33 Obituaries ~ 
: c , . 
, :  125Wanted .~;- 
• ..:.::,::~:~,~...~3~::iii~:~!::.:.iiii::iiiii:.~iii/i!i~ ~ :~:  : :~kii~,i~~ii! . :Z..,,:~. .:, / 
' N 
J~ This pasi Summer ~,~o~:u:r ::c0mmunily 
benefited on many levels because of 
Sarah Zimmerman's hard work. Creating, 
~.  organizing and participating in the 
Adventure Challenge 2002 was an 
. enormous task and we thank you for it! 
3 Announcements 
195 Firewood / ~ 
22:0 MisCellaneous 
BIBLE'TALKS each Sunday 
3:30pm in the Happy Gang 
Center, 3226 Kalum St. Ter- 
race. H. McChesney, L. Willis- 
ton. 250-632-2075 
FOR INFORMATION on pro- 
grams and services for people 
of disabilities and the designat- 
ed parking permit program con- 
tact the Vernon Disability Re- 
source Centre. 1-877-288-1088 
or www.vdrc.ca 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advediser for 1 week 
and pay only $14.45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA) $26.75. Addi- 
, J L .  nossuccesstullytompletedlhefouv T 
year progr0m elIhe C0n0dian (ollegs __  
of N01urop01hi( Medidne inT0(0nfo, 
Onleri0. Shs h0s passed Ihs inler- 
~" n01i0nd Iker~ing exominuli0ns a d 
'~  wiIIbepr0(Iki~g0s0Nalur0polhk .~"  
'W " godoHn Torunt0 wl~ere she r~sid~. , 
LCOME~ 
r 
Your Welcome ' 
Wagon Hostess for" 
Terrace; B.C. is: 
Cathy 
615-9286 
If you are new to 
Terrace or having a 
baby, please call Your 
' Welcome Wagon 
hostess for your free 
k,~fls and informatio~ 
,,.-,,- 
|t 
~t are pfeasedta nnounce ~ a  ~IM 
I L  t~e~,gnne.t ~ J I IU  
~i 36 Thanks:: 
lPTlliams 
h u'eat sadness that t~e announce ~obert 
bdor.ed husbafd of ~3arb, passed at~ay 
~peaceftdly II~ltll his faintly at his stde at .Mdls 
~ MemorialJqospital t the age of .Sg years. 
~ ~3ob was predeceased by his parents ~ill ~ Oolleen 
J-Ie is summed and e~er ,'e),~}~Oettttl'~'ltis'~r~if.e of 
/ , " ":" . . . .  ,~. i "  ' ("-' "; . . . . . . .  ,• 3,5 u'eat~,'*gaflJ, ~Od~hter ~Theresa"(l, Fi~i~is)"~ale 
and son ~iek (Mieheild of Te'race.J-Iis brothers g)ar.e, 
Tim # ~awl/1 of J~anaimo. 
gob is also sur~it~ed by his four grandchildre~l 
~rittanu ~ Jimmy Neale and .flshley ~ ~usti~z 
Williams. 
jfllso his ff~other-in-la¢~ ~laine Monteith of 
,Xamloops and sister and brother-in-la,e .Sugar ~ 
Wally Oraffunder ofOlean~ater 
.5/l blemorial .Service mill be hdd at a later date. 
]f Y.otredllone CouldfIa~e .Sa~e(!?ou,,,~ou ..N'~rer 
WouldJqa~e ~ ~Us. 
thank! ;  :): 
THANK YOU i :254Business " 
:;: Opportunities ii I,. ~e oant to thane On C/~ia.IDen tl8u, [~IL) and Dr'. 
P~i/[ipt~, Inter~al Nedicine ~r  t/~elr 9uic~ action ~/~en / 
t/anal words over 20 -.25/word 
plus GST, Phone 250-638-7283 
Fax 250-638.8432 or email to 
advertising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
EVAHLY-RAYS' 
LIVE PSYCHICS 
Voted most  accurate  
by customers.  Police 
use usl Relationships? 
Spouse cheat ing? 
Gett ing lover  back? 
! -900-451-4055 
18,, $2 .991mln  
~:  36 ThankSii :: i: 
:~E~ " i~ i~:; • : ~ . : : '  '~  " 
II opo, e to or. au.;ae =4e e.ia' ,',e ,.e Z 
II ,:~.,M ~ ,,. t4e 4o~it, h-,'#t,~.s. ~,Un one ,~o,,, i 
-,:~, :::~,: : . . moo admitted to ttm ha rta[ /'or /'urther lnoeoti orion II N ]  II afro E medica/ conditio~ 
li  lg IJ , . oo ,  ,4..ot6.e,oo 0., ' ,  .n, ,4. 
,!i~  .: .: !~\ ....::~ . . . 
, ,  .o.o .o , .oo . ; ,o - .oo  
Darlynne LarsenandSteve  I I/'-o  ooo,. o,,..o.or 
A BIG HEARTFELT THANK 
YOU to Glen at Wajax. We ,: 
appreciated the extraordinary , . 
servicel You went above and ' ' , . 
beyond the call of duty to help 
some out-of-towners. You really 
are one of the good guysl 
Thank you a qaln. Leo Taschuk. ' 
Dean 
passed away suddenly on 
• September 27th, 2002 at the age of 38. 
• P" ,J-1e is sttr~it~ed by his mite ~ufie of, flldefgro~ 65 Lost & 
.our . 
Family-Counselling Centre his son Cyle and brother ~alf of'T~ace. 
EXPERIENCED In £jeu of ~ot~r.s, donations can be made to 
COUNSELLOR ~.C ,Xidney ,~oundation. 
COUNSELLING PROV,mNO 
;. : 55Busines s;::J 
~i Personals- - . :  
Found!  
65: Lost & Found 
AUTO SALES re-establish your 
,credit.Car/boo Motor Credit Ltd. 
We finance all situations.We 
understand. We will help. Mr., 
Noel. 1.877-270-7199 24hrs. 
FOUND 6 week old kitten near 
Braun and Agar. Black head, 
grey body with 4 white paws. 
Longer haired kitten. Call 250. 
('~nr~-()n-Onn C ,,n¢~,lllm., 635"3139. 
• s,.,..,,..o....,ille FOUND: NEAR Bear country 
~'~::~:~:i~i;~:. / r  250.615-3232 to Identify and 
~ : i ! ~ ~  ~ LOgT MEN'S diamond ring, 
 www.terracestandardac0m 
REWARD OFFERED for the 
return of a family heirloom. One 
8ram Mauser German Army rifle 
with sport stock 1938 marked 
on barrel. Was stolen from 
residence between Aug 23-  
31/02 Phone Glenn 250-615- 
0057 
ii i 70 Personals 
LIVE 24HR chat "new" line now 
operatlnglll Call 1-900-870- 
7647. Our ladles are simply 
sweet and simply the Best. 
24/7. 1-800-337-8122 CC billing 
from $2.55/mln (16+) 
125 Wanted 
Cheek out  our  | f ie  o f  o | l l  (kllk721gl for advef t l l lng  Infofl lmll ion 
possibly In Thomhelghts. COMIC BOOKS wanted, fo r  
8753.Please call anytime 250-638-1 .child.call 260-635-3148.Low pflce range please. 
WANTED: FREEZER burnt 
meat, fish, and bones for sled- 
dogs. Will pick up. 250-635- 
3772 
FLOORING FACTORY direct 
laminate..$.49sqti. Cork..$1.99. 
6"or 8" Rustic Fir..$.80. 2 1/4" 
birch prefinished,.$2.60, 3 1/4" 
Exotic Kempas prefin- 
ished,.$5.00/ Select Amer red 
. cherry prefinished..$4.75sqft. 
2 1/4 Oak or Maple prefinished' 
$2.99sqft. Oak, maple, birch, 
beach, cherry floating from 
$2.50sqft. TONS MOREl 1-800- 
631-3342 
GRAVEL TRUCKLOAD of fire- 
wood. 4 c(~rds for $300. 250- 
635-1678 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood, Mixed Hemlock, AI- 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. 
250-638-7290 
TONNEAU FIBREGLASS drop 
top for full size pickup. New 
condition $600 abe. Console ra- 
dio, e.c. lovely cabinet, turn 
table and 6track, $100 Firm. 
Breeding cages for small birds. 
New condition. 250-635-4626 or 
toll free 1-866-262-5294 
TOWS FLOORS FLOORING 
SALEI FREE ESTIMATES, WE 
INSTALL Laminate starting at 
$.75sqft. Hardwood specials. 
Preflnlshed Birch $2.75sqft. 
Free delivery, some conditions 
apply. Variety of finishes and 
colors. Phone/fax 250-635-0749 
Cell 250-636-7074 
FITNESS FACITLITY, 18 years 
In business. 5600sqft. Serious 
Inquiries only. Days 260-635- 
6146 
FOR LEASE new hair salon on 
'Kalum St, Complete wilh two 
cutting chairs, one wash chair 
and sink, scissor sign. Available 
Immediately. Sedous Inquiries 
only. 250.635-1128 or 250-615. 
9100 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants. 
& loans information. Fqr all 
business & farms. Call 1-800. 
505-8866 
HOME WORKERS neededlll 
Assembling products . mail- 
Ing/processing , our circulars - 
copy/mailing pc disk program, 
no experience neededl Free 
Into send sase to crafts, 8 - 
7777 keele SI Reid7-702, Con- 
cord, Ontario L4K-ly7. 1-905- 
866-6095 for more Into. 
MOMS NO more day care . 
Stay at home, make above 
average Income, www.free- 
moms.com/cashclub, 
MYSTERY SHOPPERSI? A 
major retailer Is looking for 
people to work an assigned 
schedule 4-10 hrs/ week to 
assess the costumerservlce of 
our employees, Please inquire 
online aP 
www~qualltyshopp.er,ort:l 
OWNER RETIRING,' anxious to 
sell 74 seat restaurant In Ter- 
race. Well established busi- 
ness, Includes building and 
land. 961.6550 or 1-800-419- 
0709 
RECIPE FOR success, Panago 
Pizza has a successful well es- 
tablished franchise for sale lo- 
cated In Smllhers, B.C, Turnkey 
operation, training Included, If 
you desire success and Inde- 
pendence with a high return on 
Investment, don't miss out on a 
great opportunity, Call days 
250-847-5392 . . . . . .  
BB- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 9, 2002 
AUCTI( =N SALE 
Saturday, October 12, 2002 
beginning at 12:00 noon. For Louis Compagnolo, B.V. Credit 
Union, and others, Leave Highway 16 just East of Smithers 
and follow Old Babine Lake Rd 7kin. Turn left, follow 
Telkwa High Rd. 5kin to Bruce Rd. Follow Auction Signs 
Farm Tools & Machinery 
Ford 4000 diesel tractor 
NNH 461 haybine 
Cat D4 crawler blado canopy winch 
Torrinov 50" rotovator 
3-pt. fertilizer spreader 
MF black blade 
4 wheel wagon 
Store& Caf~ Equipment 
Butcher Boy meat bandsaw 
Butcher Boy meat grinder 
Butcher's cutting t:tble 
Merit slicer 
Baker's Pride pizza oven 
Makelinc pizza cooler, 8 fi 
Commercial dongh mixer 
1970 Ford Bronco 4x4 Cqmmercial gas stove 
1981 Eagle hatchhaek 4x4 MilkShake machine 
12' Pascal canoe 
5(X) gal. fuel tank and stand 
Come-alongs 
Beam scale 
Bolt cutter 
Marlin spikes 
Wheclbarrows . . . . .  
Aluminum ladders 
Aluminmn box 
Skidding tongs 
Jackalls 
Hand t~mls 
Chain hoist 
Powersaws 
Yard lights 
Lawn mowers 
Canning jars 
Hobrath dishwnshcr 
Deep fat fryer 
Slush machiite 
Scale 
Foster 3-door bar cc×flor 
Buffet chest able 
Microwaves 
34 ft. store shelving 
Novelty racks 
Cash register 
Caf~ tables and chairs 
Office desk 
4 drawer filing cabinet 
Stereo 
Ct~::lery, dishes, glassware 
Linen, kitohenware 
2 deep freezes 
Plus many items too numerous to mention, 
Subject o additions and deletions. 
Terms: Cash 
Persons paying for major items with uncertified cheque may be 
required to leave items on the grounds until cheque clears the bank, 
KERR 'S AUCTIONS:;:: 
C.2(S13; RA.#1~ . . . . .  Telkv~a;BC.":: : PIi::(250)846,5392 
NOt responsible fivadcideni*, , ' . '  ::: Lqiich Lm ihe Grqunds: 
: 270 He lp :Wanted  1270He lpwanted  
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD 
I PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
266 Educat ion  ~ 
SERVICES LTD.  
SPECIAL ISTS  IN  CLEANING 
• CHIMNEYS & FURNACES "SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
• AIR DUCTS "SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING 
• BOILERS oCATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
• FIREPLACES ',REST. GREASE TRAPS 
• Al"rIc INSULATION REMOVAL ,,,ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ,*FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
• PAINT BOOTHS ,,VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industrial Vacuum Trucks 635-  1 1 32 
. 254 Bus iness  'i: 
i iODoor tun i t ies  / /  
: 258Careers :  i 
• . . : • 
THRIVING SPORTSWEAR 
store with embroidery & screen 
printing operation. Est 23 yrs, 
large client base, $99,000 turn- 
key, price includes equipment 
fixtures & inventory. Call 250- 
427-7613 Kimbedey. 
CATCH THE SUCCESSll 
Join Canada's Largest & Fastest 
Growing Seafood Franchise, 
• Minimal Competition - there is 
no other chain like oursl 
. Extensive hands-on Iraining and 
on-going support 
• World Famous Fish & Chips 
• Large '.,ariel,/menu ilems at 
affordable pricing that appeals 
Io a wide customer base 
• Over 100 units across North 
America 
• Also serving Tennessee Jack's 
Rotisserie Chicken N' Ribs 
• Minimum cash requirement of 
$6&ooo 
• Tota l  inves lmen l  as  Jew as  
$185,000 
Now seeking a Franchise parlner in 
Terroco 
To learn more about his e~dtlng 
opportungy, please call 
Janine Innes at 
1-800-661-2123 
SULLIVAN MOTOR Products 
Limited SERVICE ADVISOR. 
One of Northern B.C.'s largest 
GM dealers is looking for a pro- 
gressive and motivated individ- 
ual for the position of Service 
Advisor. Successful candidates 
must be organized with a strong 
professional work ethic and 
high personal integrity. Service 
experience is an asset. We off- 
er competitive compensation 
and excellent benefits. Applic- 
ants can send resumes in con- 
fidence to: Service Manager 
Sullivan Motor Products Ltd. 
Box 478, Houston, B.C. V0J 
1Z0 Fax 250-845-2524 
254 Bus iness / i  
Oppor tun i t ies :  ':::i 
. . .  , . ,  • . 
"" ~.' 254 'B U si ness 
: i :Oppor tun i t ies .  : 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
FENCES 
[~ l~ m~ ALL B.C. :PRODUCTS :; 
]B.1I,.IB CT  ROl -  UX*  
INTEGRITY IN PRODUCT AND 
CUSTOMER SERVICE 
LINDA V. LAMBERT 
E-mail Ivlambert@telus.net 
(250) 635-4767 1 -877-600-9589 
PRUNING • ;;: :: ::': 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Terrace, B.C. 
Quinton Freeman 
Rob Freeman (250) 635-2652 
Not Just Housel eping 
Tailored servlce to best meet your needs 
Lea Mclntyre ~ 
635-0177 
House SiVdng, House Cleaning, Errand Running, 
Pet Sitting/Waking, House Painting, and much more 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry! Network technician, 
computer technician, program- 
mer analyst, office adminstrator. 
For program or student loan in- 
formation from our CDI College 
Abbotsford Campus. Call toll 
Free today 1-888-228-1555 
_ 7  MOV/NG G l , l , rEC  IsELY RI T 
~ ' ' ,(1 'onals Sitlce 1997 
,m,,*¢ ~.ck Sm~ a~ s g~ #aee,s,~t YourS~ce: 
~L ~'C~,_t;" • Across town or the country 
J l~ , ,~  * Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
1-866-615-0002 
~| ~.~ I ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUNT 
615-0002  i:638'6969 
c 1Tlrrl 
R~OVic l ' r IO l ' ]B  ~ r  ace, a,c. 
Ava i lab le  7 Days A Week 
FREE ESTIMATES . LOW tow ..RATES| 
T 
RENOVATIONS INCLUDE 
SIDING: I~lolht~ • Wa~bin9 - G~er (leaning 
lANDSCAPING: Hew Fetxes.Repeir f~es.P¢ios &De&s, etc.-Ymd ~intenan¢ 
ODD JOBS: Floor l'ihs.Kil~n/iles.Pfombing Repein-Ot~r Home RepGn! 
[r]iJ:lolf,.l|itl~,'&Iy~,l,llr,~'~,!lql~llV_&~)l,~l~,I:~. 
!CALL FOR FALL CLEAN-UP 
SKINNER'S AUTO 
Prepurchase  Inspect ions  
 ., ,nne sau o.c,7" l 
250-63. 90 
LEARN THE sufi way. Apply to 
Sean Gregg Box 125, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G-4A2. 
B.V. PRINTERS is looking for a 
LAYOUT PERSON. Must have 
experience on Macintosh. PC 
experience an asset. Mail re- 
sume Box 4461, Smithers, BC, 
V0J 2N0 
Journeyman/Apprentice 
Techn|cians Wanted 
Full time, Chrysler experience prelerred. 
Wage negotiab!e depending 
on expenence, 
Apply in person to Rick Koss at 
Guslafson's Auto Service 
122 N Broadway, Williams Lake 
or fax resume to 250-398-5640 
CHINESE FOOD 
MINIMUM '15 .00  ORDER 
• FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY 
EAT IN i, TAKE OUT 
CALL 615-3234 
3234 KALUM ST., TERRACE 
Turn key restaurant operation with spacious living area located on busy highway. 
This 1.2 acre parcel of land has a I arge parking lot to accommodate any size- 
vehicle. Includes tables, chairs, milkshake machine, cash register, freezers, 
dishwashers, coolers, deep fryer, gas grill and stove, gas fireplace, washer, dryer, 
fire suppression system and much more, Environmental assessment and water tests 
are available. An absolute must seal For additional information or to view, contact 
Larry or Wade at (250) 635-5449 
Location: Prince George 
Brandt Tractor in Prince George is currently looking for a Salesman/ 
Territory Manager to cover Quesnel, McBride and part of Prince George 
selling the complete line of John Deere Construction and Forestry 
Equipment. 
Description: 
The successful applicant will be responsible for expanding a large 
territory with a good existing customer base, anticipating customer 
needs and responding in a timely manner. Being pro-active is a must. 
Qualifications: 
Obviously excellent communication and people skills are required. 
Knowledge of heavy equipment and forestry practices would be an 
asset. 
Instructions: 
Please send resumes by October 18/02, to; 
Curt Wallach ~ i , ,  . . . .  
Fax :: 1:250- 562-7226 .... 
Email: HYPERLINK mail to:cwallach@coaskactor, com 
1049 Great Street 
' v2NPrince2K8Ge°rge'BC" /llBran  
TRACTOR LTD. 
Northwest Training is presenting an Employment 
Resource Information Forum. 
Wednesday, October 16, 2002 
1:30- 4:30 p.m. 
Coast Inn of the West 
Pane l  P resentat ion  1:30-2:30 p .m.  
Brian Baker - Terrace Economic Development 
Marry Eisner - 16/37 Community Futures 
Sean Stevenson - Port Authority 
Dave Menzies - Hawkair 
Ron Bartlett - CFNR 
Resources • Refreshments s Door Prizes 
For more information call 638-8311 
Funded by Human Resources Development Canada 
~NORTHWEST 
TRAINING LTD. Canada"- '"" '  O, et,lmd ~=dq 
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. 
780 Lahakas Blvd., Kitimat, B.C. VSC 1T6 
Manager -  Buss ing  Operat ions  
coastal Bus Lines Ltd. requires a Manager who is 
responsible for its Terrace, Hazelton and Smithers 
bussing operations. The successful candidate, located in 
Terrace, is responsible for all activities relating to the 
provision of school bussing, transit and servicing of 
natural gas for vehicle customers. The position includes 
the administrat ion of school  bus drivers, transit drivers, 
handydar t  dr ivers ,  mechan ica l  and .  ma intenance  
personnel ,  The  posit ion requires an indiv idual  who has 
exper ience  in e f fect ive ly  manag ing  and  mot ivat ing  
employees  in a Union environment,  The manager  must 
be very  cus tomer  serv ice orientated and capab le  of 
effect ively deal ing with the contact personnel  for all 
Coastal  serv ice contracts.  The ability to del iver  safe, 
qua l i ty  t ranspor ta t ion  serv ices  that exceed the 
customer 's  expectat ions  is the major  requi rement  for this 
posit ion. 
App l i ca t ions  or  resumes  wil l  be accepted  unti l  
October  21, 2002 and should  be sent to: 
A.F. Zaharko, President 
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. ,i~ ; i~! i 
780 Lahakas Blvd. • . . . .  
, , , ,m, , t , .o  v,,o l r .  
Fax'. 250,632.2154 ~ i 
Phone: 250-632-3333 ~ , . 
E-malh azaharko @ farwesthq~c0m ;' ~ 
OFF ICE  OF  G ITANMAAX 
'~eop[e Who Harvest Salmon Using Torches" 
Employment opportunity 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
The Gianmaax Band Counc s seeking an experienced Individual who 
possesses a strong background in Band Administration for the position of 
Executive Director, This Is a senior management position responsible for the 
overall administration of the organization. The Incumbent will work 
collaboratively with the GItanmaax Band Council to provide professional 
development, research, liaison sen~lces, administrative management to Ihe 
Gltanmaax Band Administration, encouraging Innovative and quafily services 
delivery for the promotion and well being of the Gitanmaax Band mambemhlp. 
KEY PRIORITIES; 
• Plans, overseas, Implements and monitors Ihe tong te~, general and day to 
day operations Including financial administration 
• Provides leadership and direction for new Initiatives, programs or services 
relating the program delivery to the Gilanmaax Band membership 
• Establishes and maintains effective relationships wilh the Gilanmaax 
membership, senior and other government officials, funding sources and 
community groups 
• Identifies potential sources of funding and secures resources needed to 
diversify 
• Manages all staff and human resource functions 
REOUIREMENT~ 
• Degree in Business Administration or a combination of expedence and 
knowledge of sound Management Practice, minimum two years 
• Secondary School Gradualion 
• Knowledge of Gitxsan Culture, Language and Traditions 
Good interpersonal skills 
Good organizational skills 
• Demonstrated ability to supervise and develop human potential 
• Demonstrated ability Io represent the Village Council In a positive manner 
• Good wdtten and oral communication skills 
• Proficient knowledge and use of computer technology 
A competitive compensation package is offered for this Hazefion, BC based 
position. It you are qualified, please provide your resume, Including alist of three 
references in completed confidence by November 1st, 2002 at 12:00 pm to: 
Gitanmaax Personnel Committee, 
Attn: Economic and Coqoorate Affairs Director., 
Gitanmaax Band Coundl., Box 440, Hazeffon, B.C., V0J 1Y0 
Phone 250-842-5297 Fax 250-842-6364 
or email: ecdev@oltanmaax.com 
Line Department 
Administrator/ 
Representative 
Apply your outstanding administrative 
skills & PC proficiency 
Terrace, BC 
Full details on the position cited above and all other 
current openings are posted on our web-site. 
We thank  al l  appl icants and advise that  only 
those selected for an interview will  be contacted. 
Please send your rdsumB, citing competition 
#R.0866.02/TS, by October 18, 2002 to: 
. . . . . .  i i BC Hydro, Emp!oyment.Centre; . . . . . . . .  
:333 Dunsm,,ir Streetv Vancouver,.BC:V6B5R3;o ¢;¢ 
Fax: 604.623.3811; :. 
emaih h rservices@bchydro.com. 
BC Hydro is building a diverse work force and is 
commit ted  to  employment  equity.  
M28348 
Community Futures Development Corporation of the Pacific 
Northwest (CFDC-PNW) is seeking a Business Analyst / 
Community Economic Development Co-ordinator for its 
business development office located in Prince Rupert, B.C. 
The Position: 
The Business Analyst / Economic Development Co- 
ordinator will be experienced in lending and propose 
writing and will report directly to the genera Manager and 
will be Rrimarily responsible for counseling clients in the 
areas of business planning, cash flow, marketing and 
merchandising. The analyst ] Co-ordinator will also work 
with business proposals, loan applications, and collection 
of accounts and all repgrts necessary for the clients and the 
office. As well, will seek new funding sources for programs 
that are applicable to Community Futures Development 
Corporation. 
Knowledge of: 
• Local economic development conditions and strategies. 
• Standard Loan procedures, bankruptcy act, credil report 
act and PPSA. 
•Govemment programs as they relate to economic 
development. 
• Grant proposal writing. 
Qualifications: 
The person we seek must be highly self-motivated,, have 
excellent communication skills, and be creative and able to 
relate to a diverse clients group. Applicants should have 
demonstrated experience in: 
• Financial Management (obtained through education or 
experience) includinq planning and preparation of a full 
spectrum of financiarstatements. 
• Preparing business and grant proposals 
• Personal'knowledge of Business Administration 
• Business Cnunseling and the lending re e. 
• Computer skills in I~usiness oftware. 
• The ability to work with others and under the supervision 
of a manager and volunteer board of diredors. 
• Time Management, planning and self-supervision. 
Knowledge of the Pacific Northwest region would be a 
definite asset. A valid driver's license required and the 
applicant must be willing to travel. 
The position offers a comparative salary based upon 
education and experience. 
2A(~21ications must be received by 4:00 p.m. October 18, 
Applications hould be sent o: 
.~mara ~.ngus., General Manager 
of the Paafic Northwest 
Ste. 200- ,51,53rd Ave. West, Prince Rupert, B.C . . . . . .  
V8J 1L9 '. . . . . .  ~ j 
Phone: 250-622-2332 Fax: (250) 622-2334 1 I 
Emalh maynard@cfdc.pnw.com ~i 
,270 He lpWante~ J
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:: 322 Educat ion/  
:, Tutor ing  : ! CAMPBELL RIVER log hauling 
company needs drivers for shift 
work; EXPERIENCED DRIV- 
ERS wanted. For on and off 
highway, winter interior hauling 
an asset. Fax resume and driv- 
ers abstract to 250-267-9914. 
CHAIR RENTAL with some 
clientele. Good opportunity, 
downtown Vernon. $400/mo 
250-542-8121 eves. 250-558- 
1005, call 308-8517 Diana 
EXPERIENCED PARTS person 
for Smithers truck dealership. 
Send resumes to Babine Tuck 
+ Equipment Ltd, box 265, 
Smlthers, B.C. VOJ- 2NO, attn: 
Richard; 
. . . .  FULL TIME technical support 
associates to handle Inbound 
calls. Qualifications: grade 
12/Ged, technical problem solv- 
ing skills. Apply to Covergys - 
2121 E.T.C.H., kamloops, B.C. 
V2c-4a6 or fax 250-571-5670. 
Email kamloops.jobs @conver- 
gVS.COm 
LEASE OPERATORS to pull 
flat decks. Steady work, good 
rates and benefits. Fax resume 
to 604-795-5715 
LOOKING FOR childcare. Must 
love children. Vehicle a must. 
Kindergarten child Monday - 
Friday. Call Tina 250-638-0997. 
NATIONAL PUBLISHING Co. 
is looking for full time DIS- 
TRIBUTOR for dropping off and 
picking up books. Management 
and inventory duties. Need 
computer and/or fax and a reli- 
able van or mini van. Contact 
Alain at 1-800-277-4934 
PART TIME experienced 
CASHIER. Apply in person with 
resume to The Great Canadian 
Dollar Store in Terrace. 
PART-TIME RETAIL Merchan- 
diser Terrace Work approx. 5- 
20 hr/wk. Able to manage flexi- 
ble schedule. Qualifications - 
high school. Ext. interpersonal 
skills, ability to work with rain. 
supervision and communicate 
effectively. Valid drivers license 
andauto reqd. Responsibilities 
are setting up store displays, 
: stickedng shelf relines, product 
dist. checks and audits. Inter- 
ested persons should fonvard 
resume to Procter & Gamble 
Inc, Attn: ISA Merch. 7666 
8St. N.E., Calgary, AB T2E 
8X4. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY: Li- 
censed  full time AUTOBODY 
REPAIRMAN. Send resume to 
Superior Autobody, 1825 Hwy 
97, Quesnel, BC. V2J 3P2 or 
fax 250-992-2754 
REQUIRED ONE full time/part- 
time HYGIENIST for general 
practice in Kitimat, B.C. Please 
call 250-639-9303 
WANTED: TUTOR for a mature 
student taking Physics11 corre- 
spondence course. Leave mrs- 
' sage. 250-635-6619 .: .... 
WORKcFROM:: home.int!l :com=., 
party expanding. Using your ~ 
computer. $500-2000/pt $2- 
5000 full time per month. 
Coaching support. Partime pays 
a lot of bills. 1-888-701-3254. 
www.enrlchvourlifestvle.net 
POSITIVE LIVING NORTH WEST SOCIETY OUTSIDE SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
Based in our Terrace Branch, this experienced sales 
representative will be responsible for a large territory. 
A knowledge of Industrial Products, Wire Rope or P.T. 
products is a necessity, as well as an understanding of the 
Industrial Markets of Northwestern B.C. 
We offer a salary plus commission plus car allowance 
package. 
Please mail or fax your resume to: 
Attn: Lee McCall 
WESTERN EQUIPMENT LTD. 
3011 Blakeburn Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3J 1 : 
Fax#: 250-635-4161 
IIIlIIIIIIIIilllIIIIIllIIIillIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIl~ 
SKEENA NATIVE DEVELOPMENT 
Senior  Administrat ive Assistant 
The Skeena Native Development Society is now taking 
applications for a high profile position in the role as St. 
Administrative Assistant, and is located in Terrace. The 
incumbent must have demonstrated work experience of 
no less than 10 years directly in the field of 
office/business administration, be self-directed, self- 
motivated, with excellent o superior customer service 
skills. Reporting directly to the Chief Executive Officer, 
the incumbent will be working in a professional and 
confidential work environment, and will have superior 
computer, technological, and communication skills. 
This position requires that the incumbent be able to 
work on various projects concurrently, and have the 
ability of flexible work hours. Please provide a 
minimum of 4 business references with your application 
and resume. Only those applicants with this 
demonstrated work experience and skills will be 
contacted for a subsequent interview. A job description 
is available upon request by contacting Diane at 635- 
8736. 
Skeena Native Development Society is a First Nations 
organization dedicated to the capacity building of First 
Nations and Inuit Peoples. Applications for this 
position may be sent in confidence by October 18th, 
2002 to: D. Lukaser, Skeena Native Development 
Society Office, PO Box 418, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1. 
Administrative Assistant 
The Skeena Native Development Society is now taking 
applications for the position of Administrative 
Assistant, and is located in Terrace. The incumbent 
must have demonstrated work experience of no less than 
10 years directly in the field of office/business 
administration, be self-directed, self-motivated, with 
excellent to superior customer service skills. The 
incumbent must have proven computer and 
technological work experience. Please provide a 
minimum of 4 business references with your application 
and resume. Only those applicants with this 
demonstrated work experience and skills will be 
contacted for a subsequent interview. A job description 
is available upon request by contacting Diane at 635- 
8736. 
Skeena Native Development Society is a First Nations 
organization dedicated to the capacity building of First 
~at ions :and Inuit Peoples. Applications for this 
positionmay be sent:in confidence by October 18th, 
2002 to: D. Lukase r, Skeena Native Development 
Society Office, PO Box 418, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1. 
At Home Project 
Requires a skilled and experienced interviewer. 
This is a contract position from November 12, 2002- 
March 31, 2003. 
The interviewer will conduct an HIV and AIDS Training 
and Resource needs assessment with service providers, 
and people living with and affected by HIV and AIDS. 
Must have reliable vehicle and ability to travel in north 
west region (i.e. Houston- Prince Rupert- Dease Lake). 
For a complete package, please contact Deb Schmitz at 
Positive Living North West by phone at 250:877;0042, 
by fax at 250-877-0047 or email at plnw@bulkley.net 
Closing date for applicants is October 25, 2002. 
N E C H A K O ~  " 
~. . ,~ '~/A~ NORTHCOAST 
/CONSTRUCTION TERRACE 
/ / 141,S7 VENTURES LTD. 
CASUAL/AUXILIARY 
OPERATORS 
Nechako Northcoast Construction Terrace is now accepting 
applications for casual/auxiliary operators. 
The minimum driver classification required is a clean class 
3 with air, preferably a class 1. 
Applicants must have a current Level 1 First Aid and 
WHMIS. A traffic control ticket would be preferred. 
Application forms can be picked up at the Administration 
Office located at: 
Peter Lansdowne, General Manager 
5720 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Phone: 250-638-1881 Fax: 250-638-8409 
WESTPINE MDF 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
ELECTRICIAN 
WestPine MDF, a division of West Fraser Mills 
Ltd, located in Quesnel, BC, is acceotinci 
resumes from .qualified individuals for tile posi- 
tion of electrician. 
Qualifications: 
• Grade 12 
• Certified Electrician - BC or InterProvincial 
• Knowledge of Allan Bradley PLC and asset 
• Maintenance experience preferred 
• Instructional experience would be an asset 
An excellent benefits package is included. 
Resumes will be acceoted until October 15, 
2002 and should be l~orwarded to: 
Michelle Klapatiuk 
c/o WestPine MDF 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Fri., Oct. ! 1 .................... S90 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sat., Oct. 12 .................... $90 
WCB OFA Level 3 (AREYBOGART, Instructor 
Oct. 21-Nov. 1 Nov. 18-29 ................................ $675 
Adult Care ~/w Level I 
Thurs., Nov. 14 ........................................................ $1 15 
O Red Cross Child Care 
Oct. 25 ......................................................................... $75 
WHMIS  - Anytime via computer .............................. $55 
~[~TDG CLEAN LANGUAGE -- Anytime via tomputer...$75 
Commercial Vehicle Inspection (CVIP) 
The Commercial Vehicle Inspection Program enables the 
mechanic to inspect and certify vehicles to government 
safety standards as required by law. Applicants must be 
licensed heavy duty, automotive, or commercial transport 
mechanics. 
Students will receive provincial government certification upon 
successful completion of this course. 
Instructor: Tom Simpson, College of New Caledonia. 
Dates: Nov 4-  7th (Mon-Thu) 
Times: 8:30am - 5:30 pm 
Cost: $425 ,~ NORI I '~  
Take a closer look. 
' :  ;,: i, $50 
Oct 18 ° Fri ° 12:30pm;4:30pm :'  : , . . 
Or fax to :~ ' Quesnel, B.C. V2J 5Z7 . . . .  I j/, ; ;~0~0,11  ~ weldlngTCutung ~" ': 
Attention: Michelle Klapatiuk I ~ MS out o0k 200O1 
Oct 21-30 • Man/Wed ' 7:00pm - 10 00pro: ; ; :  Fax NO: (250) 991-7115 J ...... . 
We thank all apRlicants for their interest, however, ~ ~ ; ! ! ~: ~ ~ 
only those selected for an interview will be contacted. I . Tue / ' l ' hu .  7:00pro 0:00pro 
lilt=st ffasar mills Ltd I 
LOG HOME BUILDERS. Qual- 
ifications 10-15 years experi- 
ence as LEAD BUILDER. Ex- 
perience within high production 
organization and with cutting Di- 
amond notch would be an as- 
set. Attributes: Strong organiza- 
tional skills, ability to priodtize 
workload, flexible with the ability 
to work with minimal super- 
vision. Permanent full time year 
round employment. Monday to 
274Ptofess i0na l  
Friday. Remuneration $25-35 
hourly depending on experi- 
ence. Company benefits, plus 
bonus system. Please fax, mail 
or drop off resume and refer- 
ences. Big Foot Hand Hewr 
Log Homes INc, Located at 
3380 Ford Road, Tappen, BC. 
Box 3066, Salmon Arm, B.C. 
3301HandTman: ::' 
278 Skilled Trades 
Machine Room 
Shift Supervisor 
V1E 4R8 Phone 250-835-0031 
or Fax 250-835-8479 Only the 
applicants called for an inter- 
view will be contacted. 
EXPERIENCED MOULDER- 
MAN required. Send resume to 
Williams Lake Cedar prauducts, 
5525 Frizzi Rd, po box 4814, 
Williams lake, B.C. V6g-2v8 or 
fax 250-398-2281. 
PLANERMAN W/MOULDER 
and Millwright maintenance x- 
pedence required for Faser Val- 
ley Co. Available immediately. 
Competitive wage and benefits. 
Fax resume to: 1-604-853-1190 
282 Tutoring 
366 Trucking 
WILL TUTOR math end phys- 
ics, grade 12 and higher. 
$15/hr. Call Sid 250-635-2695. 
Committed to the highest standards of environmental stewardship, safety and 
community service, Canfor is one of Canada's largest integrated forest 
products companies with operations primarily in BC and Alberta. Canfor 
adheres to the Best Practices Principles of the Canadian Pulp & Paper 
Association and the mill cited below is certified under the ISO 14001 
Environmental Management Systems Standard. 
You wlll be responsible for the safe, economical and continuous operation of the 
paper machine, pulp machine and warehouse on a shift basls.You will provide 
direction to the employees In a manner that ensures the safety and efficiency 
of the operation while meeting production, quality and cost standards. At least 
5 years' experience, strong leadership/interpersonal skllls as well as thorough 
paper machine knowledge will ensure your success in this role. 
Positive performance-based career advancement within our wide-ranging 
corporate framework can be anticipated, along wtth a competitive salary and 
comprehensive benefits package. 
We thank everyone for their Interest In Canfor; however only those selected 
for an Interview will be contacted. Please forward your rdsum~, Indicating file 
#02.012, by October 18, 2002 to: 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
290 Work Wanted 
350 Painting 
Prince George Pulp and Paper 
Human Resources Coordinator 
PO Box 6000 
Prince George, BC V2N 2K3 
Fax [250) 561-3668 
Emall: hrpg-l@mall,canbr.ca 
302 Accounting 
314 Child Care w w w c a n 
WILL TUTOR English and 
Math.Grade 3-7. $20/hour. Call 
250-638-0927 
A-1 SIDING and gutters. We 
supply and Install 5" continuous 
gutters. Best rate In town. Also 
Install soffit, fascia, and vinyl 
siding. 250-635.9714 
I Chlldsafe $79 
I Oct12 ,  Sat_, 8:30am-4:30pm 
I : OFA Level 1 :: : $89* 
I Oct16 • Wed ,~ 8:30am-4:30pm : ~ 
I (,cost includes gsV text) ' :IC: ,: 
| Adult Care Component $25 
I Oct16 • Wed • 4:30pm-5:3Opm 
I Transportatl°n Endorsement :! :i i $89 
I ' Oct 17 .Thu  * 8:30am ;.5:3Opm ' : 
I • : 4:30pm ::; . . . . .  
I Intro to Scanners ::i: <i":: : :$47 ioci1'9. Sat i~9:00am - 12:00prh ? '~:~!::~ :;;::: ~:~:" ::"~ ' 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
PLAYTIME FAMILY Daycare is 
now open. Experienced care 
giver. (Early Childhood Educa- 
tor with infantAoddler Certifi- 
cate) Provides friendly car and 
stimulating program for children 
12 mos - 5yrs in warm comfort- 
able setting. (fully licensed) For 
information and registration Call 
Barb Stelnbrenner 250-638- 
1353 
Looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information  
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Ministry of Social 
~,~vol0pmanl d Economic Secud~ 
Sat , 8:00am, 4:00pm ::,~; ~:~; :-,," : ..~::. :; 
: ......... ~ si69 
$7g 
BUSINESS FINANCING: Call 
toll free 1-866-545-8131. Finan- 
cial Services Group of B.C. Inc. 
An alternative to bank financ- 
in~l. 
FREE CREDIT counselling. 
Consolidate debts, one low pay- 
ment. Eliminate or reduce inter- 
est. Rebuild your credit rating. 
Credit counselling Society of 
B.C. NON PROFIT SERVICE. 
1 °888-527-8999 
GET BACK on trackl Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home you qualify 1- 
877-987-1420 www.ploneer- 
west.tom Member of the Better 
Business Bureau. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint spring and summer interi- 
or, exterior residienfial and 
commercial painting. 10% paint 
discount from supplier. Seniors 
15% labour discount. Profes. 
slonal quality work. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Refer- 
ences available. Call Karl. 250- 
615-0199 
Alrbrekes . . . . . . . .  .... . . . . .  $220 
Oct22-26 • Tue-Sat • 6:30-ioi30pm/8-4pm 
Worksafe: Investigating Sprains/Strains $99 
Oct  23 • Wed • 8:30am - 5:30pm 
I I 
WINTERIZING SPEClALI 
Caulk and seal your doors and 
windows and lower your heat- 
Ing bills this winter. Call AI 250- 
635-3832 
TOWS FLOORS flooring sale. 
Laminate starting at $.75sqft. 
Hardwood specials. Free deliv- 
ery, some conditions apply. 
Cell: 250-638-7074 www.tors- 
floors.corn 
: :40~Apartments:  
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. Call 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428 
1.2.3 BEDROOM apartments. 
Available immediately. On-slte 
management. References requ- 
Ired. 250-635-6428 or 250-638- 
0015 or 250-615-0345 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 2 
bedroom apartment. Close to 
town security entrance on site 
management. No pets. 
$500/mo + damage deposit. 
Call 250-638-0404 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
$500.00 month. 
One block from swimming pock, 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
ME-AN POPPINS Practically 
Perfect, wonderful, friendly 
caregivers, companions, nan- 
nies for elders and children. 
Bigger savings. Long-term rela- 
tionship. Fulltime live-in only. 
For infer 604-986-6268 poppins 
@telus.net www.me-anpop- 
pins.corn 
NECHAKO 
,oRT, coA. 
/CO~/STRU CTION TERRACF- 
141187 VENTURES LTO. /7 / 
Hired Equipment Registration 
As the Highways Maintenance Contractor for the Skeena 
District, Nechako Northcoast Construction would llke to 
advise the public that we are currently accepting Hired 
Equipment Registrations for 2002-03. 
Registration Deadline is November 25, 2002. All equip- 
ment previously registered with Nechako Norfhcoast 
Construction for 2001-2002 must be re-Registered for 
2002-03, If you would like to register your equipment, 
forms are available at our Administration Office located at: 
Peter Lansdowne, General Manager 
5720 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C3 
Phone: 250-638-1881 Fax: 250-638-8409 
i 
.B8- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 9, 2002 
FOR REN'T "2l~edroom apart- 
ment; newly renovated, laundry 
facilities and storage. $450.00, 
250-615-9772. 
NEW APARTMENTS. One and 
two bedroom apartments, close 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and 
storage room. Non-smokers, no 
pets. $650/m0. Call 250-635- 
1622 or 250-635-2250 
NEWER SPACIOUS 2 bed- 
room, security entrance, 4 ap- 
pliances. No pets/smoking. 
Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediately. 250-638- 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Cable and laundry facilities 
available. New management 
onsite. No pets please. 250- 
615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360/month + 
$180 damage deposit. Call 
250-635-2065. 
SMALL APARTMENT in 4 plex 
in Thornhill. Ideal for single per- 
son or couple. To view 250- 
635-8288 
STUDIO SUITE right downtown 
secured building, laundromat. 
We pay heat. Perfect for older 
person or working couple. 
$400/month. Call 250-635- 
7585. 
TWO BEDROOM ground level 
apartment. Available imme- 
diately. Laundry and recreation 
facilities. No pets, references 
and damage deposit required. 
$500/month includes hot water. 
Call 250-635-1126. 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 Bedr0on ~ts| 
• $475 per month I 
Free hot water/recreation I 
• Close to school and hospital | 
• Security entrance, Starchoice !
Call collect (250) 877-6773 I 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
. 41  6 Cab ins /  
: : ;Cottages ~::: 
: 566Mobi les / : i  i 636L ives tock l  i~ i
ii 6zt2Pets i ~;; 
: 660 Equipment 2 Bedroom 
Apartments • 
l 
i i  424: Condos  i:: 
• ~ 670 ~ 
Logging/T imber  
. • . . 615-7665 
. HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laund~ facilities 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
; On" si!e management 
• No pets 
• References required ~
~428.Duplex/. ' 
~._ : Fourp!exi;..:. ' 
To view call 
638-1748 • 
. . . .  • ~ . .  . 
: 730• RV!s :1" " . ' : " " 
I COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
4204 N. Sparks 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts, 
On Site Management 
Security Entrance with 
Undercover Parking 
& Elevator. Laundry 
facilities on each floor 
On Bus Route 
No Pets 
To View a Clean & Quiet 
Building on ~e Bench 
638-8554 
, REFERENCES REQUIRED 
CLEAN,  l iEWLY : 
BENOVATED i ~ 
: ~ 2 & 3: bedi~oomimobile : : 
ihOme i withih !~alking dls-i.~i 
i :~ .., • tance to . town. ,  
Furnishedor dnfuinished,' 
Fridge/stove,.Wifl~low:.cov~ • 
• erinqsand de);.Sh~ck.~: 
Avai'Ic~b e.:ii~h~ediaielyl ;. 
:;250:$38!)885 1. . . . .  ~ " 
: 596 Townhouses 
• ,612 Farm 
Equipment i~ 
I 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
:: ::6241Fruit/~:; ~ i 
P roduce /Meat  
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Seeurlty Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
I 
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home in Thornhill. F/s, w/d. 
Covered parking, ground en- 
trance on quiet street near golf 
course. Utilities included, no 
pets, n/s. $475/plus damage 
deposit. Available October 
1512002. Phone 250-635-5413. 
2BEDROOM BASEMENT suite 
fridge/stove washer/dryer, large 
yard, no pets, $620/mo. In- 
cludes all utilities plus cable. 
Available Oct 10 250-635-2556. 
3 BEDROOM, 1/12 bath above 
ground suite. F/s, w/d, 
$625/month, good references 
required. Call 250-638-8639. 
Available Immediately, new 2 
bdrm, above ground suite. 
$600/month, utilities + cable in- 
cluded. No pets, non smokers 
preferred. Phone 250-635-2910 
or 250-635-6572. 
CLEAN, BRIGHT TWO bed- 
room basement suite in quiet 
area. Private entrance $650- 
month including heat, electricity 
and cable. References required. 
Call 250-638-0369. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in Thomhill, Close to 
schools, laundry facilities on 
premises, no pets. Recently 
painted and with new applianc- 
es. $475/mo. Phone Rob. 250- 
638-7290 
NICE 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath at 
4830 Graham. F/s, w/d hook- 
up. $650/month. Good referenc- 
es required. Call 250-638-8639. 
QUIET, COUNTRY LIVING 2 
bedroom duplex in New Remo 
(10 rain from town). Fridge- 
/stove, pets and smoking al- 
lowed. $450/mo. Available 
immediately. 250-635.9266 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM duplex at 
3735 Pine Ave, Thornhill. 
Fddge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup. $375/mo. References 
required. 250-638-8639 
SMALL 2 bedroom duplex in 
Thornhill, for 1-2 people, f/s. No 
pets. $375/month references re- 
quired. Call 250-638-7727. 
SXS 3 BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge/stove included. No pets. 
$750/mo. 3 bedroom town- 
. house. $575/m0, half damage 
deposit. Fridge/stove included. 
Call 250-638-1094 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, kitchen 
and bar. Ideal for weddings, an- 
niversaries, reunions. Day and 
evening rates. 250-635-7777 
email kinsmen@osg.net. Bar- 
tendin.q Services avaitable. ('- 
LAKELSE LAKE COTTAGE 
Westside. Summer home or 
weekend getaway. Will lease on 
a yearly basis. 3 bedrooms, 2 
baths, fully furnished. All servic- 
es 250-798-2000. 
2000 SQFT OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
635-7171 
2 BEDROOM/BATHROOM, 2 
story condo, tastefully renovat- 
ed, hardwood & ceramic floors, 
N/G fireplace, on- site laundry 
facilities, security entrance. 5 
minute walk to Skeena mall. 
Suitable for 1 or 2 mature non - 
smoking adults, no pets, dam- 
age deposit, references, 
$700/month includes window 
coverings, f/s, dishwasher, nat- 
ural gas, and snow removal. 
Call 250-638-0240. 
2 1/2 BEDROOM apartment in 
4-plex. Electric heat. 4634 Sou- 
cie Ave. No pets please. Good 
refences required. $600/mo. 
Call 250-638-1648 
2 BEDROOM duplex, upstairs. 
New $550/month, references 
required. No pets, fridge and 
stove. Park ave, close to pool, 
Call 250-638-0370. 
2 BEDROOM half duplex In 
Terrace for rent. Fddge/stove, 
w/d, $550/month. 2 bedroom 
unit in Thomhill, utilities includ- 
ed. $600/month, no pets. Avail- 
able October 1/2002. Damage 
deposit required. Call 250.635. 
5992. 
2BEDROOM APARTMENT. in 
5-plex. Electric heat. At 3145 
River Ddve, Thornhill. No pets 
please. References required, 
$400/mo. Phone 250-638-1648 
2BEDROOM DUPLEX Fridge. 
/stove, washer/dryer hookup, 
Carpets throughout, located in 
Thornhill across from schools, 
$500/mo. Call 250-638-1702 af- 
ter 5pro. 
3 BEDROOM main floor suite, 
Available immediately, referenc- 
es and damage deposit re- 
quired. Call 250-635-2932. 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex on 
Graham street, $720/month In- 
cludes utilities, Call 250-635- 
6518 or 250-638-1019. 
3 BEDROOMS, full bath + laun- 
dry room with w/d upstairs, liv- 
Ing + dinning room, kitchen + 
bath downstairs, Fenced yard 
and storage shed. $550/month. 
Available November 112002. 
References required. Call 250- 
635.3836. 
COZY 2BEDROOM duplex, 
quiet neighbourhood, Fddge- 
/stove, washer/dryer, n/g heat. 
Damage deposit + references 
required. Call 250-638.1553. 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite In 
a quiet, high quality four plex. 
Near hospital and bus mutes. 
Onslte caretakers, 5 applianc- 
es, ng fireplace, mini storage. 
No pets pleaser $685/m0, Call 
Betty 250-635.6248 
NEWER WELL maintained u- 
plex. Available to non:smokers 
now. 2 large bedrooms, 1 1/2 
baths, fddge/stove, dishwasher, 
:.washer/dryer hookups and stor- 
' age. Considerably reduced to 
$650/mo for tenants with good 
references,' Ample psrklng/car- 
pelf. Call 250.638-8639 
2 BEDROOM house, 4 ap- 
pliances. In town. $600/month. 
Call 250-615-5441. 
2 OR 3 bedroom house at 4610 
Scott. F/s, w/d hook- up. Avail- 
able November 1/2002. Call 
250-638-8639. 
2BEDROOM house. Fridge- 
/stove, washeddryer. Good ref- 
erances required. $480/month. 
Call 250-638-8639. 
3BEDROOM HOUSE at 4624 
Goulet Ave. Has fddge and 
stove. No pets. References re- 
quired. $650/mo. Phone  250- 
638-1648 
3BEDROOM HOUSE in Horse- 
shoe. Fenced yard, 4 applianc- 
es, pets ok, available October 
1st, $750/mo 250-615-8015 
3BEDROOM HOUSE. Horse- 
shoe area. 4725 Straume, 1 1/2 
bath, washer/dryer, fddge- 
/stove, big back yard. Available 
Nov 1/02. Call 250-635-4570 
3BEDROOM TOP floor of 
house, fridge/stove, washer/dry- 
er, close to schools, walking 
distance to downtown, large 
yard, includes 12X12 outdoor 
storage. $700/m0. No pets No 
smokin.q 250-635-5459 
4 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill, n/g heat. F/s, w/d. 
$650/month + damage deposit 
+ references required. Call 250- 
638-1553. 
4 BEDROOM house with ga- 
rage. F/s, dishwasher, w/d 
hook-ups. Large rec room, large 
fenced yard, large deck, garden 
shed. Close to Thornhill primary 
school, $650/month. Call 250- 
638-8909, 
4BEDROOM HOUSE available 
now. Near hospital in Terrace. 
New and beautiful. Fur- 
nished/semifurnished. Non 
smoking, no pets please. Refer- 
ences and damage deposit re- 
quired. 604-739-3964 
ATrRACTIVE NEWER HOME 
In cul.de - sac, freshly painted. 
3 bedroom, family room, laun- 
dry morn with washer/dryer 
hook-ups, fridge/stove, 2 1/2 
baths, garage, cable. $775- 
month to tenants with excellent 
references, n/s. Call 250-635- 
2404. 
IMMACULATE 3 bedroom 
home. 6 appliances, garage, 
river front, private fenced yard, 
fruit trees. $590/month. Large 
updated 2 bedroom basement 
suite, same location. 
$350/month have both for 
$840/monlh, Call 250-923-0201 
or 250.635-9025. 
LARGE 3BEDROOM home on 
10acres. Fridge/stove included. 
Finished basement. Utilities ex- 
tra. Damage deposit and refer- 
ences required. $850/mo Call 
250-635-4344 or 250-371.7851 
LARGE, CLEAN 3 bedroom for 
rent. Close to schools and hos- 
pital. Non smokers, Also 1 bed- 
room shared accommodation. 
Call 250-635-5893. 
MAIN FLOOR of 3 bedroom 
house, 1/2 block from college. 
Suitable for 3 students or small 
family, Clean and spacious. F/s, 
w/d, Reasonable rent, Available 
November 1/2002, Call 250- 
638.1164. 
NEW 3 BEDROOM house 12 
km from town, full basement. 
Frldge/stove, d/washer, wash- 
er/dryer, oil or wood heat, Barn, 
large covered area. Available 
now. $875/mo. Damage deposit 
and references required, Please 
leave a message at 250.635- 
3845 
JUST RENOVATED, 2 bed- 
room log house: Private en- 
trance. F/s, w/d hook -ups, no 
pets, downtown location, 
$550/month. Call 250.638- 
0790. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bed- 
room home on large lot. 2108 
Laurel St. $500/month. 250- 
635-2310 days or 260-635- 
2965 niclhts 
NICE 5-BEDROOM house on 2 
acres at 5179 Gossen Creek 
Road. Available October 
1/2002. No smoking. $750- 
month. Call 250-638-6639. 
ONE BEDROOM house for rent 
ONE BEDROOM fully furnished 
suite. Single person only. Utili- 
ties included in rent, no pets. 
$475/mo. Phone 250-635-2806 
after 5pro please. 
SKI SUN Peaks Resort BC visit 
our website at: www.sunpeaks- 
reservations.corn or call Sun 
Peaks Online at 1-888-576- 
8349 Hotels, condos, and cha- 
lets, Ski in/ski out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation - Great 
Rates- Great Service. 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy, 
in Thornhill, close to schools and sell timeshares. 
and stores. $375/mo.Available ,www.starresort.net. 1-800-985- 
October 16th. Call 250-635- 4395 
2319 
SMALL 2 bedroom house. 
$450/month, heat included. Will 
consider nanny services in 
trade. Available Oct 112002. 5/6 
bedroom house on acreage. 
Newly renovated, $950/month. 
Available Oct 15/2002. Call 
250-635-2298 or 250-635-9139. 
SPACIOUS FULLY FINISHED 
4 bedroom house on bench, 2 
bathrooms, sundeck, carport, 
f/s, dishwasher, fireplace. Nice 
area, large fenced yard; alarm 
system, pets okay, references 
and damage deposit required. 
Available November 1/02. 
$800/month. Call 250-638- 
0656. 
THREE BEDROOM upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. New appliances. 
$575/mo. Phone Rob 250-638- 
7290 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE in 
4piex. Clean, quiet. Fridge, 
stove, washer/dryer. No pets. 
References required. 250-635- 
3796 
3BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE, 1 
1/2 baths, downtown. Lots of 
new additions. Please call An- 
drea between 4-4:3-pm. 604- 
859-7681 Ioc 312 to arrange 
application by fax. 
PAY HALF MONTHS RENTI 
For October and November, 3 
bedroom townhouses. Close to 
downtown and schools. F/s, 
and w/d hookups. Apartments 
with w/d, available. Please call 
Terrace Manor at 250-635- 
4980. 
14 X 70 3 bedroom trailer in 
town. New" paint and flooring. 
$475/month plus damage de- 
posit. Call 250-635-0892 
14X70 MOBILE for rent. Avail- 
able September 1/2002. Call 
250-638-1396 or 250-615-8281. 
2 BEDROOM doublewide trailer 
on large lot at 4651 Beaver 
Cresent. F/s,w/d. $500/month. 
Call 250-638-8639. 
2BEDROOM MOBILE home. 
Washer/dryer. $450/mo. Avail- 
able immediately. Located in 
Thornhill on Queensway. 250- 
635-1998 
2BEDROOMS PLUS den, on 
large treed lot with shed, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer 
hookup, in Thornhill. Available 
immediately $650/month. Dam- 
age deposit and references re- 
quire& 250-638-0355 
3 BEDROOM trailer in Thorn- 
hill, 4 appliances, available 
immediately $495/month. Call 
250-635-2319. 
3BEDROOM TRAILER with 
largeaddition and storage shed 
on a fenced lot in Copper 
Mountain. Available October 1. 
References required. Call 250- 
638-1192 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
older one bedroom trailer with 
finished addition in family park 
in Thornhill. New fridge, gypmc, 
fresh paint. Washer/dryer. Ref- 
erences. Long term tenant de- 
sired. $350/mo. Will reduce rent 
for one year lease, Phone Dean 
Jones for appointment o view. 
250-615-0377. Also taking ap- 
plications for completely reno- 
vated 2 bedroom with airma- 
sage Jacuzzi tub. New 
'fddge/stove; oak flooring, ce- 
ramics, gypmc, new paint etc. 
Possibly available November 
1st. $500/mo. Will reduce for 
Ion.q term lease. 250-615-0377 
MATURE SINGLE male want- 
ed . One bedroom nicely fur- 
nished mobile home in Thorn- 
hill. W/d, n/s, n/p. $400/month + 
utilities (negotiable) Call 250- 
635-5750 mention advertise- 
ment. 
MOBILE PAD space sutiable 
for 14' mobile homes. Available 
immediately. Pad rent $225 or 
$210 senoir rate. Located in 
Pine Park. Call 250-635.9418. 
TRAILER WITH large addition, 
dishwasher, 20X30 shop with 
12' ceiling, wired for welder, 
fenced yard, Copper Mountain 
area. $600/mo. No dogs. 250- 
632-5129 
WANTED TO rent 2-3 bedroom 
house with finished basement. 
Leave message at 250-635- 
9827 
2.4ha VEIW lot. Dist Lot 373 
~hornhill St. Near Golf Course. 
:~52,000. Phone Kevin 250-635- 
2542 for more information. 
LARGE BUILDING lots for sale 
2-3 acres. Rural residential zon- 
ing. New subdivision, across 
from Northwest Community Col- 
lege in Terrace. Excellent 
neighbourhood. $61,000 
$69,000 plus GST 250-638- 
1137 
WANTED BUYERS: PLACE 
your word ad in The Terrace 
Standard and Weekend Adver- 
tiser for 1 week and pay only 
$14.45, 3 weeks (3TS) & (3WA) 
$26.75. Additional words over 
20 - .25/word plus GST. Phone 
250-638-7283 Fax 250-638- 
8432 or email to advertising 
@terracestandard.com, We ac- 
cept Visa/m/c or cash. 
LOOKING FOR a female 
roommate to share 3 bedroom 
home on Southside. Includes all 
utilities, laundry facilities, satel- 
lite t.v. Close to bus stop. Rent 
$425/month, Available October 
1/2002. Call 250-635-1981. 
LOOKING FOR momate In a 
small two bedroom home, W/d, 
f/s, $375/month, utilities Includ- 
ed. Must be fun and relaxed, 
Small pets okay, Call 250-638- 
0707, 
636 L ives tock  
LOOKING FOR roommate In 
mobile home. Washer/dryer, 
fddge/stove. $400/mo, uUll- 
ties/cable Included, 250-638- 
6969. N/S, N/P. 
Immaculate 9yr. old Home on Bench 
1,500, sq./fi. Newly finished basement. 4 bedrooms - 
16x11.  master bedroom with walkin closet & 3 pc. 
ensuite. Oak hardwood floors on main. Large fenced treed 
lot & covered deck. 
5333 Mountainvista - $145,000.00 .  
Call 250-635-6365 for appoinlment. 
Outstanding/ chievement 
RF//HI  of Terrace 
congratulates 
John Evans 
0/1 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of September. In 
recognition of this accomplishment, John 
is pleased to make this month's donation 
to the Mills Memorial Painting Fund. 
3 BEDROOM HOME for sale 
at 5789 Highway 16 east. Sell- 
ing at assessed value. Call 
250-635-5704 eveninqs. 
ASSUME MORTGAGE or rent 
to own. 4 bedroom house in 
Thornhill. Nothing down. Call 
250-638-1529 for details. 
1986 (14X70) Manco two bed- 
morn trailer. 2 x 6 construction; 
comes with fridge, stove, new 
built-in dishwasher; washer & 
dryer; 12x16 ft. addition with 
bedroom in it. At #147 Ambas- 
sador Trailer Court. $30,000 
(obo) Call 1-250-845-7320 
4625 GRAHAM 3 bedrooms, 
sundeck, large shed, recently 
renovated,new addition, fenced, 
4 appliances. Located in quiet 
mobile home park. $19,500. 
Call 250-638.0787 Davle. 
MOVING MUST sell 12x68 mo- 
bile home, 2 bedroom, f/s, w/d. 
View at C-16 1885 Queensway 
was $10,500 reduced to $8,000 
obo. Call 250-638-0027. LOOKING FOR rent to owner 
a lease tO purchase tliree bed:' 'MUST SELL two bedroom me- 
rooms, basement, fenced yard, bile home in excellent condition. 
horseshoe area. Call 250-635- 
1190. 
1200SQFT RANCHER 7 years 
old, ground level entry complete 
with carport and covered south 
facing veranda. 2 bedrooms en- 
suite and full bathroom, electric 
forced air heating and wood 
fireplace. Located on 2 acres, 
just minutes from town. Near 
Woodland Park subdivision. 
Asking $165,000. Call 250-638- 
8320 or 250-638-7664 
1650SQFT RANCHER inThorn- 
hill on River. 1/2 acre lot, totally 
renovated inside and out. Lots 
of extras. 3688 Ksan Ave. Ask- 
in.q 151,900. 250-638.0160 
6YEARS NEW house on 
unique 8-acre parcel, located in 
ThomhUl minutes from down- 
town. 3bedrooms, den, 2 baths, 
hot water heat, n/g fireplace. 
Asking $199,000. Call 250-638- 
8212 or view on yourshow- 
mom.com/house/1003 
FOR SALE up and down du- 
plex. Downtown location. 3 bed- 
rooms in each unit, 6 applianc- 
es..$129,000. Call 250-635. 
4642 after 4:00 pm call 250. 
638-1586. 
FOUR BEDROOM home on 
view lot. 3 bathrooms, 2 car ga- 
rage. Has jenair range, built in 
oven, gas fireplace and many 
other extras. Asking $255,000, 
Would consider trading for a 
home of lesser value. Call 250- 
635-3876 
NEW 1 1/2 STOREY rancher 
on 10 acres. 2200 sq ft, hlstod- 
cally designed, 4 bedroom, 2 
bath, master bedroom with full 
ensuite. Wheelchair accessible. 
Finished to lock-up. Choose 
your colors, flooring. Totally 
fenced with riding dng for 
horses. 10 minutes to down- 
town Terrace. $163,000. To 
view phone 250-615-2135 eves. 
NO DOWNPAYMENT required. 
Assume mortgage 1600sqft 
home on double lot in Merrltt, 
B..C. Walking distance to 
amenities. 604-793-2295 
NOTICE: PLACE your word ad 
in The Terrace Standard and 
Weekend Advertiser for 1 week 
and pay only $14,45, 3 weeks 
(3TS) & (3WA)$26,75, Addi- 
tional words over 20 - ,25/word 
plus GST, Phone 250.638-7283 
Fax 250-638-8432 or emsil to 
Large addition, new windows, 
floodng throughout. Includes 
f/s,dishwasher and washer. Call 
250-635-1884. 
NEWLY SIDED, vinyl windows, 
washer/dryer, fddge/stove, dish- 
washer, all window treatments. 
Fenced yard with shed, large 
addition with sun porch. View @ 
D2-1885 Queensway, anytime. 
Asking $22,000. Call 250-638- 
7931, 
SiX 14X70 MOBILE homes for 
sale, Prices starting at $15,900. 
Free delivery to your area. Call 
1-250-692-3375 
1994 SRI modular home in 
Copper Mountain. 2 bedrooms, 
large kitchen w/skylight. 3 ap- 
pliances and satellite dish on 
large lot with shop. 3515 Clore 
Ave. Call 250-635-7711 ( after 
6:00 pro) 
FACTORY DIRECT chaparral 
modulars. Factory tours, cus- 
tom homes, residential packag- 
es, no commlsslonsl SHELDON 
CUSTOM HOMES, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. For more infer. 
mation toll free 1-888-765-8992 
DL101146 
OKANAGAN INVESTMENT On 
the shores of Osoyoos Lake 
B.C. Brand new lake front 
apadments starting from 
$89,900. Townhomes from 
$169,900. "OPEN HOUSE SAT, 
SEPT 21ST' Call 1-866-738- 
1002 for details. Vis- 
it:www.casa-del-la.qo.ca 
OKANAGAN LIVINGI on the 
shores of Osoyoos lake, B.C. 
Brand new lake front apart- 
ments starting from $89,900, 
townhomes from $169,900. Call 
1-866-738-1002. Visit: 
www.casa-del-la.qo.ca 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales and Iocators. Hauling 
available Dave Crossan. 250- 
567-2607 6km Mapes Road, 
Vanderhoof, B.C. 
THE TACK Store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Telkwa 1- 
888-686-1566. Phone orders 
welcome. Accepting all major 
credit cards. Tues - Sat. 10.5 " 
REGISTERED BORDER collie 
puppies. 4f/3m. Excellent blood 
lines. Sire top trail dog, Alberta. 
G. father, G.B. int. Champion, 
working homes only. $250 w/o 
training. Shots, dewormed. Call 
250-847-2224. 
DUMP TRUCK for sale. 1986 
Peterbuilt dump Truck has 3406 
Cat motor, 16ft Nahanni Gravel 
Box. 4400 Rears, and a 15 spd 
transmission. $22,000 obo. to 
view contact Wade 250-635- 
5449 
LOOKING FOR Douglas fir, 
good quality saw logs. 20" - 30" 
butt. Call 250-992-2660 or fax 
250-992-2078. 
WOODCO RESOURCES Ltd. 
I IS looking for dry pole material 
to a 7" top in Pine Fir, Spruce 
and Cedar. Call Lee at 250- 
567-3042 or Scott at 604-922- 
7008 
ONE HITCH and tailgate for 5th 
wheel R.V. $500. Call 250-635- 
1543 
SECURE WAREHOUSE R.V. 
storage. Open 11-2 Men, Thurs, 
Friday. For more information 
call 250-635-8199. 
WANTED TO buy a 5th wheel 
trailer. 27 - 30 feet long. 
Reasonable price. Call 250- 
638-1001 ask for Roland. 
1997 SKI-DOO. 2" track, sting- 
er, performance clutch. Excel- 
lent condition. $4000 obo. 250- 
846-9692 
1987 CHEW sprint, 2 door, 5 
speed, 160,000 km, good 
shape, excellent commute vehi- 
cle. Asking $1,700. Call 250- 
635-4512. 
1988 CHEVY Beretta, 6 cylin- 
der, 5 speed, tilt, cruise, cd 
player, new clutch, many new 
parts. Era, well maintained. 
Moving must go. Call 250-635- 
0535. 
1988 SUBARU Chaser, 
103,000 km, 5 speed, good gas 
mileage, sony cd player, extra 
rims with winter tires, erc. 
$2500. Call 250-635-8266. 
1989 HONDA Civic, two door, 
hatchback, silver, with stereo, 
pioneer deck, two subs, 4 
speakers. $3000 obo. Call 250- 
798.2027. 
1993 FORD Explorer XLT 4X4 
134,000kms. Loaded Excellent 
condition. $10,500. 250.846- 
9097 
1993 PLYMOUTH sundance 
advedising @terracestan- 
dard.com. We accept Visa/m/c 
or cash. 
TOTALLY RENOVATED 
house, storage shed, three acr- 
es, fenced for horses, hay shed, 
all new appliances, 15 rain walk 
from town. Must seal Call Erie 
at 1-250.845.8902 (cell) or Jess 
at 1-250.845.0042. 
WELL MAINTAINED home on 
cul-de.sac. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 
baths. Fenced yard deluxe 
workshop 4607 Tuck Ave. 
$142.900 Call 250-635-7771 
2door. $1500 obo. good running 
GOAT MEAT available either ~condition 250-798-6805 
live or butchered and cut and USEDCARSINBC.COM OVER 
wrapped. Also breeding doel- 400 vehicles weekly. $0 down. 
Ings and bucklings. Boer and Finance or lease. Credit by 
spanish cashmere bloodllnes, phone. Cars, trucks, vans. 
250-567-0878 SUV's $unflre, Cavalier SPE- 
LONE FIR Ranch - hereford 
heifers and hereford/angusX 
Heifers excellent quality bred to 
proven bulls. 250-690.7527 Ft 
Fraser 
CIALSI D1#81024. toll free 1- 
866-344-4044 
The War  Ampl  A l l  I~ |  
IsEVER I 
T•  ~4s • VI¢I~S I IN IN I  * vl01I OUr W~ 4S1~4 i t  
~ • p4mph~l by ~l ln l  ( 
4916 Hg 16 West 63 -7187 
1-800- 1 - 187 ma 1997 Polaris 
www.terraceautomall.com 
815 Legai  Not ices  J : 815Lega lNot iCeSr  ~ i ~ 
CHRYSLEIq 
2001 Dodge Dak.ota Club 
Cab 4x4 
V6, Auto 
$26,995 
G2001 Dodge 
rand Caravan SE 
Brown, Low KM, Auto, NC, Cruise, 
Tilt, Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $27,995 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was 15,995 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
2000 Chrysler Neon 
$11,995 
'99 Dodge Ram 1500 
Quad Cao 
4x4, V8, Auto, Laramie SLT 
$26,995 
'98 Jeep Cherokee 
Sport 
4 Door, 4x4 
$17,995 
'98 Chrysler Neon 
4 Dr., Auto, Air 
$9,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
A/C, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
$12,995 
'96 Dodge C!,I~I~ ~ SLT 
V8, ~,to:~u~r i l t .  
~F '4 ,995  
'95 Dodge Ram Reg Cab 
2500, 4x4, VS, Auto, Canopy, NC 
$14,995 
'94 Chrysler Concorde 
Auto, Air & More 
$8,495 
FORD 
1999 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Loaded 
$24,995 
1999 Ford R~.~er 
~1"8,995 
'99 Ford Mustang GT 
V8, Loaded 
$18,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
4x4, V8, Auto, A/C 
$17,995 
'95 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, CD 
~$6,595 
'92 Ford Explorer 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Sunroof, Cassette 
'92 Ford Escort Wagon 
$5,995 
2000 Pontiac GR Prix 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr, Windows/Looks and More 
$18,995 
'99 Chev Silverado LT 
V8, 4x4, XCab, Auto, 
Leather, Loaded 
$26,955 
V6, Aut~~ more 
'97 Grand AM 
/VC, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Power Seat 
$11,995 
'95 GMC 4x4 EX Cab SLT 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$19,995 
'95 Chev Cavalier 
4 CyL, Auto, NC 
$7,495 
'93 Chev $10 Blazer 
4x4, 4 Dr. 
$7,995 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24,595 
2001 Subaru Legacy 
4 Dr., Sedan, Low KM,NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, Auto, CD 
$23,995 
'99 Mazda Miata 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
$20,995~ 
'98 Vo!k~et le  
'94 Volkswagen 
Jetta 
4 door, 4 Cyl., 5 Spd. 
Was 8,995 
$8,495 
'93 Mazda 
MPV AWD Van 
Auto, Cruise, Tilt, PW 
$5,595 
'92 Toyota Tercel 
4 CyL, 5 Spd. 
$3,495 
780 SUV's  & 4x4 's  i. 786 Trucks  ~ 
• 792vans /Buses  
JTER °' 'E 
OI  HRYSLEitl 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 6 .7187 
1.800- 1 - 187 
www,term eaut0mall,com 
XLT 600 Long Track 
 :3,200.00 
Yamaha 
i SS440 
  99.00 
2001 Yamaha 
Mounlain Max, 141", 700cc 
 ,5,995.00 
1994 Yamaha 
Kodiak, 4x4, w/winch 
'13,995.00 
1996 Arctic Cat 
Powder Special 
$2,995.00 
1998 Arctic Cat 
i Longiro(ki l
2002 Yamaha 
Mountain Max 
700 cc 
$I];,499.00 
: . . . .  < . . . :  . 
2000Yamaha 
MduntOinM   7001 
141 Track 
4946 Greilg Avei: 
• FI',1635 2909 1 
780SUV,s :4x4's 
HUNTING? FISHING? 1980 
GMC Jimmy 4x4, automatic 
clean, some rust, runs well. 
Stereo, aJc. New tires including 
5 new spares. New engine 
1998, removable ~o,~ r,-,,-, ~==,. 
ing $2500. C; 
(w) p lease lea~ 
2001 Chev Venture 
$20,995 
1999 Pontiac Transport Montana 
$21,995 
1999 GMC SLT 3/4 Ton 
T Diesel 4WD Extra Cab 
$36,995 
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 
WAS $19,995 NOW $16,995 
1999 Chev Astro AWD 
NOW $19,995 
1999 Chev Silverado LS 
NOW $27,995 
2-1999 Honda Odyssey EX 
$27,995 " 29,995 
1998 Honda Civic EX 
NOW $14,995 
1997 Chev Cavalier 
2 Dr, Autom 4 Cyl NOW $8,,¢)95 
1997 Chev Turbo Diesel 
4x4, Auto, Reg Cab NOW $17,995 
1996 Subaru Outback 
$17,995 
1995 Civic Hatch 
$9,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
NOW $15,995 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext 
Cab w/Plow 
WAS $16.998 NOW $14,995 
1995 Chev Ext Cab 
3/4 Ton, 2 Wh. Dr. $15,995 
1994 Jeep YJ 
$10,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
NOW $19,995 
1993 Subaru Loyale 
NOW $8,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
WAS $10,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Civic SI 
$8,995 
1993 ~~atch  
WAS ~ ~ 5  
1992 Ford Explorer XLT 
NOW $9,495 
1989 Jeep Cherokee 
$7,995 
Tcrrae ;  Honda 
www.bchonda.com 
TOYOTA 4 - Runner,  1990, 
4x4, sun roof, cruise, alarm, 
running boards, new rubber, 
well maintained, alpine stereo. 
;6800 obo. Call 250-798-2484. 
Newspapers  
want  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
• 5o if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and trieS to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in 0.C. 
newspapers. 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIL 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 
Ph. 250-384-3344 
r-,~,x: 250-384.3346 
E-mail: ~oundl@b, cpresscoundl,or 
Web: bq~resscoundl,org ..... 
nlaZll)a Prot;eg  [S"6Ti eKnl;E' i 
 lliyi !il 
,oo 
i Z 0,9% P, R';HASE F'N NC'N !
AN NO A ORgODAYS! 
"93 Toyota Tercel 4~,ss~,d 
"94 Pontiac Sunbird 4 [~ $4,995 
"95 Pontiac Sunf l re2~ $8.495 
'98  Ford Escort ~r,A~,~/¢ 4~J~ $10.995 
'98  Ford Contour A~, W, W~ ¢~, $10,995 
'99 Pont iac  Sunf i re  2 Door, ~ ~ $8,495 
'99 Pontiac Sunfire GT ~,  ~ll~, 3~.~, ~ $14,995 
'99 Mazda  Protege  SE~,~/¢4~J~$13,695 
'00 Subaru  In t r roza  RS~ $21,995 
• , _-o-_v.v ~ , I-_~ -_ ,' - -~- '  -'~:- - I  
' 95  Jeep Cherokee Laredo $12,995 
'96 Subaru Outback ~o, LooJ~,O~85,000Km $ ~  
'97  Mazda M.P.V. 4x4 ~s~ ~$18,995 
'99 Subaru  Outback65,~Km $25,495 
'99  fmlmm Forester Ltd. ~o, tooa~ $ ~  
'00  Subare Oulback Ltd. T~,~R~,~ $~J~Q~S 
'00  Subar~ Outback A~,~u.~o~ $26,995 
'00  Subaru Outback A,~. ~,li~ $25 ,995 
'00  Mazda M.P.V. DX dDoor.TPozw~" $21,995 
mm "..,1:1 : l~-]k ' , '~l  ~ I =1 . ]k  d :qLii£,,4 [4~.tB 
~92 Ford Explorer ~ ~,  ~,~.A/C $8 .495  
'93  Ford Explorer XL ~,~/¢.112.000[m $8,995 
'94 Chev Ext Cab 4x4 Silverado $14 ,995 
'97  GMC Sonoma Ext Cab 3~r,~.4 $13 ,995 
'98  Mazda B4000 4x4 Ext Cnb $19,995 
~98 Mazda B4000 Ext Cab ~.4,~/c,35.0~k~ $20,995 
'98  Ford F-150 Ext. Cab 4x4 3~ $20.995 
'99 Mazda B4OO0 Ext Cab ~ ~r $14 ,995  
' 97  GMC SONOMA 4x4  
1989 GMC Sierra, 2wd, reg 
cab, 305, auto, p/s, p/b, with ca- 
nopy. Excellent running condi- 
tion. Reduced $4950 OBO 250- 
635-3384. 
1991 FORD Taurus LX wagon. 
150,O00kms. V6 3.8L. New 
transmission, new exhaust. 
Well maintained. Power seats. 
Moon roof $4500 obo. 250-638- 
5339days, 250-615-3232 eves. 
1994 AEORSTAR all wheel 
ddve one owner  since new. 
81,000kms $8500. Phone 250- 
635-7425 
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INVITATION TO TENDER 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, Section 23, sealed 
tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No: 35550-0000 
Project Name: Home Creek Bddge # 7752, Bridge Replacemen t
Contract ID: 355MN0385 
Location: Home Creek Bridge is located at approximately 20 km on the 
Chaslatta Road off of the Eakin Settlement Road south of Takysie 
Lake. This area is south of the Burns Lake and Francois Lake, B.C. 
Description: Work generally consists of: Supply and Install New Bridge (Lump 
Sum); Design (Lump Sum); Quality Management (Lump Sum)L End 
Fills and Bridge Flares (Lump Sum). 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of Tender on the forms pro- 
vided, will be received by the Ministry of Transportation at RM 213 - 1011 - 4th AVENUE, 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC prior to 2:00 p.m. (local time) on October 15, 2002, when tenders 
will be opened in public promptly thereafter. Fax revisions must be sent to (250) 565-7016. 
A bid security will be required in accordance with the Conditions of Tender. 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
All interested parties are required to obtain the consent of the designated contact person 
prior to conducting any on-site investigation. 
Tender documents are available between the hours of 8:30 to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday, except holidays from the Ministry of Transportation at RM 
213 - 1011 - 4th AVENUE, PRINCE GEORGE, BC, Phone (250) 565-6185. For books $33.00 
plus 7% GST and 7.5% PST for a total of $37.79. 
Tender documents may be ordered from all Regional and District offices of the Ministry 
of Transportation. Payment for tender documents can be made by cash, cheque or 
money order (Canadian funds only), payable to the Minister of Finance. 
To purchase a tender document package using a VISA or MasterCard, download 
the order form from the internet http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/bchighways/contracts/con. 
tract.htm. Fax the completed order form and payment information to (604) 660-8034. 
All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact: Tony Bennett 
RM 213 - 1011 -4th AVENUE 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC V2L 3H9 
Fax: (250) 565-6065 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be 
accepted. 
cBI TISH OLUMBIA Ministry of Transportation 
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or Classifieds toll free,l-866-669-9222 ~ classifieds@bccommunitynews.com -~ 
www.communityclassifieds.ca 
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,411 
AUTO FINANCING EDUCMION " EMPLOYMENT PERSONALS STEEL BUILDINGS 
BUYS OF THE WEEK. 2002 A NEW CAREER? Train to be an OPPORTUNITIES 
DIVORCE SURVIVAL FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS - 
nlrepld $295; 2002 Grand AM Apartment/ Condominium PUT YOUR CAREER In overdriveJ STRATEGIES...Beiore spending 
$289; 2002 Cavalier $198; 1999 Manager. Many jobel Job General Mechanic. One year larnosumsonieQa fees calIThe Durable, Dependable, Pro- 
Ford 4x4 $,325; 2000 Chev. Blazer placement assistance A -Areas corti care ~eavLy e q u ~ (  ~.;-" ..... __."~ .. '~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ,'Pai~,y.raw ~enrm.to~moer~ ano '.engifleeied All-Steel Strucluree. - 
$375; 2000 Chev. Van $299; Government Registered Program eulonlolive se{yJ.ce technician,,. ~Oui/rlghl~, &,obfl~],a-tlons~ Our Custom-made io suit your needs 
Psymenls monthly plus tax. Marly Information/brochure (604] 681- Introductory progrem; entry-level 
604-464.3941 fen. 5456, 1-800.665-8339, empioymenl preparation; lawyers will present you with your 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES w'ww.rmU.ca. 
TAKE CONTROL of your income 
and your future with a Wsrklns 
home-based business. Trelnlng, 
end support Included. If committed 
and enthusiastic describes you, 
call 1-800-375.1114 
INVENTORS. PRODUCT IDEAS 
Wantedl Free Inlormallon 
Package, Develop & prolesslocaIly 
present your new product idea to 
manufacturers through Davlcon, 
an award winning firm. Patent 
assistance available: 1-800-544- 
3327 (24 hrs). 
MOST IMPORTANT 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP offered in 
British Columbia. 25K Investment 
with a potential return ol Six 
Figures+++ Annually. $500 Billion 
Market. Read Meters, Collect 
Money. Turnkey, No Competition. 
1"800-213.2166. 
SMALL TRUCKING COMPANY 
with some contracts Ior sale. 
Situated In s very busy area 
(Alberta) - OIIfield, logging, 
consb'ucllen. For more Information, 
please call 780-786-2916, 
CAREER TRAINING 
BE AN INTERIOR DECORATOR 
with our unique home-study 
course. Call Ior your Free 
brochure. 1-800.267.1829. 
Sheffield School of Intedor Design, 
1468.38 McAdhur Ave, Ottawa ON 
K1L 6R2 
ALL CREATURE8 greet end 
smalll Study Animal Health 
Technology at Falrview College. 
Full working farm, Work prectlcum 
st veterinary practices. 
Residences. Now accepllng 
appTIcaticns for September, 2003. 
Falrvlew College, Alberla, 
1 -888-999-7882;  
www,lelrviewcollege.sem 
LIKE TO HORSE around? Equine 
Studies • Horse Training Major, 
Fsirvlew College, Alberta, Improve 
riding skills, learn colt breaking 
techniques, gain comprehefisive 
equine knowledge. Low student. 
leacher ratio. Now accepting 
eppltcaaons for September 2003. 
1 -888 .999.7682;  
www,fatrvlewcollege,com. 
COMING EVENTS 
DREAM8 ARE REAL. Discover 
how to link Inner end ouler 
realities. Experience It yourself. 
For Free Book, call Eckankar, 
t-aGO.LOVE-GOD. Ask for book 
#F18. www,ecksnkar,org 
EDUCATION' 
BECOME A COUNSELOR by 
correspondence or on campus 
through Canada's leading 
accredited institute for the 
counseling profession, Victoria to 
Halifax. Free Catalogue, 
1.800.605.7044, Vlell: 
www.counseiodralnlng,com 
ASK US HOW we can train you to 
be one of the 50,000 plus new 
tourism workers needed by 20051 
Canadian Toudsm Collage 1-8OO- 
668-9901, 604-736.8000 or 
www.toudsmco~lege.com 
WHAT COLOUR is your Ihumb? 
Colour It green. Horticultural 
Technlcla~ Program, Felrvlew 
College, Alberta. Study 
landscaping, plants and busleees 
skills necessary In this growing 
Ileid, Now accepting applications 
for September 2003. 1-888.999- 
7882; www.lel~lewcollege,com. 
EMPLOYMENT 
DPPORTUNmE8 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
MANAGER, Oversee dietary, 
housekeeping, laundry at three 
facilities on BC's Sunshine Coast 
totalling 181 combined Acute sad 
LTC beds, Emsil resume to: 
careers@aramark.oa. 
NAPA AUTO PARTS Whistler, 
B.C, requires an experienced parts 
person, minimum three years. Will 
be required to work oc!caslonatly in
Pemberton location. Fax resume 
604-932-6109 
JOIN OUR TEAM TODAY. 
Locking ior energetic, mollveted 
individuals to ell out Direct Sales 
Home Decorating Company new to 
Canada, Quality 45 year.old 
company, excellent values, 
unlimited career end 
financial opporlunlty. Emall 
svmyhre@shaw.ca for info. 
FLOORCOVERINQ INSTALLER 
required Immad~tely, Minimum 10 
years experience - carpet and line. 
Year round permanent work, 
Call 403.223.2832, Teber 
Ficomovedngs, Tabor, Alberta. 
NEW CAREER opportunity, 
needed experienced Ski.Doe 
mechanki for lull.time mployment, 
BenelR packages, Fax resume to 
apprenticeship opperlunilles. Now 
accepting applications for 
September 2003. 1-E88.999- 
7882; www.falrvlewocllege.com. 
SO MANY TRADES • so hard Io 
choose. Falrvlew College can 
helpl Explore trade options - 
mechanic, welder, electrician and 
more. Work placement, 
Certificate program. Now 
accepting• applications for 
January 2003, 1.888.999-7882; 
wv.v.fnirvlewcollefle,com, 
BAKER'S APPRENTICE' or 
assistael end counter staff wonted 
for Leggen's Bakery and Dell In 
Lake Louise, Albeds. Fax resume 
1-403-522o3299 or emall: 
leggans@banll.net todayl' 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
DEBT STRESS? We can help. 
mydeblsolutlon.com. Debt 
solutions. Online. Anytime, 1-877- 
868-3500, Advice by phone and 
online. Professional and personal 
service tnca 1987. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995,00 ALL NEW 
Super Lumbermnle 2000, larger 
capacities, more options. Nomocd 
Induslrles, manufaclurer of 
sawmills, edgers end skldders. 
Free inlormalicn, 1-800-565.6899, 
ext. 400.OT; 
NEED A COMPUTER..,Don't have 
cash? The Original IBM PC, Just 
$1 a dey.,,no money dowel The 
Buck A Day Company. Call: 1.800- 
666-3547, www.buckaday.com 
HEALTH 
DOES YOUR BATHROOM have a 
revolving door? Do you urinate 
every one to two hours during the 
day end at least twice during the 
night? II you answered yes, you 
may have overactive bladder, Talk 
to your doctor or call 1.877.225. 
2333 for more Inlormatlen. 
HELP WANTED 
780-624.4380, Attention: Dwayne BUILDING MANAGER, Cleaning 
or carl 780-624.2720. 
and renevsllon work if desired, 
GET YOUR FOOT In the dcorl 32 
week mechanic or 12 week 
partaman progrsma give you the 
opportunity to challenge first year 
apprenticeship exams, Now 
accepting epplleallona Ior 
September 2003. Feirview 
College, Alberta, 1.888.999.7882; 
www.lalrvlewcolicge.com. 
MAKE THE big buckal Power 
Engineering oilers Inlernellonel 
opportunities, excallenl alerllng 
salaries. 82 week program •wdte 
the ABSA Interprovlnolel Fourth 
Class Certificate Exam, Now 
accepting applications for 
September, 2003. Gas 
couple or single, retired or semi. 
retired, for Fort McMurray, Albeda 
apadmenle/hotel. Fax resume 604. 
520-3014 
LIVESTOCK 
ADVANCED HORSEMANSHIP 
Cerllflcale program, Now 
accepting applications for 
September, 2003, Hands.on 
trelelng, small classes, on-campus 
riding arena, residences, Falrvlew 
College, Felrvlew, Alberla, 
1 -888 .999-1882;  
www,fe bvlewcollege,com. 
.. PAY TELEPHONE BERV, 
DANADA'S TOP PaYCHICa,,.Are 
process operatlone componenl~ You Ready to Believe In P ~  
t .;8 8 8 -  9 g 9 -  7 O a 2 : Against Celt NoWl You Wont Be 
www,feitvlewconege,com, Dleeppolntedl 1.900.481.7070 
options & oiler smart & proven 
strelegles to help reduce your legal 
lees, safeguard your assets & 
defend your child custody & 
access dghla. Don't be a victiml 
'Separate Smart',,Toll-Free 1-866- 
0?9-3529. 
REAL ESTATE 
THOMPSON RIVER ESTATES. 
50 LARGE ACREAGES, only 4 hrs 
from Vancouver, residential 
subdlv[slen on the banks of the 
Thompson River, between 
Kamlocpa & Cache Creek, super 
climate, awesome views, liznthst~c 
fishing & gelling. Sizes vary 
2.136 acres from $35,500. 
www,Thompaon RiverEstales.com 
604-606-7900 
140 ACRE RANCH, 8.Bedroom 
home set up Ior bed and breakfast 
Riding arena, bam sheds, lanced 
$340,000, One hour NW of 
Edmonton, Alberta 1-780-786- 
2135 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW and used 
rnotorhomes, 5th wheels, trailers, 
van-conversions, truck campers. 
Tclal RV Cenlre RV Listing 
Service. Free pick.up Western 
Canada. Voyager RV, Hwy 91, 
Winfield, B.C. 1.800-668.1442. 
www.voysgerRV.com 
POWERBOATS In summer, 
snowmobiles in winterl Enjoy life 
aa a re=eaUonal sports mechanic, 
One-year certificate programs 
slerts Janusw, 2003. Cell now o 
limited seats. Feirvlaw College, 
Fairvlew, Alberta, 1-688-999.7882; 
www.le~.'lewcollege.com, 
SERVICES 
LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICE. 
Do you need help to lind the dghl 
lawyer In your area? If you think 
you might have e legal problem but 
are not sure, e lawyer egmtered 
wilh the Lawyer Referral Service 
will provide you with up to e half 
hour consultation for $10 including 
lax, Lower Mainland call 604.687. 
322t. BC toll.free 1.800.063. 
1919.'DIAL.A.LAW' Do you need 
general legal Information? Acoeas 
Fe-recorded massages on 9 wide 
vedely of legal topics by phone, or 
by visiting www.b¢¢ba,org, Lower 
Mainland cell 604.687.4680, BD 
toll-Ires 1-800.665-5297, 
.. STEEL BU1LDINe$ 
STEEL BUILDINGS. Clearance 
ealel Manufacturer direct. Beat 
next price Increase, 26x40 
$7,200,00. 30x40 $8,900.00, 
Felrvinw College, Alberta. 
and requirements. Factory-Direct 
affordable prices. Call 1.600-668. 
8653 exL 132 for free brochure, 
TRAVEL 
PREMIUM HOTELS, Puerlo 
Vatle~, 7 days for $199. Cancun, 
5 days for $119 per person double 
occupancy. Buy before Oclober 
31st and get 10% 0ff.1.888-807- 
,8444. www.vacatlon.value,com 
TIMESHARE AUCTION 
OCTOBER 12, 2OO~11 Ere Strornon 
• Since 1979 • Realtors® 
Worldwide SelecUon - Free leio • 
Call Nowl Buyers / Sellers: 1-800- 
275-6439 www.timecharellnk.som 
TRADE8 
IMPORT TECHNICIAN Soulh 
Surrey import dealership has 
• lmmed fit position available. 
AIrDsre/Government Inspection 
cargflcale preferred. NIssen end/or 
Mazda experience an assel, 
Competitive wages end benelile, 
Forward resume by fax to: King 
George Nisean, attn: Doug Beatly 
604.536-4114 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A,O.' Guaranteed 
credll approvals, Trucks, 4x4'a, 
crew cabs, diesels, 6po~ utiliUee, 
cars & vans. Repo's, broken 
leases, heavy duly equipment. 
Take over payments. Free 
delivery, Call Lewrenoa Slccle, 
BC'a largest finenca broker, 1.600. 
993-3673. Vancouver 604-327. 
6377. 
EVERYONE APPROVED. No 
klddlngl Working approved. 
Divorced approved, Bankrupted 
approved. Slow payments 
approved, No down payment 
approved. Repoaeeee on. 
approved, No credll approved, 
Debt service problem approved, 
Self,employed approved, New & 
used Chev Dodge, Ford prodocta, 
7.9 financing. Drive today, 1800 
vehicles, one bank, Call 1.800- 
30x80 $10,300.00, 35x50 OSO 482g eeraid 
$t3 2oo co 4ox6o $17,3oo o. :~ " or Rna or 
Others, Pioneer 1.800~68.M22, www,mKllt.ldno.¢om 24 he, 
t ~ t' 
I 
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CALLING FOR TENDERS r=. ts  
Sealed Tenders for the following Planting (sp) contract will be received by the District 
Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kelum Forest District, 200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terroco, 
British Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract; PL04DKM.0003 located in the Hraper/Arbor Forest Service Road (West 
Nass) area, within the Kalum Forest District, for Planting (sp) on 69 heclares, 
Viewing date: October 18, 2002 Moving Elswonh Camp General Store st 8;00 a,m. 
Viewing el this site prior to submitting a bid Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 11:30 a.m, November 15, 2002, at which time all 
tenders will be opened. 
Only those contractors who have euccossfully completed e Planting Contract of 80K 
seedlings within the past two (2) years are eligible to bld. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms end in the envelope supplied which, with the 
particulars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer con- 
ducting the viewing trip, Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and Ihe lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work 
will be administered by the British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
All inquiries should be directed to Richard Kean, Forest Technician.Contract 
Coordinator. at the above oddrass. Phone (250) 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject o funding being available at the time . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ISH Ministry el ( ~  
...B CALLING FOR TENDERS ro~sts 
LOLIJMB~ 
Sealed Tenders for the following Planting contract will be received by the District 
Manager, Ministry o[ Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract: PL04DKM.0002 located in the SBFEP South area within the Kalum Forest 
District, for planting on 172 hectares. 
Viewing date: October 16 & 17, 2002 leaving Kalum District Office at 8:15 a.m. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is mandatory. 
Deadline tor receipt of tenders is 1:30 p.m., November 15, 2002, at which time all 
tenders will be opened, 
Only those contractors who have successfully completed a Planting Contract of 230K 
seedlings within the past two (2) years are eligible to bid, 
Tenders must be submitted on the terms and in the envelope supplied which, with the 
padiculars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer con- 
dueling the viewing trip, Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work 
will be administered by the British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
All inquiries hould be directed to Rocky Chan, Forester-Contract Coordinator, at the 
above address. Phone (250) 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject o tunding being available at the time. 
CALLING FOR TENDERS F='ests 
Sealed Tenders for the following Planting (su/fa) contract will be received by the 
District Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200.5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, British Columbia on the dates shown below: 
Contract: PL04DKM-0O04 located in the Hraper/Paw Forest Service Road (West 
Nass) area, within the Kalum Forest District, for Planting (su/fa) on 203 hectares, 
Viewing date: October 18, 2002 leaving Elswodh Camp General Store at 8:00 a.m. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 9:30 o,m., November 15, 2002, at which time all 
tenders will be opened• 
Only those contractors who have successfully completed a Planting Contract of 270K 
seedlings within the past two (2) years are eligible to bid. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms end in the envelope supplied which, with the 
padiculars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer con- 
ducting the viewing trip. Tenders will not be considered having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted, The work 
will be administered by the British Columbia Ministry of Forests. 
All inquiries should be directed to Richard Kean, Forest Technician-Contract 
Coordinator, at the above address, Phone (250) 638-5100. 
Contract award is subject o funding being available at the time. 
Swimmers splash NOTICE OF INTENTION 
TO APPLY FOR 
into new season 
JULIE VANDERLEE has come full circle. 
The 21-year-old Terrace woman fell in 
love with swimming as a young girl. She 
made her way up through the swimming 
development, program with the Terrace 
Bluebacks swim club and eventually star- 
ted swimming competitively as a teen. 
With the butterfly her signature stroke 
Vanderlee even made her way to a junior 
national qualifier. The next step was join- 
ing the coaching staff before taking on 
studies in the lower mainland - and now 
she's back as a development coach. 
"She's wonderful with the swimmers in 
that the energy level that she has, the 
swimmers don't realise that they are 
doing the work," says Biuebacks head 
coach Mike Carlyle. 
That's exactly what Vanderlee wants 
to see happen with her young charges. 
She and co-coach Marcie Pritchard, 21, 
want their pupils to leave the pool feeling 
good about themselves while developing 
their skills. 
Vanderlee says. "1 think if I can just build 
up how they feel about hemselves I'm 
happy." 
Vanderlee and Pritchard hoth say their 
approach to teaching the younger swim- 
mers has moved from an emphasis on 
competition to highlighting strengths in 
house. That means less out of town swim 
meets and more fun events in Terrace. 
"Seven year olds don't need to go out 
of town," Vanderlee says. 
Pritchard agrees too much emphasis on 
competition could lead to burn out. 
"They could be an awesome swimmer 
in two years but will they stay with it for 
the third year?" Pritchard says. 
The coaching duo are excited about 
being back at the aquatic centre with 
their young charges. 
The biggest reward, they both agree, 
comes with seeing the improvement in 
their pupils and the enthusiasm the child- 
ren generate. 
"They just improve in huge leaps and 
A DISPOSIT ION OF 
CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Graham Air 
Limited of Telegraph Creek, 
B.C., occupation aircraft charter 
company, intends to make 
application to the Land and 
Water British Columbia Inc. 
LWBC, Skeena Region, Land 
Management Office, for a Crown 
Grant for the purposes of a 
Commercial Floatplane Base 
situated on Crown Land located 
at Sawmill Lake, Casstar 
Distdct. 
The proposed land is deemed to 
be required for a Commercial 
Floatplane Base. 
The Lands file number for this 
application is File 6406647. 
Wdtten comments concerning 
this application should be 
directed to the senior land 
officer at Land and Water Bdtish 
Columbia Inc., Skeena Region, 
'3rd Floor, 3726 Alfred Avenue, 
Box 5000, Smlthers, B.C., V0J 
2N0. Comments will be received 
by LWBC until November 2, 
2002. LWBC may not be able to 
consider comments received 
after this date. 
Be advised that any response to 
Ihis advertisement will be 
considered part of the public 
record. For information contact 
the FOI Advisor at Land and 
Water Bdtish Columbia Inc., 
Regional Office. 
FOR SALE UNDER 
REPAIRERSS LIEN 
Year: 1990 
~ake: Honda 
Model: CRXSI 
E}ody Style: Hatchback 
VIN: JHMED9362LS800580 
Debtor: Joseph Roseberry 
Last Registered Owner: 
Donovan Westoby 
~,mount Owed: $6740.97 
Date of Sale: Oct.31/02 
Time: 10:00 am 
Place: Narm's Auto 
Refinishing Ltd. 
4630 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 4K1 
To be sold As Is Where Is. 
NOTICE OF EXTENSION 
TO THE TERM OF THE 
2000-2007 FOREST 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR 
TREE FARM LICENSE 1 
As per Part 2, Section 4 of Ihe 
Operational Planning Regulation, 
Skeena Cellulose Inc. hereby pro- 
vides Notice Ihat a term extension 
has been granted for Ihe currenlly 
approved Forest Development 
PJan far Tree Farm Licence 1. 
The previously approved term 
was January 12, 2001 to January 
11, 2003; the expiry date of Ihe 
plan has now been extended to 
January 10, 2004. 
Any comments or questions 
relating to this extension can be 
direded to Rick Brouwer, R.P.E at 
250 638 5718. 
Skeena Ce ,J ase Inc. 
4900 Keilh Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G SL8 
INVITATION TO TENDER Ministtyol @ 
..,~ PJ'I'ISH Planting Contract Forests 
LOI.UMBIA 
Sealed tenders for the following Planting Contract will be received by the 
Distdct Manager, Ministry of Forests, Kispiox Forest District, Bag 5000, 
Smithers, B.C., VOJ 2N0, as shown below. 
Approximate size: 100,000 trees. 
A mandatory office/field information session will be held at the Kispiox 
Forest District Office, Hwy. 62 West, Hazelton, at 8:30 A.M., on October 
21, 2002. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form and in the envelopes supplied, 
which will be available at the information session; The envelopes will 
contain the particulars for the contract, 
The successful bidder must pmvlde proof of satisfactory completion of 
previous work of like kind and size In the Province within the last 2 (two) 
years, Successful bidders must be able to provide proof of valid and cur- 
rent Comprehensive General Liability Insurance and status ot good 
standing with WCB within five (5) working days following the date of con- 
tract offer. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders Is 10:30 A.M., Monday, November 4, 
2002, at which time all tenders will be opened. Please be informed that 
the tender opening is non-public. Contract award is subject to funding 
availability. Fax tenders will not be accepted, and the lowest or any ten- 
der will not necessarily be accepted, general Inquiries may be directed to 
Greg Folks, Kispiox Forest District, at (250) 842-7645. 
Please have your dog 
leashed or fenced-in away 
,ii from your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and Salurdays 
so your newspaper carrier 
can deliver your paper. 
NOTICE  OF  PUBL IC  HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Wednesday, 
October 16, 2002, at the Regional District of Kltlmat-Stiklne offices, at 
300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC commencing at 7:30 pm to 
receive representation from all persons who deem their interests to be 
affected by the proposed bylaw: 
Reglonal District of Kltlmat-Stlklne 
Skeena Valley Zonlng Amendment Bylaw No. 493, 2002 
In general terms, the purpose of the proposed bylaw is to rezone land 
described as Portion of Distdct Lot 4773, Range 5, Coast District, Except 
Plan 6891 and 2019, from the Rural 1 (R1) Zone to the Rural Resort (RC) 
Zone. The rezoning is required to address a guest lodge development 
The intent of the Rural Resort (RC) Zone is to allow in a rural setting, the 
development of a small-scale destination resort with integrated facilities to 
accommodate and serve the recreational pursuits of tourists interested in 
outdoor activities. The land Subject to rezoning is located adjacent to 
Highway 16 East near the rural area of Dorreen as indicate on the sketch. 
The public hearing on Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 493, 2002, is to be 
held by Directors Bob Cooper, Les Watmough and Rich McDaniel as 
delegates of the Regional District Board. A copy of the Board resolution 
making the delegation and a copy of the proposed bylaw may be 
inspected at the office of the Regional Distdct of Kitimat-Stikine, 300-4545 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC between the hours of 8:30 am and 4:30 pm, 
Monday through Fdday, except statutory holidays. 
"! just want to see them having fun," bounds," says Vanderlee. 
' Regional [ [ - ~ ~ : ' - ~ ' Z K ' ~ ' O O ' ~ ' ~ ' ~ ] {  .~,~',i~,~ ~ t  . District of 
~ ' ,~ ,~.  J lm l t , ,  K,timat-Shkine 
'~''~ . . . . . .  "%¢ " " " ~]1 - _- " ~ ' ~ '  . Phone: (250)615-6100 kl" ~ "~" Terrace Mm°r H°ckeyAss°clatl°n ~,~] ~ - ' " '  . . . . . . . . .  - ~ ' ~ t  u.e.c. 1.800.663.3208 o i L~0~01X' ,~-- - -~-~ 
ANNUAL PARENTSoctoberMEETING 
L;~ 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, 16, 2002 al . . i ,  r - -~,~.~ J . ' t i=  . I "~, \ -e,~. ~ . . . . .  I 
I~  at the Happy  Gang Cent re  ~ l  " " 
k~ ~J I  
Visit I I ~\ ,.~ E/~,~ \ \  I "1 ~ Allparents are encouraged tO attend! ~ ~ ~'1%',, "%'Oe ,,,'~  l 
,,~.~~~.~.~..~.~--........~...,s, PITCH-IN I r',,", / /-)J 
' L~k ~J CANADA'S  Ii I K ~ ' - I L 2 8 0 0  I ~ ~1~ " : 
6E ,,.our0.L, r.r  • / . .  , 
to find out howl" I [ " " [ ( \~  ' 
achieve new balance._--=~ ~ ___ -L -  ~ --4 ~, ) k~o 
L .1 ,  I L ,O~ \ / / /  k,,,3X--~--1 
WIDE FEET? LET US HELP YOU ~ - - ~  ~.~,~ ~/~ 
~ ..... ~:i: ,:i!iii: , X ! ! /~  
.,". .::~,.. , Women s Cross Trainer ,.:.,,,:- . . . . .  ::S .../;:~. :":~:~ .... "~x_. 
DUe:"io the 
• V 1-.% ..~/r~'~-'Lw/.-'777~.'.. ~- , ~ ~ '~  
will have early deadlines to meet our press deadlines. " ' ' 
~;ii::!::: 852 .... i , : .  "':::'~-,,. ' y ' . . . . .~ ; . . .~ ; . . . . .  , ,-.:'~;'s":7~ s ....
AlL SEASONS 
forsports. 
We know our stuff! 
6E 
All Seasons Source For Sports 
635-2982 
4555 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Thur & Sat 8:30-6, Fd 8:30-9 
6E 
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